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Summary

In a cohort of 73 GISTs including adult mutant, adult wild-type and paediatric cases miRNA 

expression was examined using TaqMan® Low Density Arrays (TLDAs), allowing the profiling 

of 667 miRNAs in a set o f  two (pool A and B) 384well cards. Individual TaqMan® miRNA 

assays used to validate the arrays cards showed good concordance with array results. 

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering splits the cases into two large clusters A and B, which are 

further subdivided into clusters B1 and B2. Adult mutant cases are located in clusters A and B1 

and paediatric cases in cluster B2. Cluster B2 can be subdivided further into cluster B2a and 

B2b. All known Carney triad and Camey-Stratakis syndrome syndromic cases are located in 

cluster B2b. The adult wild-type cases are dispersed amongst both adult mutant and paediatric 

cases and this is based on SDHB immunoreactivity. The main split between the clusters is 

caused by the differential expression o f forty-seven miRNAs located on 14q32, but is not 

simply related to 14q loss, as cases in cluster A, which mostly do show 14q32 loss, have higher 

expression o f these miRNAs compared to cluster B. The 14q32 region is an imprinted region in 

the genome and the miRNAs in this region are only expressed form the maternal allele. 

Methylation profiling of the 14q32 region using the diagnostic test for UPD14 revealed that 

most cases tested from cluster A show loss o f the silent paternal allele, while cases from cluster 

B1 show loss o f the active maternal allele. Paediatric GISTs showed a normal methylation 

profile for 14q32.

In the mutant GIST cell line GIST882, Individual TaqMan® miRNA assays for miRNAs in this 

region and methylation-specific PCR revealed very low level expression o f the miRNAs and 

loss o f the maternal allele respectively, but treatment with 5-aza-2’deoxycytidine failed to de- 

methylate the paternal all and thereby induce expression o f the 14q32 miRNAs.

Many miRNAs, were differentially expressed between the clinical sub-classes o f GIST 

including adult mutant versus paediatric, adult [all] versus paediatric, adult wild-type versus 

adult mutant, all wild-type versus all mutant, cases in cluster B2a versus B2b, and where 

relevant data were available: SDHB immunopositive versus SDHB negative, cases with 14q



loss versus none, and for adult samples alone: high versus low risk cases and case outcomes: 

died of disease/alive with disease versus no evidence of disease. miRNA:mRNA interaction 

studies predicted a number of significant interactions between the miRNAs miR455-5p, let-7b, 

miR-185, miR-34c-5p and miR-302b and genes IGFIR, SDHC and VEGFA, which are known 

to be of interest in GIST biology. These miRNAs were reverse transfected into GIST mutant 

cell lines, with low endogenous levels of these miRNAs (as no paediatric cell lines are 

available) but no decrease in mRNA expression was detected using individual TaqMan® 

assays.

For selected miRNAs, MTS assays, scratch assays, invasion and motility assays were used to 

examine the functional effect of ectopic expression of these miRNAs in GIST cells. miR-302b 

and miR-455-5p (both higher in mutant GIST) showed no effect on GIST T1 cell proliferation 

or wound healing after transfection. miR-152 (higher in mutant GIST) showed reduced wound 

healing on scratch assay and reduced cell proliferation (p value of 0.06). Ectopic expression of 

miR-34c-5p (higher in paediatric and wild-type GIST than adult mutant), miR-185 (higher in 

wild-type GIST) or miR-190 (higher in paediatric GIST) in GIST T1 cells showed a highly 

significant (p<0.0001) decrease in cell proliferation after 96 hours and reduced wound healing 

was also observed for each miRNA. Invasion and motility assays showed a small increase in 

cell motility and invasion at 48 and 72 hours after transfection with miR-34c-5p, but this was 

significant (p<0.05) only for cell invasion after 48 hours. miR-185 showed a significant 

(p<0.05) decrease in cell motility only at 48 hours. miR-185 showed no discernible effect on 

cell invasion. miR-190 did not alter cell migration or invasion after transfection.

This profiling has shown clear clustering between adult and paediatric GISTs caused by the

differential expression of forty-seven miRNAs located on 14q32. Some of these differences can

be explained by methylation differences in this imprinted region. Functional effects apparent for

some miRNAs are in a pattern expected from the known behaviour of the clinical GIST subsets.

Post-transcriptional Dysregulation by miRNAs is implicated in the Pathogenesis of 

Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumour [GIST]



Loma Catherine-Noelle Kelly BSc 
Abstract

Gastrointestinal stromal tumours (GISTs) are the commonest mesenchymal tumours of the GI 
tract. In adults, GISTs are characterised by gain-of-function mutations in type III tyrosine 
kinases, KIT or less commonly PDGFRA. These mutations are mutually exclusive and result in 
constitutive ligand independent auto-phosphorylation of the receptors and activation of key 
growth and survival signalling pathways. These can be fast growing aggressive tumours and do 
not respond to conventional chemo-or radiation-therapies and represent one of the few tumours 
for which targeted therapies have been developed. Around 10-15% of GISTs contain no 
discernible KIT or PDGFRA mutations and apart from the small percentage shown to contain a 
BRAF mutation, these are termed wild-type. The majority of GISTs occurring in the paediatric 
setting are wild-type. They can be slower growing than mutant GIST, often following a more 
indolent course and targeted therapies are relatively ineffective in these tumours. Paediatric 
GISTs do not show the large scale genomic losses, seen in the adult mutant setting with disease 
progression. GISTs are mostly sporadic but occasionally are associated with syndromes Carney 
triad (GIST, paraganglioma and pulmonary chondromas) or Carney-Stratakis Syndrome 
(paraganglioma and GIST). Defects in cellular respiration have recently been implicated in 
paediatric GISTs with SDHB immunonegativity providing a surrogate marker for loss of 
complex II activity. However, only a small proportion of paediatric cases show mutations in the 
SDH genes. Given the clear differences between adult and paediatric GIST and the lack of 
genomic insights into paediatric GIST, we hypothesised that miRNA dysregulation may be 
involved in paediatric GIST pathogenesis.
miRNAs are small, negative regulators of gene expression and have been implicated in nearly 
all forms of cancer. miRNA profiling of 30 gastric adult mutant, 25 adult wild-type (20 gastric 
and 5 small bowel) and 18 gastric paediatric GISTs split the cases into two large clusters A and 
B based on the expression of a cluster of forty-seven miRNAs located on 14q32. All paediatric 
GISTs low expression levels of these 14q32 miRNAs. Cluster B could be further subdivided 
into B1 and B2 and adult mutant cases were divided between A and B l, with cluster A showing 
higher expression of the 14q32 miRNAs. The difference in 14q32 miRNA expression was not 
associated with 14q genomic loss, as most of the cases with higher expression have 14q32 loss. 
Rather this finding appears to be explained at least in part by the differential allelic methylation 
of this imprinted region in the adult mutant samples. Small bowel wild-type GISTs segregate 
with adult mutant GISTs and express SDHB, while adult wild-type gastric GISTs are dispersed 
amongst adult mutant and paediatric wild-type cases and clustering in this situation is on the 
basis of SDHB expression. All cases with Carney triad or Carney-Stratakis syndrome within 
this cohort cluster together tightly, suggesting perhaps of a predictive miRNA signature for 
these syndromes. A number of miRNAs were found differentially expressed between various 
classes of GIST and miRNA;mRNA interaction studies indicated that some differentially 
expressed miRNAs may be targeting genes of interest in GIST such as IGFIR, SDHC and 
VEGFA. In vitro, these miRNAs did not alter expression levels of the genes of interest, but may 
have other gene targets of interest in GIST. Functional studies with the selected miRNAs miR- 
34c-5p, miR-185 and miR-190 (which were all higher in paediatric GIST/wild-type GIST) all 
produced decreased cell proliferation and wound healing after transfection, indicating these 
miRNAs may be acting as tumour suppressors in mutant cells and could be involved in the 
faster growing aggressive nature of mutant GIST.
Overall this study has shown distinct miRNA profiles between the subclasses of GIST with 
excellent clinico-pathological correlations. It has identified a possible miRNA signature for 
syndromic associated GISTs and a number of miRNAs have implicated in the post 
transcriptional regulation of paediatric and wild-type GIST oncogenesis.

IV
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1) Introduction

1.1) Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumour

1.1.1) History-Recognition of the Entity and Pathology of GIST

Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumours (GISTs) are the commonest mesenchymal neoplasms of 

the gastrointestinal (GI) tract (Fletcher et al., 2002). GISTs may be composed of spindle or 

epithelioid cells, in pure or mixed form (Ma et al., 1993). Most GISTs (around 70%) have a 

spindle cell phenotype, with elongated cells, often containing cigar shaped nuclei and 

occasionally with paranuclear vacuoles reminiscent of smooth muscle cells (Figure 1-1 A). 

GISTs with an epithelioid phenotype, as seen in 20% of cases, contain plumper and 

polygonal or rounded cells (Figure 1-1B). The remaining tumours display a mixed cell type 

(Fletcher et al., 2002). Indeed historically they were presumed to have a smooth muscle 

origin and as such were generally misdiagnosed as leiomyomas, leiomyoblastomas or 

leiomyosarcomas (Saul et al., 1987, Tirabosco et al., 1995).

With the introduction of routine immunohistochemistry (IHC) to diagnostic practice, 

staining showed cases could be classed based on their immunoreactivity for neural or 

muscle markers, or both, or neither. GISTs were recognised as a distinct entity in the 1980s 

by Mazur and Clark who coined the term gastrointestinal stromal tumour (Mazur and 

Clark, 1983). The most common immunohistochemical feature of GIST is positivity for 

CD117 (KIT) seen in around 95% of cases, and indeed CD117 (KIT) positivity is 

considered one of the major defining features o f GIST (Sarlomo-Rikala et a l ,  1998). Other 

markers used in diagnosis include DOGl (discovered on GIST), a protein of unknown 

function (West et al., 2004, Espinosa et al., 2008), CD34, smooth muscle actin (SMA),
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S I 00 protein, vimentin, actin and Ki-67 (Saul et al., 1987, Pike et al., 1988, Tirabosco et 

al., 1995, van de Rijn et al., 1994, Emory et al., 1997). DOGl shows a consistent 

expression pattern in GIST but the other markers are less GIST-specific and can show 

variable amounts of  reactivity in other tumours also (West et al., 2004, Saul et al., 1987, 

Pike et al., 1988, Tirabosco et al., 1995, van de Rijn et al., 1994).

GISTs are believed to originate from or differentiate towards the interstitial cells o f  Cajal 

(ICC) (Kindblom et al., 1998, Hirota et al., 1998). The interstitial cells o f  Cajal (ICC) are 

the pacemaker cells o f  the GI tract, acting as intermediates between the GI autonomic 

nervous system and smooth muscle cells, regulating GI mobility (peristalsis) and 

autonomic nerve function (Sanders, 1996). ICCs are positive for CD117 (KIT) and its 

ligand, stem cell factor (SCF), by IHC and are dependent on KIT for proper cell signalling 

(Maeda et al., 1992), with KIT or SCF deficient mice and rats showing perturbed gut 

motility (Maeda et al., 1992, Isozaki et al., 1995).

Figure 1-1; G IST Cell Types.

H&E stained sections o f  G IST. A: Spindle cells and B: Epithelioid cells.
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1.1.2) Incidence

GIST can arise at any age, but most commonly occurs during the fourth to eighth decades 

of life, with a median age o f 60 years (Corless et al., 2004, Gupta et al., 2008, Foo et al., 

2012). There is no strong sex predilection but GISTs are slightly more common in men 

(Miettinen and Lasota, 2006). GISTs show no association with geographic location, 

ethnicity, race or occupation (Levy et al., 2003). Incidences of GIST in the USA have 

previously been estimated at around 5000-6000 cases per year (Fletcher et al., 2002) and 

European population-based studies have suggested an incidence rate o f 14.5 cases per 

million in Sweden (Nilsson et al., 2005) and 11 cases per million in Iceland (Tryggvason et 

al., 2005) but frequency is rising. With increasing average life expectancy, the prevalence 

of GIST is set to rise worldwide as diagnostic imaging improves and awareness o f GIST as 

a tumour entity increases.

GISTs can occur anywhere along the GI Tract, but are most commonly found in the 

stomach (60%-70%) or small intestine (20-30%) with far lower frequency in the 

colorectum (<5%) or oesophagus (<5%) (Miettinen and Lasota, 2001). GIST may 

uncommonly arise in the omentum, mesentery or retroperitoneum and these are known as 

extra-gastrointestinal GISTs (Reith et al., 2000). An isolated atypical case of GIST 

primarily arising in the pleura has also been reported (Long et al., 2010).

1.1.3) KIT and PDGFRA Oncogenic Mutations in GIST

In 1998, a landmark publication by Hirota et al found around 70% of GISTs contain an 

activating mutation in the tyrosine kinase receptor, v-kit Hardy-Zuckerman 4 feline  

sarcoma viral oncogene homologue cK lT (KIT) (Hirota et al., 1998). Following on from 

this in 2003, Heinrich et al., showed that around 20% of GISTs lacking a KIT mutation
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contained activating mutations in the platelet derived growth factor receptor a (PDGFRA) 

(Heinrich et al., 2003b), also a type III tyrosine kinase receptor. GISTs are classically 

characterised by these gain-of-function tyrosine kinase mutations (also known as mutant 

GIST). KIT and PDGFRA mutations are mutually exclusive and both result in constitutive 

ligand-independent auto-phosphoiylation of the receptor. KIT and PDGFRA are members 

of the type III receptor tyi'osine kinase family, which also includes PDGFRB, macrophage 

colony stimulating factor receptor (CSFIR) and FI cytokine receptor (FLT3) (Qiu et al., 

1988, Claesson-Welsh et al., 1989). Both KIT and PDGFRA genes map to chi'omosome 

4ql2 (dAuriol et al., 1988, Stenman et al., 1989) and are believed to have evolved from a 

common ancestral gene by gene duplication (Qiu et al., 1988, Roberts et al., 1988). 

Members o f this family of receptor tyrosine kinases are characterized by an extracellular 

domain (EC) with five immunoglobulin-like loops and a cytoplasmic domain, containing a 

juxtamembrane (JM) domain and a split tyrosine kinase (TK) domain. The split TK domain 

includes tyrosine kinase (TK) 1 domain, containing an adenosine triphosphate binding 

region and tyrosine kinase (TK) 2 domain, containing a phosphotransferase region (Qiu et 

al., 1988, Claesson-Welsh et al., 1989). A cartoon depiction of KIT and PDGFRA receptors 

is presented in Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-2: Schematic diagram  of K IT  and PDGFRA receptors.

The domains encoded by the various exons and the frequency o f mutations in these 

exons are indicated with arrows.

KIT is important in the development of mast cells, haemopoietic cells and the ICCs 

(Kitamura et al., 1978, Kitamura and Go, 1979, Ogawa et al., 1991, Maeda et al., 1992). 

Under normal cellular conditions KIT and PDGFRA are activated by their ligands, stem 

cell factor (SCF) or platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), respectively (Copeland et al., 

1990, Zsebo et al., 1990, Flanagan and Leder, 1990, Heldin et al., 1988). Ligand binding in 

the EC domain, results in receptor dimerization and phosphorylation o f the tyrosines 

located in the cytoplasmic TK domains (Blume-Jensen et al., 1991, Heldin et al., 1989, 

Bishayee et al., 1989). This in turn leads to a cascade of phosphorylation o f downstream 

tyrosine residues, resulting in activation o f the signalling transduction pathways 

Ras/MAPK, Rac-Rho-JNK, P13K-AKT and SFK/STAT (Weiler et al., 1996, Deberry et
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al., 1997, Sattler et al., 1997, Timokhina et al., 1998, Broudy et al., 1999, Duensing et al., 

2004, Bauer et al., 2007), ultimately leading to cellular proliferation, adhesion and 

chemotaxis while reducing apoptosis (Kitayama et al., 1995, Duensing et al., 2004, Rossi et 

al., 2006).

Around eighty to eighty five per cent of GISTs contain KIT mutations, with mutations most 

commonly located in exon 11 (71%, juxtamembrane domain), exon 9 (13%, extracellular 

domain) and less commonly in exons 13 or 17 (4%, kinase domains 1 and 2 respectively) 

(Figure 1-2). Of KIT negative GISTs, around 5% contain PDGFRA mutations, with 85% of 

these occuixing in exon 18 (kinase domain 2) and less frequently in exons 12 or 14 

(juxtamembrane domain and kinase domain 1 respectively) (Figure 1 -2). Mutations in the 

JM domain change the auto-regulatory function o f the receptors, promoting kinase 

activation (Kitayama et al., 1995, Ma et al., 1999, Chan et al., 2003), while EC mutations 

dismpt the anti-dimerization sequence, causing spontaneous homodimerization of the 

receptors in the absence o f ligand stimulation (Flirota et al., 2001). Mutations in the TK 

domain change the conformation o f the activation loop, which is involved in the regulation 

of the ATP-binding pocket, causing constitutive kinase activation (Kitayama et al., 1995).

Mutations occurring in KIT or PDGFRA include: deletions, substitutions, duplications, 

insertions or complex mutations (involving deletion-insertions, duplication-insertions and 

deletion-inversions) (Lasota and Miettinen, 2008).

In-frame deletions are the most common KIT mutations and are almost exclusively found 

(with 1 exception) within exon 11 (Lasota and Miettinen, 2008). Deletions can range from 

small (3 nucleotides) to large (51 nucleotides) and tend to cluster in “hotspot” regions in the



5’ region of exon 11 between amino acids 550-561, but deletions have also been found in 

the 3’ region of exon 11 at amino acid position 579 (Lasota and Miettinen, 2008). The 

second most common mutation in KIT is single nucleotide substitutions, with most of these 

occurring in exon 11 as well. These mutations tend to occur in four codons: Try557, 

Val559, Val560 and Leu576 (Lasota and Miettinen, 2008), but have been identified in other 

locations also. The most frequently identified missense mutations at these locations include 

Val559Asp, Ala or Gly, Val560Asp, Try557Arg, and Leu576Pro (Lasota and Miettinen, 

2008). Single nucleotide substitutions have also been reported in KIT exon 13 (Lys642Glu, 

Glu635Lys, Leu641Pro, Val643Ala, Leu640Pro, Met651Val and Asp655Lys) (Lasota et 

al., 2008a, He et al., 2005a, Cho et al., 2006a, Cho et al., 2006b, Kinoshita et a l, 2007, 

Debiec-Rychter et al., 2006a, Lasota and Miettinen, 2008) and KIT exon 17 (Asn822Lys, 

Asp 816Phe, Asp816Tyr, Asp820Tyr, Asp820Val, Asn822His, Tyr823Asp) (Lasota and 

Miettinen, 2008, Lasota et al., 2008a, Lux et al., 2000). A single KIT exon 9 Glu490Gly 

substitution has also been reported (Martin et al., 2005). Duplications, the third most 

common mutation type in KIT, are found in exons 9 and 11 (Moskaluk et al., 1999, Lux et 

al., 2000). KIT exon 9 duplications are almost always identical, involving an 

Ala502_Tyr503 duplication (Lasota et al., 2000, Hirota et al., 2001, Sakurai et al., 2001, 

Kim et al., 2004) however there have been reports of Phe 506_Phe508 duplications (Lasota 

and Miettinen, 2006). Duplications in KIT exon 11 can vary in size from one to eighteen 

codons and typically occur at the 3’ end o f the exon (Lasota and Miettinen, 2008).

Insertions and complex mutations in KIT are rare. Insertions that have been reported are 

found only in exon 11 at codon 558 (Zamo et al., 2007, Kontogianni-Katsarou et al., 2008, 

Lasota et al., 2008b) whereas complex mutations involving deletion-insertions, duplication-



insertions or deletion-inversions have been reported in both KIT exon 9 and KIT exon 11 

(Hostein et al., 2006, Lasota and Miettinen, 2007).

In PDGFRA mutant GISTs the most common mutations recognised are single nucleotide 

substitutions. Exon 18 is the most common site for mutations in PDGFRA, with around 

85% represented by Asp842Val substitution (Heinrich et al., 2003b, Corless et al., 2005, 

Daum et al., 2007) although two variants, Asp842Tyr and Asp842Ile, have also been 

reported (Heinrich et al., 2003b, Corless et al., 2005, Lasota et al., 2004a). Substitutions 

involving other exon 18 codons (Asp846, Tyr849) have also been reported (Corless et al., 

2005, Lasota et al., 2004b). Single nucleotide substitutions in exons 12 and 14 can also 

occur, although exon 14 substitutions are rare (Lasota et al., 2006). In these locations, the 

substitutions occur predominantly around codon Val561 in exon 12 and codon Asn659 in 

exon 14 (Heinrich et al., 2003b, Corless et al., 2005, Lasota et al., 2006, Yamamoto et al., 

2010). In-frame deletions in PDGFRA have a propensity to cluster at codons 640-648 in 

exon 18 and codons 559-572 in exon 12 (Heinrich et al., 2003b, Daum et al., 2007).

Duplications, insertions and complex mutations are rare in PDGFRA with only a few 

reports o f each (Lasota and Miettinen, 2008). Exon 12 duplications and insertions arise in 

the vicinity of codon 561 (Heinrich et al., 2003b, Daum et al., 2007), while complex 

deletion-insertion mutations, which have been reported in exon 18, cluster in the region of 

codons 840-849 (Lasota et al., 2004b, Corless et al., 2005). Whilst GIST can occur 

anywhere along the GI tract, specific KIT and PDGFRA mutations have a tendency to 

occur at distinct anatomical locations. KIT exon 11 mutations tend to occur in GISTs 

arising in the stomach, while KIT exon 9 mutations are almost exclusively found in small
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intestinal GISTs (Antonescu et al., 2003) and PDGFRA mutations are almost exclusively 

found in GISTs of the stomach or omentum (Corless et al., 2005, Wardeknann et al., 2004).

1.1.4) BRAF Mutations in GIST

Around 10-15% of GISTs contain no detectable KIT or PDGFRA mutations. Recently, 

screening for BRAF exon 11 and exon 15 mutations in these KIT and PDGFRA wild-type 

GISTs, revealed a small number o f cases containing the common BRAF exon 15 V600E 

mutation, but no exon 11 mutations were detected (Agaram et al., 2008b). BRAF exon 15 

mutations in GIST have been detected in around 4-7% of KIT and PDGFRA wild-type 

cases, and are believed to be early molecular events in this setting (Agaram et al., 2008b, 

Agaimy et al., 2009). BRAF mutated GISTs are positive for CD117 (KIT) by 

immunohistochemistry and appear to show a predilection for the small bowel and show 

high risk features (Agaram et al., 2008b). BRAF exon 15 mutant GIST may also confer 

resistance to Imatinib and Sunitinib (Agaram et al., 2008b), as BRAF is not a target 

molecule for these inhibitors.

BRAF exon 11 and 15 mutations have previously been identified in numerous cancers 

including malignant melanomas, non-small cell lung cancer, lung adenocarcinoma and 

papillary thyroid carcinomas (Davies et al., 2002, Brose et al., 2002, Cohen et al., 2003, 

Kimura et al., 2003). In malignant melanoma and papillary thyroid carcinoma, BRAF 

mutations are found in >60% of cases and of these, over 90% involve the codon V600 in 

exon 15, with the majority containing the V600E substitution (Davies et al., 2002, Brose et 

al., 2002, Houben et al., 2004, Cohen et al., 2003). Other V600 substitutions identified in 

malignant melanoma and papillary thyroid carcinomas include V600R or V600K, both of 

which have been shown (similar to V600E) to increase kinase activity and allow malignant
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transformation o f cells (Davies et al., 2002, Houben et al., 2004). In non-small cell lung 

cancer and lung adenocarcinomas the frequency of BRAF mutations is much lower at 

around 1.5% with mutations found in exon 15 at codons V600, but also at L596 with valine 

or arginine substitutions (Naoki et al., 2002, Davies et al., 2002, Brose et al., 2002). BRAF 

exon 11 mutations are more frequently found in lung adenocarcinomas and non-small cell 

lung cancers with mutations involving codons; K438T, T439P, V458L, G465V and G468A 

(Davies et al., 2002, Naoki et al., 2002, Brose et al., 2002).

1.1.5) Diagnosis and Prognosis of Mutant GIST

GlSTs are potentially fast-growing, aggressive tumours however tumour size can vary 

hugely, with many small GlSTs discovered incidentally during unrelated surgeries, 

endoscopy, radiologically or at post mortem. Clinical presentation depends largely on 

tumour size. Typical presentations of small mmours can include abdominal pain and/or 

discomfort, while larger tumours may present as a palpable mass and can cause serious 

symptoms requiring urgent medical attention. These include acute or chronic GI bleeding, 

leading to anaemia from erosion o f the overlying mucosa, or more seriously tumour rupture 

(Corless et al., 2004, Miettinen and Lasota, 2006). GlSTs can metastasize to the liver, 

peritoneum and omentum but virtually never to regional lymph nodes (Miettinen et al., 

2003). Lung, brain and bone metastasis can occur, but are rare (Ozan et al., 2010, Wong 

and Chu, 2011).

Diagnosis of GIST is primarily based on cell morphology and immunoreactivity for CDl 17 

(KIT) and other diagnostic markers such as CD34, DOGl and SMA. Diagnosis of cases 

negative for CDl 17 (KIT) is more difficult. Mutational screening for KIT or PDGFRA
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mutations is not a routine element in diagnosis, despite prognostic and therapeutic 

importance, as discussed below.

Histological grading o f GISTs for prognostic purposes has proven difficult, as tumour 

behaviour can vary greatly, and there has been no set o f reliable histological criteria to 

predict behaviour (Fletcher et al., 2002). M any tumours >5cm and with >5 mitoses per 50 

high power field (HPF) have been classed as malignant, and tumours <2cm and with <5 

mitoses per HPF, have been classed as benign. However even these small “benign” 

tumours, with low mitotic counts have been shown to metastasise and so criteria for risk 

assessment, instead o f the traditional malignant versus benign classification, were proposed 

in 2002 (Fletcher et al., 2002). This risk stratification scheme is based on tumour size and 

mitotic index and divides tumours into very low, low, intermediate and high risk categories 

based on size (<2, 2-5, 5-10 >10) and the number o f mitoses per 50 HPF (Fletcher et al., 

2002). Tumour location is a further important element in risk stratification (Table 1-1) 

(Miettinen and Lasota, 2006, Patil and Rubin, 2011)

, R isk S t ra tif ic a tio n  o f  P r in ia n  G a s t ro in te s t in a l  S tro m a l T u m o r (GIST) b y  M ito t ic  In d ex , S ize , a n d  S ite '''’

Tumor P a r jm d c rs  Risli for Pro jjressivf DiM-'asC Based on Site of O rigin  (% )

M itotic Rail' Size, tm  S lo n u th  le junum /llcu ra D uodenum  Rectum

< 2 N'one (0) N one (0) N one (0) N one (0)
> 2 , < 5 Vet\> low  (1.9) Low (4.3) Low (8.3) Low (8.5)
> 5 , < 1 0 Low (3.6) M oderate (2-)) Insufficienl data Insufficient data
> 1 0 .Moderate (12) High (52) High (34) High (57)
< 2 N o n e ' High'' Insufficienl data High (54)
> 2 , < 5 M oderate (16) High (73) High (50) High (52)
> 5 , < 1 0 High (55) High (85) Insufficient data Insufficienl data
> 1 0 High (86) High (90) High (86) High (71)

At)brev'lation: HPF, h igh-pow er field.

Table 1-1: Risk stratification in mutant GISTs.

Risk stratification in mutant GIST based on mitotic rate, tumour size and site based on 

Fletcher and Miettinen classifications. [Table adapted from Patil and Rubin, 2011],
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GISTs that are metastatic at initial presentation have a very poor prognosis, but apart from 

this, anatomical location and risk stratification (as mentioned above) are also crucial in 

prognosis (Fletcher et al., 2002, Miettinen and Lasota, 2006). KIT and PDGFRA mutation 

status can also be important in patient prognosis (Kim et al., 2004), as certain mutations are 

associated with more aggressive tumour biology. Gastric GISTs with KIT exon 11 

mutations tend to be less aggressive than small intestine GIST with KIT exon 9 mutations 

(Miettinen et al., 2005b, Miettinen et al., 2006b) and most PDGFRA mutations have a more 

favourable prognosis (Lasota et al., 2004b, Lasota et al., 2006). The type of mutation, 

deletion, insertion, is also important, as this can not only influence tumour behaviour but 

also predict treatment response, for example KIT exon 11 deletions or insertions at codons 

Trp557 & Lys558 are associated with a greater propensity for metastasis (Wardeknann et 

al., 2003, Martin et al., 2005, Andersson et al., 2006).

1.1.6) Treatment of Mutant GIST

For many years the treatment options for GISTs were very limited, as GISTs are relatively 

resistant to traditional chemotherapy and radiotherapy (Pidhorecky et al., 2000, Blanke et 

al., 2001, Trent et al., 2003), with a response rate of only <7% to traditional chemotherapy, 

when compared with other sarcomas (Zalupski et al., 1991, Blair et al., 1994, Edmondson 

et al., 1999). Complete surgical excision was considered the best option for treatment, but 

five year survival rates were only around 54% (DeMatteo et al., 2000) with a high 

recurrence rate despite complete resection of primary disease (Mazur and Clark, 1983) and 

subsequent surgical resection of recurrent tumours provided a median suwival of only 

about five months (DeMatteo et al., 2000).
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A dramatic advancement in the treatment o f GIST came with the development o f targeted 

therapy using tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Imatinib mesylate (Glivec, Novartis, Basel, 

Switzerland) formerly known as STI57I, is a small molecule protein tyrosine kinase 

inhibitor, which selectively inhibits proto-oncogenic and oncogenic forms of the ABL, 

PDGFRA and KIT  receptors (Druker et al., 1996, Buchdunger et al., 2000). It was 

originally developed to target the BCR-ABL fusion kinase, the oncogenic driver in 

Philadelphia chromosome positive chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) (Druker et al., 1996, 

Dan et al., 1998, Druker et al., 2001) and received FDA approval for this use in 2001. A 

report in 2001 demonstrated that Imatinib could decrease GIST cell growth in vitro 

(Tuveson et al., 2001). Imatinib was shown to target KIT, inhibiting proliferation o f the 

GIST cell line GIST882 and initiating the onset o f apoptosis (Tuveson et al., 2001). Further 

studies demonstrated that Imatinib works by binding to the inactive form of the KIT kinase, 

in the ATP-binding pocket, preventing its activation (Mol et al., 2003, Mol et al., 2004). 

Binding o f Imatinib to oncogenic KIT causes the rapid inhibition of the active 

phosphorylated KIT and the inhibition of downstream signalling molecules PI3K\mT0R, 

AKT, RAS, RAF and MAPK (Bauer et al., 2007).

Around the same time as the Tuveson report, a historical case report was published 

demonstrating the dramatic effect of Imatinib treatment in a single case o f GIST (Joensuu 

et al., 2001). A patient with rapidly progressing metastatic GIST was treated with 400mg of 

Imatinib daily and one month after treatment, MRI scans revealed a 52% decrease in 

tumour size, with histopathological evaluation o f liver biopsies confirming the anti-cancer 

effectiveness o f Imatinib (Joensuu et al., 2001). Shortly after this report, clinical trials 

began into the efficacy o f Imatinib in the treatment of advanced GIST. Demetri et a l,
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found Imatinib induced a partial response rate in 53.7% of patients and stable disease in 

27.9% of patients. Overall Imatinib demonstrated a sustained objective response in more 

than half of patients with advanced untreatable disease (Demetri et al., 2002). Shortly after 

this report the FDA approved Imatinib for the treatment of metastatic and/or unresectable 

GIST. Imatinib has now also been approved by the FDA for use as an adjuvant therapy in 

GIST after tumour resection. Recent retrospective studies estimated median overall survival 

prior to the Imatinib era at 19 months for patients with metastatic GIST (Gold et al., 2007) 

and median overall survival of >50 months, during the Imatinib era (Blanke et al., 2008a).

The response rate of GIST to Imatinib depends hugely on the type o f KIT or PDGFRA 

mutation. KIT exon 11 mutations show the best response to Imatinib compared to poorer 

responses for KIT exon 9 mutations (Heinrich et al., 2003a, Debiec-Rychter et al., 2006b, 

Heim'ich et al., 2008b). KIT exon 11 mutations demonstrate approximately an 85% overall 

response rate (partial or stabilisation) after treatment with 400mg of Imatinib (Debiec- 

Rychter et al., 2006a, Blanke et al., 2008b, Heinrich et al., 2008b), while KIT exon 9 

mutations often require a much higher dose (800mg) of Imatinib to produce a similar 

response rate (Lasota and Miettinen, 2008, Debiec-Rychter et al., 2006a, Blanke et al., 

2008b, Heinrich et al., 2008b). Tumours bearing mutations in KIT exons 13 and 17 show 

an even lesser response to Imatinib compared to those with exon 9 mutations (Antonescu et 

al., 2005) and GISTs with PDGFRA exon 18 mutations, at codon 842, the most common 

PDGFRA mutation, are resistant to Imatinib treatment (Corless et al., 2005). This is 

because KIT exon 17 and PDGFRA exon 18 D842V mutations interfere with Imatinib 

binding in the ATP-binding pocket (Mol et al., 2004). However some variants of PDGFRA 

exon 18 (D846Y, N488K and Y849K) are Imatinib sensitive (Coreless et al., 2005).
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PDGFRA exons 12 and 14 mutations are sensitive to Imatinib and do show response to 

treatment (Corless et al., 2005, Lasota and Miettinen, 2008).

1.1.7) Treatment Resistance in Mutant GIST

Initial resistance to Imatinib therapy or disease progression within the first three to six 

months of beginning treatment is known as primary resistance. However even amongst 

cases that do initially respond dramatically to Imatinib many develop resistance to the drug 

over time (Demetri et al., 2002, Heinrich et al., 2002). This is known as secondary 

resistance, defined as resistance developing up to two years after starting Imatinib treatment 

(Gramza et al., 2009). The main cause of secondary resistance is through the development 

o f secondary mutations in KIT or PDGFRA (Debiec-Rychter et al., 2005, Antonescu et al., 

2005). These secondaiy mutations occur typically in the same gene as the primary mutation 

and usually arise in KIT exons 13 or 17 (or indeed in KIT exon 14 and 15) or in PDGFRA 

exon 18, which encode the kinase domains of the receptor (Debiec-Rychter et al., 2005, 

Antonescu et al., 2005). These kinase mutations cause the activation of the ATP binding 

pocket, preventing the binding of Imatinib, as Imatinib can only bind to the inactive form of 

the kinase (Mol et al., 2004, Wardelmann et al., 2006).

While secondary mutations are the primary cause of Imatinib resistance in the majority of 

GIST patients (Antonescu et al., 2005, Debiec-Rychter et al., 2005) alternative 

mechanisms, while not fiilly understood, have also been implicated in Imatinib resistance in 

some patients. Genomic amplification o f KIT or PDGFRA has been proposed as a KIT 

dependent resistance mechanism in both primary and secondary resistance (Debiec-Rychter 

et al., 2005). While a KIT independent mechanism, through loss o f KIT expression has also 

been implicated in Imatinib resistance through a kinase switch (Mahadevan et al., 2007).
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Imatinib resistant cells and in Imatinib resistant patients, were found to have lost KIT 

expression by IHC and instead showed strong expression of an alternative oncogenic 

tyrosine kinase AXL, which is not a target tyrosine kinase for Imatinib (Mahadevan et al., 

2007). This oncogenic switch was further confirmed by real-time qPCR and western 

blotting and in the Imatinib resistant cells the kinase switch induced morphological changes 

in the cells causing a change from spindle cells to epithelioid cells (Mahadevan et al., 

2007).

Sunitinib malate (Stutent, Pfizer, NY, USA) formally SU11248, is a second line receptor 

tyrosine kinase inhibitor, used for the treatment of Imatinib-resistant GISTs and GISTs that 

have progressed on Imatinib (Demetri et al., 2006). In patients with primary resistance 

to/progression on Imatinib, Sunitinib has shown a 65% response rate (7% partial, 58% 

stable disease), with a significant increase in time to disease progression (Demetri et al., 

2006). Based on this and similar studies, Sunitinib received FDA approval for the treatment 

o f GIST after Imatinib failure in 2006. Sunitinib is smaller in size than Imatinib and has a 

different toxicity profile with a broader spectrum of targets, including KIT, PDGFR, 

VEGFR, and FLT-3 (OTarrell et al., 2003, Abrams et al., 2003, Mendel et al., 2003). In 

spite of this, it does act in a similar manner to Imatinib, binding the inactive conformation 

o f the ATP binding pocket of its target receptor (Gajiwala et al., 2009). Sunitinib has 

demonstrated in vitro activity against Imatinib resistant cell lines harbouring KIT exons 13 

or 14 mutations and greater activity than Imatinib against KIT exon 9 mutations (Prenen et 

al., 2006, Heinrich et al., 2008a, Gajiwala et al., 2009). However KIT exon 17 and 

PDGFRA exon 18 D842V mutations, which affect the ATP binding pocket, placing it in its 

active formation, are resistant to both Imatinib and Sunitinib and unfortunately similarly to 

Imatinib, many patients also develop resistance to Sunitinib (Guo et al., 2009).
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1.1.8) Alternative Treatments for Mutant GIST

In the treatment of GIST the challenge remains to find and develop newer therapies that 

will treat not only primary GIST but also Imatinib-and Sunitinib-resistant GISTs. The 

treatment of Imatinib- and Sunitinib-resistant GIST is ftirther complicated by tumour 

heterogeneity due to the development of multiple mutations and other acquired resistance 

mechanisms. Cuirently many different newer therapies are in trial for the treatment of 

GIST. These include newer tyrosine kinase inhibitors, HSP90 inhibitors, switch-pocket 

kinase inhibitors and inhibitors o f signalling molecules downstream of KIT or PDGFRA.

Nilotinib (Tasigna, Novartis), fomially AMN107, until recently had been a very promising 

drug for the treatment o f GIST, either as a third line or indeed a first line therapy (Weisberg 

et al., 2006, Montemurro et al., 2009). Preclinical research had shown nilotinib to have 

higher affinity kinase binding for BCR-ABL and in clinical trials nilotinib was effective in 

the treatment of Imatinib-resistant BCR-ABL positive CML (Kantarjian et al., 2006a, 

Kantaijian et al., 2011) receiving FDA approval for this use in 2007. In GIST cell lines 

nilotinib achieved much higher intracellular concentrations compared to Imatinib (Prenen et 

al., 2006) and demonstrated a higher activity against Imatinib-resistant mutations in KIT 

exons 13 and 17 (Cullinane et al., 2010). But despite these promising early results, phase III 

clinical trials revealed that nilotinib had failed to demonstrate a significant benefit as either 

a third line treatment after the failure o f Imatinib and Sunitinib or as a first line therapy, and 

was unlikely to show an inferior response to Imatinib. Subsequently in 2011, nilotinib was 

discontinued in clinical trials for the treatment of GIST (Cauchi et al., 2012, Kee and 

Zalcberg, 2012).
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Sorafenib tosylate (Nexavar, Bayer and Onyx Pharmaceuticals) is a multikinase inhibitor 

targeting RAF, VEGFR 2 and 3, PDGFRB, KIT, FLT-3 and RET  (Strumberg et al., 2002, 

Wilhelm and Chien, 2002, Clark et al., 2005, Guida et al., 2007, Heinrich et al., 2012b) and 

is an FDA approved treatment for advanced renal cell carcinoma and hepatocellular 

carcinoma. It has demonstrated superior in vitro activity against KIT exon 9 mutations and 

the common secondary mutations in KIT exon 14, when compared to Imatinib (Wilhelm 

and Chien, 2002, Guo et al., 2007, Heinrich et al., 2012b). Phase II clinical trials of 

sorafenib, in drug resistant GIST, showed a control rate of 68% with a median overall 

survival of 11.6 months (Heinrich et al., 2012b). Another report o f sorafenib as a third line 

treatment, showed similar results with a control rate of 65% (Pai'k et al., 2012). These 

results were similar to those reported for Sunitinib as a second line therapy. However while 

these results had been very promising as a treatment for drug resistant GIST, sorafenib was 

suspended by the manufacturer from testing in GIST patients in 2012 and instead research 

focused on regorafenib (Heinrich et al., 2012b), another related tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

Regorafenib (BAY73-4506, Bayer) is structurally related to sorafenib with similar targets 

(Wilhelm et al., 2011). Regorafenib (and sorafenib) are also both potent inhibitor of 

angiogenesis and MAPK signalling, through VEGFR and BRAF inhibition (Strumberg et 

al., 2002, Wilhelm et al., 2004, Clark et al., 2005, Wilhelm et al., 2011). Phase II trials of 

regorafenib showed a significant response in patients refractory to Imatinib and Sunitinib 

(George et al., 2012) and Demetri et a l, recently reported the results of phase III trial of 

regorafenib (Demetri et al., 2013). The trial known as GRID (GIST-regorafenib in 

Progressive Disease) treated metastatic and/or unresectable GIST that had progressed on 

Imatinib and Sunitinib. Patients receiving regorafenib achieved a superior response and
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progression free survival rate o f 4.8 months compared to 0.9 months for those receiving 

best supportive care and placebo, with 85% of patients on placebo crossing over to 

regorafenib after disease progression (Demetri et al., 2013). These results offer great 

promise for regorafenib in treating drug resistant GIST improving progression-free survival 

and indeed regorafenib has recently been submitted to the FDA for approval in this setting 

(Demetri et al., 2013).

There are many other tyrosine kinase inhibitors cuirently in early preclinical and phase II 

and III clinical trials; including Dasatinib, foiTnerly BMS-354825, (Sprycel, Bristol Myer 

Squibb) which targets KIT, PDGFRA, BCR-ABL, and SRC (O'Hare et al., 2005a, O'Hare 

et al., 2005b, Nam et al., 2005, Chen et al., 2006, Shah et al., 2006) and is FDA approved 

for Imatinib resistant CML and Ph+ ALL. Masitinib (ABlOlO, AB Science, phase III, first 

line therapy) targets KIT, PDGFRA and FGFR3 (Hahn et al., 2008, Soria et al., 2009, 

Dubreuil et al., 2009). Motesanib diphosphate (AMG 706, Amgen, phase II, second line) 

targets KIT, PDGFRA VEGF and FLT-3 (Polverino et al., 2006). Vatalanib (phase II 

second or third line) targets KIT, PDGFRA and VEGFR (Wood et al., 2000, Ozaki et al., 

2000) and Crenolanib besylate (AROG pharmaceuticals) targets PDGFRA (Lewis et al., 

2009, Heinrich et al., 2012a). These have all shown promising early results and further 

trials will soon reveal the effectiveness o f these and the many other tyrosine kinase 

inhibitors in development, in the treatment o f GIST.

Alternative treatment strategies involve targeting KIT and PDGFRA through unrelated 

mechanisms, independently of the mutation type. One strategy for this is the use of heat 

shock protein (HSP) inhibitors, specifically HSP-90 inhibitors. HSPs are chaperone 

proteins that help to prevent the degradation of mis-folded proteins (Schneider et al., 1996).
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In GIST, the KIT and PDGFRA mutant proteins are mis-folded and appear to be protected 

by chaperone proteins, thus preventing their degradation (Nakatani et al., 2005, Bauer et al., 

2006, Dewaele et al., 2008). Inhibition o f these chaperone proteins is hypothesised to lead 

to the degradation o f these mutated KIT and PDGFRA proteins (Duensing and Duensing, 

2010) and in mice xenograft models o f GIST, HSP-90 inhibitors alone or in combination 

with Imatinib have induced KIT degradation and tumour shrinkage (Floris et al., 2011a, 

Floris et al., 201 lb).

One o f the first HSP-90 inhibitors, IPI-504 (retaspimycin hydrochloride. Infinity 

pharmaceuticals), showed promising results in phase I trials, but unfoitunately the phase III 

trials in GIST had to be teiTninated early, due to a higher than expected mortality rate 

(Demetri et al., 2010). Nevertheless newer inhibitors in this class are in development or 

early clinical trials and it is hoped they will show less toxicity and be more potent in 

treating many cancers including GIST. One such inhibitor is ATI 1387, which is 

stmcturally different from IPI-504. In vitro and in vivo studies with ATI 1387, in 

combination with Imatinib inhibited the proliferation o f the GIST cells and decreased KIT 

protein levels, even in Imatinib resistant cell lines, with the combination o f  ATI 1387 and 

Imatinib enhancing cell growth inhibition more than either compound alone (Smyth et al., 

2012). ATI 1387 is cuiTently in GIST clinical trials in combination with Imatinib (Smyth et 

al., 2012).

Another new class o f possible treatments using direct tyrosine kinase inhibitors are the 

switch pocket kinase inhibitors (SPKI). The switch pocket is adjacent to the ATP-binding 

site on KIT and PDGFRA and other kinases, and binds the activation loop (the switch) 

(Swann et al., 2010, Heinrich et al., 2010). The SPKIs compete for this region, preventing
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the kinase from adopting an active conformation (Swann et al., 2010, Heinrich et al., 2010, 

Bai et al., 2012). This targeting method offers an alternative means of overcoming the 

resistance genotypes in KIT and PDGFRA as the switch pockets are unique to each kinase 

or sub-family, requiring SPKIs to be more target specific (Swann et al., 2010, Heinrich et 

al., 2010, Bai et al., 2012).

Three SPKIs are currently in preclinical development, DP-2976, DP-3636 and DP-4444 

(Heinrich et al., 2010). All three have shown potent activity against wild-type KIT and 

PDGFRA, and against common drug resistance mutations at codons V654A, T670I, 

D816H, and D816V. DP-2976 and DP-3636 have also shown potency against the most 

common, Imatinib and Sunitinib resistance mutation, PDGFRA exon 18 D842V (Heinrich 

et al., 2010). SPKIs show higher potency compared to Imatinib and Sunitinib in Imatinib 

resistant cell lines and enhance the inhibition of downstream signalling, affecting 

proliferation and sui"vival (Heinrich et al., 2010). SPKIs could also offer a role in 

combination therapies with Imatinib or Sunitinib. As both Imatinib and Sunitinib exert their 

effect on the inactive ATP-binding pocket, and resistance often occurs in the ATP-binding 

pocket causing a switch to the active conformation, SPKIs may have the potential to keep 

the ATP-binding pocket in an inactive form allowing Imatinib to bind and fiarther inhibit 

cell growth, thus providing a longer progression-free survival or possibly stable disease. 

Further investigation into the safety o f SPKI and the efficacy of a combination therapy 

would be required to confirm such a theory.

Another possible method in treatment is targeting downstream signalling molecules such as 

PI3K, AKT, mTOR, MAPK and RAF. The PI3K/AKT/mT0R pathway appears to be more 

important than the MAPK pathway in KIT and PDGFRA mutant GIST cell biology,
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particularly in Imatinib resistant GIST (Bauer et al., 2007) and as such many PI3K 

inhibitors are in development and early clinical trials including BKM120, BGT226 and PX- 

866 (Bendell et al., 2012, Markman et al., 2012, Hong et al., 2012), with the combination of 

Imatinib and BKM120 currently in phase I trials in GIST (NCTO1468688). The mTOR 

inhibitor Everolimus in combination with Imatinib has demonstrated promising early 

results in Imatinib resistant GISTs (Schoffski et al., 2010). Dual PI3K /m T0R inhibitors 

(PI-103, NVP-BEZ235 and GDC-0980) have also shown promising preclinical activity in 

different tumour types (Park et al., 2008, Serra et al., 2008, W allin et al., 2011, Salphati et 

al., 2012).

Targeting o f RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK in the MAPK signalling pathway is an alternative 

treatment possibility, particularily in the small percentage o f GISTs with BRAF mutations 

(Agaram et al., 2008b, Agaimy et al., 2009). The BRAF inhibitor vemurafenib (Zelboraf, 

Roche PhaiTiiaceuticals) is a potent inhibitor o f the V600E exon 15 BRAF mutation and has 

been FDA approved for the treatment o f  metastatic melanoma with the V600E mutation. 

Vemurafenib works by blocking V600E BRAF kinase activity, inhibiting MAPK signalling 

and inducing apoptosis (Tsai et al., 2008, Sondergaard et al., 2010). Vemurafenib 

demonstrated improved overall and progression free survival in patients with untreated 

metastatic melanoma with the V600E BRAF mutation, with long term follow up trials 

showing a median overall survival o f sixteen months (Chapman et al., 2011, Sosman et al., 

2012). However similar to Imatinib in GIST, prim ary and secondary resistance to 

vemurafenib is seen. Vemurafenib has only a limited response to other BRAF exon 15 

mutations such as V600K. W hilst for the majority o f V600E patients that do respond to 

treatment, the response is often early and dramatic many ultimately develop resistance
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(Flaherty et al., 2010, Chapman et al., 2011). The mechanisms o f resistance to vemurafenib 

are not yet fully understood but possible mechanisms include reactivation of the MAPK 

pathway through truncated hyperactive forms o f BRAF (Poulikakos et al., 2011), secondary 

mutations in NRAS or MEK (Nazarian et al., 2010, Wagle et al., 2011) or upregulation of 

alternative tyrosine kinase receptors such as PDGFRB or IGFIR or possibly through RAF 

switching (ARAF or CRAF) (Nazarian et al., 2010, Villanueva et al., 2010) or indeed even 

a combination of all three mechanisms.

As all BRAF mutant GISTs identified to date contain the V600E mutation, vemurafenib 

could potentially be used as a treatment in these cases, however cuirently there are no 

clinical trials for vemurafenib or any BRAF inhibitors in GIST. While BRAF inhibitors 

have the potential to treat BRAF mutant GIST, their use in KIT and PDGFRA mutated 

GISTs must be approached with caution, as treatment of tumours with wild-type BRAF 

using vemurafenib can induce tumour growth in a RAS-dependent manner (Hatzivassiliou 

et al., 2010).

Inhibitors of N'IEKl/2 in MAPK signalling are also potential targets for treatment in GIST. 

The MEK inhibitors RDE119, GDC-0973 and AZD6244 have all demonstrated activity 

against MEK, preventing the phosphorylation of ERK and inhibiting cell growth in vitro 

and tumour growth in vivo in models of melanoma, colorectal carcinoma, pancreatic and 

hepatocellular carcinoma (Huynh et al., 2007, Yeh et al., 2007, Iverson et al., 2009), 

however RDE119 and AZD6244 demonstrated preferential growth inhibition in tumours 

with BRAF mutations, most notably V600E mutation, suggesting they may only be 

effective in BRAF mutant tumours (Yeh et al., 2007, Iverson et al., 2009). Targeting of 

MEK in Imatinib resistant KIT and PDGFRA mutant GIST, may therefore only have a
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limited effect, as these tumours are wild-type for BRAF and activation of the PI3K/AKT 

signalling pathway is more crucial in GIST so that inhibition of MAPK signalling may only 

show a limited effect in KIT and PDGFRA mutant GIST (Bauer et al., 2007, Wang et al., 

2010). RDE119, GDC-0973 and AZD6244 are all currently in early clinical trials for 

metastatic or unresectable solid tumours and soft tissue sarcomas (including GIST) alone, 

or in combination with mTOR or PI3K inhibitors.

1.1.9) Molecular Features of Mutant GIST

KIT and PDGFRA mutations are early events in tumour development and with disease 

progression large scale genomic losses occur at chi'omosomes 14q, 22q, Ip, 9p and less 

frequently l ip  (el-Rifai et al., 1996, el-Rifai et al., 1998, Breiner et al., 2000, Debiec- 

Rychter et al., 2001, Bergmann et al., 1998, O'Leary et al., 1999, Kim et al., 2000, Wozniak 

et al., 2007). The most common loss identified is at 14q and this is an early event in GISTs, 

identified in about 70% of cases (el-Rifai et al., 1996, el-Rifai et al., 1998). 14q loss is not 

associated with tumour risk or genotype. These cytogenetic losses occur in both KIT and 

PDGFRA mutant tumours (Janeway et al., 2007). DNA gains have been detected in 

chromosomes Iq, 7q, 5p, 12q and 19p (el-Rifai et al., 1996, Wozniak et al., 2007) and are 

also associated with malignancy (Wozniak et al., 2007).

When compared with other soft tissue sarcomas, GISTs show a fairly homogenous gene 

expression profile (Nielsen et al., 2002, Antonescu et al., 2004), yet amongst GISTs there is 

heterogeneity of gene expression profiles depending on the KIT genotype and anatomic 

tumour location (Antonescu et al., 2004). Gene expression profiling of KIT exon 9 or 11 

mutated, small bowel vs. stomach and spindle vs. epithelioid GISTs revealed a number of
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differentially expressed genes between these classes of GIST (Antonescu et al., 2004). 

Three hundred and two genes have been found to differentiate between KIT exon 9 and 

exon 11 mutant GISTs, including mesothelin (MPF), gamma-glutamyltransferase (GGTI) 

and fizzled (Drosophila) homolog 2 (FZD2) all upregulated in exon 9 mutant GISTs while 

neuregulin 2 (NTAK), eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 (EIF3) signal transduction 

activator (STAT) 3 and (3-catenin (CTTNBl) are all upregulated in KIT exon II mutant 

GISTs (Antonescu et al., 2004). Genes found upregulated in gastric GISTs included 

cholecystokinin B receptor, phospholipase A2 group IVB (PLA2G4B), transforming growth 

factor p receptor III (TGFBR3) and CD34, while P I-3 kinase C2p (FIK3C2B), VAV2, Slip] 

and RACl, 2, 3, were upregulated in small bowel GISTs (Antonescu et al., 2004). Genes 

upregulated in epithelioid vs. spindle GISTs included cancer testis antigen 2 (CAMEL), 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), PDGFA, keratin 1 (KRTl), BCL2, CaspaselO 

and eukaryotic translation initiation on factor 3 (EIF3) (Antonescu et al., 2004).

Another study found one hundred and eighty genes differentially expressed between low, 

intermediate and high risk GISTs with thirty two of these genes found to sequentially 

increase, as risk increased and these included fibroblast growth factor 17 (FGF17), 

glucagon receptor (GCGR), mucin 11 {MUCH), MYCN, 14-3-3 gamma and n-RAS (Hur 

et al., 2010). This same study also found thirty seven genes showing decreased expression 

as tumour risk increased including annexin 9 (ANXA9), toll-like receptor 6 (TLR6), heat 

shock 70 kDa protein 5 (HSPA5), tumour necrosis factor (TNF), superoxide dismutase 3 

(S0D3) and FYN (Hur et al., 2010).

In 2010 Chibon et al., proposed a prognostic gene expression signature, related to genome 

complexity in sarcomas, known as the complexity index in sarcomas (CINSARC) (Chibon
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et al., 2010). It is composed of sixty-seven genes involved in mitosis and control of 

chromosome integrity. The CINSARC score graded sarcomas including GISTs, breast 

carcinomas and diffuse large B cell lymphomas into high or low risk groups, eliminating 

the intermediate risk group used with standard histological grading, and found that the 

CINSARC score was a powerful tool in predicting metastasis compared with standard 

histological grading techniques (Chibon et al., 2010). Gene expression profiling o f an 

independent set of sixty-seven untreated GISTs, identified two hundred and twenty-seven 

genes upregulated in GISTs classified as high risk, with forty-five of these genes common 

to the CINSARC high risk signature (Lagarde et al., 2012, Chibon et al., 2010).

The CINASRC score, when applied to these cases was confirmed as a strong predictor of 

metastasis in GIST, with no patients assigned to the good prognosis group developing 

metastasis or relapse (Lagarde et al., 2012). One top-ranked gene common to both this 

profiling set and the CINSARC profile was Aurora kinase A (AURKA) and application of 

the CINSARC score, AURKA expression and genomic index to these GIST cases 

accurately predicted metastatic risk irrespective of tumour site (Lagarde et al., 2012).

Re-analysis of previously published gene expression array data for GIST (Yamaguchi et al., 

2008) identified significantly higher AURKA expression in high risk GISTs, with high 

expression associated with worse recurrence-free survival compared to low expression 

(Yen et al., 2012). Immunohistochemistiy for AURKA on an additional one hundred and 

forty-two GIST cases confirmed high expression of AURKA as an independent prognostic 

factor for higher probability of recuirence (Yen et al., 2012). Similar to the study by 

Lagarde et al., tumour location did not exhibit a prognostic influence with only tumour 

size, mitotic count and AURKA expression shown as independent prognostic factors (Yen
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et al., 2012). Both studies have demonstrated the usefulness of AURKA in predicting 

tumour recurrence and metastasis and its potential as an independent prognostic marker for 

metastasis and relapse in GIST (Lagarde et al., 2012, Yen et al., 2012).

AURKA is a member o f a family of serine/threonine kinases (Sen et al., 1997) important 

for cell cycle regulation, with roles in centrosome maturation (Berdnik and Knoblich, 

2002), mitotic entry (Hirota et al., 2003, Dutertre et al., 2004), centrosome separation 

(Marumoto et al., 2003), cytokinesis (Marumoto et al., 2003) and chromosome alignment 

(Marumoto et al., 2003, Kunitoku et al., 2003). AURKA has been found amplified in many 

cancer types (Zhou et al., 1998) and has been associated with poor prognosis in bladder 

cancer (Sen et al., 2002), pancreatic cancer (Li et al., 2003), colon carcinoma (Bischoff et 

al., 1998, Lam et al., 2008), head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (Reiter et al., 2006) 

and neuroblastoma (Shang et al., 2009). Overexpression of AURKA causes centrosome 

duplication and chromosomal instability ultimately leading to tumour development (Zhou 

et al., 1998, Wang et al., 2006). Interestingly AURKA overexpression is not simply 

explained by gene amplification, as seen in other cancers, but may be due to a secondary 

change caused by defects in pl6™'^"*‘‘, which regulates restriction point control in the cell 

cycle and may provide another potential therapeutic target in GIST (Lagarde et al., 2012).

1.1.10) Wild-Type and Paediatric GIST

While 90% of GISTs have activating mutations in KIT, PDGFRA or BRAF the remaining 

10% of GISTs show no detectable mutations in these genes. These are known as wild-type 

GISTs and can occur at any age. Wild-type GISTs are almost always CD117 (KIT) 

immunopositive and have similar downstream signalling pathways, yet lack the activating
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tyrosine kinase mutations, indicating that CD117 (KIT) immunopositivity is a fiindamental 

feature o f GIST and not necessarily just a consequence o f  mutation (Miettinen and Lasota, 

2006). Adult wild-type GIST, defined in this study as cases >20 years, differ from adult 

mutant GISTs in clinical behaviour and underlying genetic backgi'ound and are a distinct 

subgroup o f GIST (Pantaleo et al., 2011b). Adult wild-type GISTs are a heterogeneous 

entity and a subgroup o f these adult wild-type GISTs often show features similar to 

paediatric GIST (discussed below) such as younger age at diagnosis, epithelioid or mixed 

cell morphology and these cases are therefore sometimes referred to as “paediatric like” 

GISTs, as they are indistinguishable from paediatric GISTs based on morphology, 

pathology or behaviour (Rege et al., 2011).

1.1.10.1) Paediatric W ild-Type GIST

GISTs can occur at any age and do rarely arise in the paediatric setting. The definition and 

treatment age for paediatric GIST patients can vary from study to study, with many using 

cut-off ages ranging from 18 to 21 years (Agaram et al., 2008a, M iettinen et al., 2005a, 

Prakash et al., 2005, Janeway et al., 2009). For the purposes o f this study, paediatric was 

defined as <20 years. Paediatric GISTs account for around 1-2% o f  diagnosed GISTs 

(Liegl-Atzwanger et al., 2010) and most paediatric GISTs arise in patients in their early 

teens, with a median age o f presentation between 13 and 14.5 years (Miettinen et al., 

2005a, Price et al., 2005, Agaram et al., 2008a). Paediatric GISTs are almost exclusively 

wild-type. They are GDI 17 (KIT) immunopositive and exhibit KIT activation levels similar 

to adult mutant GISTs (Janeway et al., 2007). Interestingly paediatric GISTs do not show 

activation o f PDGFRA, indicating that KIT activation alone is essential and sufficient for 

tumour development (Agaram et al., 2008a). Wild-type GISTs also have similar
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downstream signalling pathway activation as do adult wild-type and adult mutant GISTs, 

with consistent activation of KIT and its downstream signalling targets including AKT, 

mTOR and S6 kinase (Janeway et al., 2007, Agaram et al., 2008a). In spite of this, the 

majority of paediatric GISTs lack KIT, PDGFRA or BRAF activating mutations with <15% 

of cases containing an activating mutation (Janeway et al., 2007, Agaram et al., 2008a). 

Paediatric GISTs also show no evidence of KIT or PDGFRA gene amplification (Agaram 

et al., 2008a).

Paediatric GISTs behave very differently to adult mutant GISTs. Unlike adult mutant 

GISTs which show no striking sex predilection, paediatric GISTs show an obvious 

predilection for females (Prakash et al., 2005, Miettinen et al., 2005a, Agaram et al., 

2008a). The majority of cases arise in the stomach as multifocal lesions (although very 

uncommonly, tumours can arise in the small bowel) (Miettinen et al., 2005a, Prakash et al., 

2005, Agaram et al., 2008a), with patients typically presenting with chi'onic abdominal pain 

and distension, anaemia and vomiting (Miettinen et al., 2005a, Price et al., 2005, Agaram et 

al., 2008a). Paediatric gastric GISTs occuning mainly in females show an epithelioid or a 

mixed epithelioid / spindle morphology, while the rare cases of paediatric GIST occurring 

in males do not tend to show such morphology (Miettinen et al., 2005a, Prakash et al., 

2005, Agaram et al., 2008a).

Paediatric GISTs tend to be slower growing and less aggressive compared to adult mutant 

GISTs. They do however have a higher frequency of metastasis, including to the lymph 

nodes as well as the liver, although in a somewhat different pattern compared to mutant 

GISTs (Prakash et al., 2005, Miettinen et al., 2005a, Agaram et al., 2008a). Even with 

widespread metastasis they still may run an indolent course (Miettinen et a l ,  2005a). The
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risk categories used to classify mutant GISTs based on mitotic index, tumour site and size 

(Table 1-1), are poorly applicable to paediatric wild-type GIST due to the unpredictable 

nature of these tumours (Miettinen et al., 2005a, Price et al., 2005). Despite the high levels 

of metastasis and disease recuirence over many years, the prognosis for paediatric GIST is 

better than for adult mutant GIST, with many patients surviving for long periods, in some 

cases decades, despite metastatic disease (Miettinen et al., 2005a, Agaram et al., 2008a). 

Some patients will nonetheless eventually succumb to the disease (Miettinen et al., 2005a, 

Agaram et al., 2008a).

The chromosomal losses and gains seen as adult disease progresses are not typically 

reported in the paediatric wild-type setting and paediatric disease often progi'esses to 

malignancy with little or no chromosomal abnoiTnalities (Janeway et al., 2007). There are 

tumours that show simple karyotypes such as Ewing Sarcoma and Alveolar 

Rhabdomyosarcoma (ARMS) that are characterised by single chromosomal translocations 

resulting in the generation of an oncogenic fusion protein, but malignant tumour 

progression with little or no chromosomal aberrations appears to be unique to paediatric 

GIST (Janeway et al., 2007).

Adult mutant, adult wild-type and paediatric GIST all show distinct gene expression 

profiles (Antonescu et al., 2004, Prakash et a l, 2005, Agaram et al., 2008a). Genes 

upregulated in KIT mutant GIST vs. wild-type GIST included GTPase RAC2, ShpJ, NFkB, 

STATS and KRAS, while BCL2, GLUT], VEGF and MAGEl were relatively upregulated in 

wild-type GISTs (Antonescu et al., 2004). While paediatric GISTs show little or no 

chromosomal aberrations, two expression profile studies have shown differentially 

expressed mRNAs in paediatric GIST (Prakash et al., 2005, Agaram et al., 2008a). In the
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first study by Prakash et al., three hundred and eighty-five genes were differentially 

expressed between paediatric, young adult wild-type, one young adult mutant and adult 

mutant cases. Top genes upregulated in paediatric and young adult GISTs vs. adult mutant 

GIST included; neuroglin 4 (NLGN4), ankyrin 3 (ANK3), frizzled 2 (FZD2), insulin -like 

growth factor 1 receptor (IGFIR) and phosphorylase kinase alpha 1 (PHKAl) while genes 

downregulated included; dermatopontin (DPT), PDGFRA, RAS-family member RAB38 

and G-protein coupled receptor 88 (GPR88) (Prakash et al., 2005).

A second profiling study identified eight hundred and fourteen genes differentially 

expressed between adult wild-type and paediatric wild-type GISTs (Agaram et al., 2008a). 

The top genes found overexpressed in paediatric wild-type cases included fibroblast growth 

factor 4 (FGF4), brain and acute leukaemia, cytoplasmic (BAALC), insulin-like growth 

factor 1 receptor (IGFIR), NEL-like 1 {NELL 1), cytokine receptor- like factor 1 (CRLFl), 

pleomorphic adenoma gene 1 (PLAGI) and fibroblast growth factor 3 (FGF3) (Agaram et 

al., 2008a).

1.1.10.2) IG FIR in Paediatric GIST

IGFIR was the only gene found to be significantly differentially expressed in both gene 

profiling studies of paediatric GIST (Prakash et al., 2005, Agaram et al., 2008a) and strong 

IGFIR over-expression, as detected by IHC, has been identified in paediatric GISTs, 

compared with adult mutant and wild-type GIST (Tam et al., 2008, Pantaleo et al., 2009, 

Janeway et al., 2010b). Early reports suggested high IGFIR expression was caused by low 

level gene amplification (Tam et al., 2008) but subsequent reports have found no evidence 

of gene amplications or mutations to account for the increased expression levels (Pantaleo
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et al., 2009, Janeway et al., 2010b). Upon binding o f its ligands IGFl and IFG2, IGFIR is 

activated by autophosphorylation (Jacobs et al., 1983, Rubin et al., 1983, Zick et al., 1984), 

which in turn activates MAPK and P13K signalling cascades (Seely et al., 1995, Huppertz 

et al., 1996, Pozios et al., 2001, McKinnon et al., 2001).

IGFIR and it ligands are important in the regulation o f cellular proliferation and apoptosis 

with crucial roles in growth and development (Lorenzo et al., 1993, Ohashi et al., 1993, 

Meghani et al., 1993, Vinayek et al., 1994, Hemandez-Sanchez et al., 1995). Deregulation 

o f IG FIR  expression has been implicated in many malignancies, with high expression 

identified in epithelial ovarian cancer, prostate cancer, osteosarcoma, Ewing sarcoma and 

W ilm’s tumour (Coppola et al., 1999, Iwamura et al., 1993, Scotlandi et al., 1996, Burrow 

et al., 1998, W emer et al., 1993), implying IG FIR  signalling may provide an alternative 

oncogenic signalling mechanism in paediatric GISTs. Paediatric GISTs with strong 

expression o f IGFIR show IG FIR  activation, but they also show KIT activation and it 

remains unclear whether the downstream activation o f growth and survival pathways in 

paediatric GISTs are IGFlR-dependent, KIT-dependent or both (Janeway et al., 2010b) 

further complicating the understanding o f these tumours.

1.1.10.3) Diagnosis of Paediatric and Adult W ild-type GIST

Diagnosis o f paediatric and adult wild-type GIST is similar to that o f adult mutant GIST 

and is based mainly on a combination o f morphology and IHC with CD117 (KIT), and 

variably, other markers such as CD34, DOGl and SMA showing positivity (Miettinen et 

al., 2005a, Prakash et al., 2005, Liegl et al., 2009). W hile not currently routine practice, all 

cases should be screened for KIT, PDGFRA or BRAF mutations to confirm wild-type
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status as this can have implications for treatment and patient outcome. Paediatric wild-type 

GISTs are resistant to conventional chemotherapy and radiotherapy and surgical resection 

is the best treatment option for large tumours, provided tumours are resectable without 

significant morbidity (e.g. total gastrectomy), and patients must be monitored long term by 

CT scans, for tumour recurrence (Pappo and Janeway, 2009). Inoperable or metastatic 

GISTs, which are clinically asymptomatic, should be closely monitored and gastrectomy 

performed only when there is significant anatomical compromise (Pappo and Janeway, 

2009). Due to their slow-growing, indolent nature, small tumours with no significant 

symptoms or anatomical compromise can be closely monitored by CT scan and resected 

only when they show signs of progression. Lymph node dissection at the time of tumour 

resection is recommended, due to the high rate of lymph node metastases (Pappo and 

J anew ay, 2009).

1.1.10.4) Treatment of Paediatric GIST

Despite paediatric GISTs demonstrating similar levels o f KIT activation as adult mutant 

GISTs (Agaram et al., 2008a, Janeway et al., 2007), the potency of Imatinib in inhibiting 

wild-type KIT in vitro, in Ba/F3 cells transfected with a vector containing wild-type KIT 

(Ba/F3WT KIT) is poor (Agaram et al., 2008a). Corresponding to this poor efficacy in 

vitro, is a poor response in paediatric patients treated with Imatinib (Agaram et al., 2008a). 

Sunitinib has shown a much higher potency compared to Imatinib, in inhibiting wild-type 

KIT in vitro (Agaram et al., 2008a), but it too has shown only a limited clinical response in 

patients (Agaram et al., 2008a, Janeway et al., 2009). Dasatinib, sorafenib and nilotinib 

have also shown a higher potency for wild-type KIT, all inhibiting the growth o f Ba/F3
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KIT WT cells (Agaram et al., 2008a). Adult wild-type GISTs are similarly resistant to 

Imatinib, but they have shown clinical response to Sunitinib (Heinrich et al., 2008a).

Inhibition o f IG FIR  is another potential therapeutic target in the treatment o f  paediatric 

GIST based on the high expression o f IG FIR  discussed earlier. The inhibition o f IG FIR  in 

KIT mutant GIST cell lines inhibited cell growth (Tam  et al., 2008), suggesting the 

potential for targeting IG FIR  in paediatric and adult wild-type GIST. Monoclonal 

antibodies targeting IG FIR and small molecule IG FIR  inhibitors are both cun'ently in 

preclinical and early phase clinical trials (Janeway et al., 2010b). Monoclonal anti-IG FIR 

antibodies have demonstrated objective responses and minimal adverse effects in Ewing 

sarcoma and osteosarcoma (Janeway et al., 2010b). The small molecule IG FIR  inhibitor 

NVP-AEW541 administered to Ewing sarcoma xenograft bearing mice delayed tumour 

formation (Scotlandi et al., 2005) and in neuroblastoma cell lines and mouse models, NVP- 

AEW541 inhibited cell proliferation and induced apoptosis (Tanno et al., 2006). Although 

these early studies have shown the potential o f IG FIR  inhibitors, many responses were 

limited, suggesting the involvement o f other oncogenic pathways or a switch to an 

alternative oncogenic pathway to compensate for the IG FIR  inhibition, indicating the likely 

need for combination therapies.

More effective therapies are needed in the treatment o f paediatric GIST. Unfortunately the 

development o f  newer therapeutic agents has so far been hindered by the rarity o f these 

tumours, resulting in the shortage o f available tissue. The lack o f a paediatric or adult wild- 

type cell lines has also precluded the testing o f many potential new therapies in a pre

clinical setting (Janeway and Pappo, 2012). A  short term, primary wild-type cell culture 

experiment has established the efficacy o f dasatinib in the complete inhibition o f KIT
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phosphorylation (Agaram et al., 2008a) but until paediatric and wild-type cell lines can be 

grown indefinitely, m vitro and in vivo screening of newer tyi'osine kinases inhibitors will 

not be possible.

1.1.11) Sporadic, Familial and Syndromic GIST 

1.1.11.1) Familial GIST

GIST can be sporadic, familial or associated with a number of syndromes. Sporadic GIST 

is by far the most common foim across the age spectrum. Familial GIST is extremely rare, 

having been described in only twenty-nine families worldwide. Familial GIST is caused by 

germline mutation of KIT or less frequently PDGFRA. These mutations are autosomal 

dominant with high penentrance (Robson et al., 2004, Li et al., 2005) and tumours arise as 

multifocal lesions in the stomach. Familial GISTs tend to present slightly earlier than 

sporadic GIST (Li et al., 2005). Though diagnosis o f familial GIST seems to occur earlier 

in each successive generation, this may be due to greater disease awareness and screening 

of affected families or possible environmental factors influencing the rate of disease 

development (Robson et al., 2004, Li et al., 2005) or both. Further study would be required 

to confirm this. Familial GISTs rarely metastasise.

Familial GISTs show similar abnormal cytogenetic profiles, most notably the common 14q 

and 22q chromosomal losses, as seen in sporadic mutant GIST and a gene expression 

profiling study of one family with a germline exon 11 mutation, showed clustering together 

with sporadic mutant GISTs (Li et al., 2005). An additional gene expression profiling study 

of familial and sporadic GISTs showed forty-seven genes were up-regulated in familial 

GIST. These included genes involved in synaptic transmission, such as nitric oxide
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synthase 1 (NOSI) and D1 dopamine receptor interacting protein (CALCYON), 

neurogenesis including protocadhein p 12 {PCDHB12), signal transduction; interleukin 1 

receptor-like 1 {ILIRLI) and adrenergic (3-3 receptor (ADRB3) and retinoblastoma 1 (RBJ) 

in cell cycle regulation (Antonescu et al., 2004).

Surgical excision of large tumours is the main mode of treatment for familial GIST. But as 

familial GISTs do show constitutive tyrosine kinase receptor activation, Imatinib therapy 

may be effective. However due to the rarity o f this type o f GIST there is limited 

information on the efficacy of Imatinib in this setting (Robson et al., 2004).

1.1.11.2) Syndromic GIST

“Wild-type"’ GIST can be associated with a number of syndromes including 

'Neurofibromatosis 1, Carney's Triad and Camey-Stratakis Syndrome.

1.1.11.2.1) Neurofibromatosis Type 1

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NFl) (also known as Von Recklinghausen disease), is an 

autosomal dominant disorder caused by loss-of-function mutations in the NFl gene, located 

on chromosome 17ql 1.2 (Seizinger et al., 1987, Barker et al., 1987, O'Connell et al., 1989). 

The NFl gene encodes neurofibromin, a GTPase activating protein. It functions as a classic 

tumour suppressor, binding to RAS and catalyzing the hydrolysis of active RAS to inactive 

RAS (Ballester et al., 1990, Martin et al., 1990, Xu et al., 1990). NFl is the commonest 

cancer predisposition syndrome affecting up to 1 in 3500 individuals worldwide (Skuse et 

al., 1989, Maertens et al., 2006). Common features of NFl include cafe-au-lait spots, 

freckling and multiple skin and subcutaneous neurofibromas (Huson, 1989).
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Patients with NFl have an increased risk of developing GIST, up to 25% in some reports 

(Ghrist, 1963, Zoller et al., 1997, Miettinen et al., 2006a, Hirashima et al., 2009). These 

GISTs are wild-type for KIT and PDGFRA. The inactivation of neurofibromin in ICCs is 

believed to be a sufficient molecular event for the development of GIST in this setting 

(Andersson et al., 2005, Maertens et al., 2006). GISTs arising in the NFl setting typically 

present earlier than sporadic GISTs, commonly appearing as multifocal lesions in the small 

bowel (Joo et al., 2004, Andersson et al., 2005, Miettinen et al., 2006a). Surgical excision is 

the primary method of treatment of NFl associated GISTs as in vitro studies using NF-1 

related GIST cell lines have shown Imatinib to have only limited effect on inhibiting cell 

growth (Maertens et al., 2006).

1.1.11.2.2) Carney triad

Camey triad was first described by J. Aidan Camey in 1977 (Camey et al., 1977) as the 

association o f three rare tumours: GIST (originally described as gastric epithelioid 

leiomyosarcomas or gastric stromal sarcoma), ftmctioning extra adrenal paragangliomas 

and pulmonary chondromas. In a 1999 follow-up report and review of seventy-nine 

identified cases, Camey mentioned that two other rare neoplasms could occur as 

components o f the triad, oesophageal leiomyomas and adrenal cortical adenoma (Camey, 

1999) and suggested this was a novel form of multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN), 

however it remains known as Camey triad in the literature. While Camey triad has been 

classed as a novel form of MEN, germline or somatic RET mutations, which are known to 

cause MEN2A (Mulligan et al., 1993) have not been identified and are not involved in the 

pathogenesis o f Camey triad (Matyakhina et al., 2007, Stratakis and Camey, 2009)
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Co-occurrence o f all five tumours is very rare, with the presentation of two tumours 

sufficient to diagnose incomplete expression of the triad, provided age and sex are 

appropriate (Camey et al., 1977, Camey, 1999, Stratakis and Camey, 2009). Camey triad 

shows a strong predilection for young females (Camey et al., 1977, Camey, 1999), with a 

review in 2010 of one hundred and four identified cases showing 88% (92 cases) occurred 

in females (Zhang et al., 2010). Camey triad is a chi'onic, persistent, indolent syndrome, 

often with long delays between presentation of first and subsequent tumours (up to 26 

years) (Camey, 1999). GIST is often the first tumour to arise and therefore long term 

monitoring is recommended for all young patients presenting with wild-type GIST. An 

important key characteristic o f Camey triad is, it is not a heritable syndrome.

In Camey triad patients, the GISTs as mentioned typically arise first, usually before the age 

o f thirty (Camey et al., 1977) and at a median age of 18 (Zhang et al., 2010). They occur as 

multifocal lesions in the stomach (Camey et al., 1977, Camey, 1999) and are the most 

serious element of the triad. In the most recent follow-up report and review of Camey triad 

cases, (seventy-nine from Carney’s 1999 report and twenty-five new cases) in which one 

hundred and four cases had been identified, one had all five tumours (1%), five cases had 

four elements (5%), forty-five had three elements (43%) and fifty-four (51%) had two 

elements of the triad (Zhang et a l , 2010). GIST and pulmonary chondroma are the most 

common combination, followed by GIST and extra adrenal paraganglioma (Camey, 1999). 

Pulmonary chondroma and extra adrenal paraganglioma are the second and third most 

common elements o f the triad and combinations involving GISTs with either adrenal 

adenoma or oesophageal leiomyoma are rare (Zhang et al., 2010).
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Camey triad patients typically present with anaemia caused by gastric bleeding from 

ulceration of the gastric tumours (Camey, 1999, Zhang et al., 2010), however some gastric 

tumours are asymptomatic and discovered incidentally (Zhang et al., 2010). Metastasis 

from GISTs occurs intra-abdominally (peritoneum, omentum and liver) and seldom to 

extra-abdominal sites. Metastasis can be unpredictable; progressing rapidly in some cases 

and slowly in others (Camey, 1999, Zhang et al., 2010) and as such conventional risk 

assessment and tumour behaviour predictors cannot be applied (Zhang et al., 2010). The 

pulmonary chondromas and paragangliomas are often incidentally discovered while 

searching for mctastases. The pulmonary chondromas usually exhibit benign behaviour, are 

slow-growing and often show no symptoms or deleterious effects, while the functioning 

extra adrenal paragangliomas are typically benign, multifocal, catecholamine-secreting 

tumours, causing symptoms of catecholamine excess, such as hypertension (Camey, 1999).

Treatment of Camey triad involves surgical excision of the GISTs. Although they do have a 

propensity for recurrence after segmental resection or partial gastrectomy, the time between 

primary tumour resection and recurrence ranges from one to thirty-six years (Zhang et al., 

2010). The pulmonary chondromas can be removed by surgical excision, but removal is 

often not necessary unless they are affecting lung function. Surgical resection o f the extra 

adrenal paragangliomas can provide a cure but this is dependent on tumour location 

(Camey, 1999). GISTs in the triad do not respond to traditional chemotherapy or radiation 

treatments, similar to sporadic mutant GISTs (Camey, 1999). They also show little or no 

response to Imatinib. Sixteen o f the one hundred and four cases reviewed were treated with 

Imatinib and only 38% showed a minor or partial response with the remaining 62% 

showing no response (Zhang et al., 2010). Despite the relentless nature of this disease, long
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term survival of patients is favourable with 74% of patients alive at follow up, ranging from 

1-60 years, even with considerable volume intra-abdominal metastatic GIST (Zhang et al., 

2010 ).

A comparison o f the clinical, pathological and behavioural features and molecular genetics 

o f Carney triad, revealed GlSTs in the Carney triad setting are very different from sporadic 

mutant GISTs, sharing only CD117 (KIT) and CD34 positivity by immunohistochemistry 

(Zhang et al., 2010). They show no mutations in KIT, PDGFRA or BRAF and no mutations 

in the succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) genes, which are known to cause paragangliomas. 

The only frequent genetic abnormality identified to date in these GISTs is the loss of 

chromosome Iq (Matyakhina et al., 2007). To date the exact genetic aben'ation causing 

Carney triad remains to be elucidated (Camey, 1999, Zhang et al., 2010).

1.1.11.2.3) Carney-Stratakis Syndrome

Camey-Stratakis syndrome (or Carney dyad) is a distinct entity from Carney’s Triad, first 

described by J. Aidan Camey and Constantine A. Stratakis in 2002 (Camey and Stratakis, 

2002). It is the association of GISTs and familial paragangliomas, however in this 

particular syndrome the familial paragangliomas dominate, typically occurring first. The 

possibility of this representing a separate syndrome from Camey triad was first proposed 

when two patients originally diagnosed with Camey triad (each with GIST and 

paraganglioma) were both found to have a sibling with paraganglioma (Camey, 1999). This 

led to the consideration that the triad was an inherited disorder (Camey, 1999), but that 

hypothesis was later disproven, as none of the remaining Camey triad patients had first- 

degree relatives with any other elements of the triad (Camey and Stratakis, 2002). When
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Carney and Stratakis originally described the syndrome twelve patients from five unrelated 

families with paragangliomas and GIST had been recognised (Camey and Stratakis, 2002). 

Carney and Stratakis concluded that this syndrome, distinct from Camey triad, was an 

inherited condition and it was named Camey-Stratakis syndrome (Camey and Stratakis, 

2002).

Camey-Stratakis Syndrome is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner with incomplete 

penentrance showing an equal occurrence in both men and women (Camey and Stratakis, 

2002). It has now been reported in twenty families worldwide (Stratakis and Camey, 2009). 

Similar to Camey triad, the GISTs arise as multifocal lesions in the stomach, while most of 

the fiinctioning paragangliomas are located in the retroperitoneum (Camey and Stratakis, 

2002). The first element (usually paraganglioma) noirnally presents during the first three 

decades of life (Camey and Stratakis, 2002). The paragangliomas are often asymptomatic, 

and only discovered on palpation of a mass by the patient or a doctor (Camey and Stratakis, 

2002). Treatment of Camey-Stratakis syndrome is the same as for Camey triad with 

surgical excision of the tumours. Inoperable paragangliomas may also be treated with 

radiation or embolization (Camey and Stratakis, 2002). Long term follow-up is important 

for all patients due to the high recurrence of the GISTs but the long term prognosis of this 

syndrome remains unknown.

In 2007 McWhinney et al, found Camey-Stratakis syndrome was caused by germline 

mutations the succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) subunits B, C or D (McWhinney et al., 

2007). The GISTs, similarly to Camey triad, are wild-type for KIT, PDGFRA and BRAF. 

A recent case report by Ayala-Ramirez et al, identified a Camey-Stratakis patient with a
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germline SDHD mutation with additionally a somatic KIT exon 11 Asp579del mutation in 

the GIST (Ayala-Ramirez et al., 2010), but this appears to be a unique case.

1.1.12) Succinate Dehydrogenase

Succinate Dehydrogenase (SDH), also known as succinate-ubiquinone oxyreductase, is a 

highly conserved heterotetrameric protein (Bardella et al., 2011). SDH comprises 

mitochondrial complex II, catalyzing the oxidation o f succinate to fumarate in the citric 

acid cycle and also participating in the electron transport chain (Hadidian and Hoagland, 

1939, Hederstedt and Rutberg, 1981). SDH contains four nuclear encoded subunits; A, B, 

C, and D (Heutink et al., 1992, Leckschat et al., 1993, Bourgeron et al., 1995, Hirawake et 

al., 1997). The SDHB and C genes are located on chi'omosome 1 (Leckschat et al., 1993, 

Hirawake et al., 1997), SDHD is located on chromosome llq23.1 (Heutink et al., 1992, 

Hirawake et al., 1997) and SDHA is located on chromosome 5pl5 (Bourgeron et al., 1995). 

The subunits are transcribed in the nucleus and transported to the mitochondria where they 

are modified, folded and assembled into the active SDH complex (Chetty, 2010, Bardella et 

al., 2011). SDHA (a ilavoprotein) and SDHB (an iron sulphur protein) are both hydrophilic, 

acting as catalytic subunits that protrude into the mitochondrial matrix, while SDHD and 

SDHC are both hydrophobic, serving as integi'al membrane proteins, anchoring SDHA and 

SDHB to the inner mitochondrial membrane (Parfait et al., 2000, Gimenez-Roqueplo et al., 

2001).

Mutations in any one of the SDH subunits causes enzyme destabilisation and complete loss 

o f function (Gimenez-Roqueplo et al., 2001, Gimenez-Roqueplo et al., 2002). Mutations in 

SDH have been linked to many different types of cancers including renal tumours (SDHB)
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(Ricketts et al., 2008, Ricketts et al., 2012), thyroid carcinomas (SDHB and SDHD) (Ni et 

al., 2008) and neuroblastoma (SDHB deletions) (Schimke et al., 2010) and most notably 

germline mutations in familial paragangliomas and pheochromocytomas (Baysal et al., 

2000, Niemann and Muller, 2000, Astuti et al., 2001b).

Familial paragangliomas are rare neuroendocrine tumours, derived from paraganglial cells 

(Bardella et al., 2011). There are two types of paraganglia; those located in the adrenal 

medulla and those outside the adrenal gland. Cells in the adrenal medulla are responsible 

for the secretion of adrenaline and noradrenaline, while cells outside the adrenal gland are 

responsible for monitoring o f oxygen and carbon dioxide levels (Chetty, 2010). 

Paragangliomas can arise anywhere from the base of the skull to the pelvis. Paragangliomas 

associated with the parasympathetic nervous system mainly arise in the head and neck; 

while paragangliomas associated the sympathetic nervous system can occur in adrenal and 

extra adrenal locations, with extra adrenal paragangliomas found in the abdomen, thorax 

and pelvis. Paragangliomas that arise in the adrenal medulla are called pheochromocytomas 

and typically hypersecrete, adrenaline, noradrenaline or dopamine (Chetty, 2010).

There are four types o f familial paragangliomas caused by different mutations in SDH 

complex. Paraganglioma type 1 (PGLl) is caused by SDHD mutations (Baysal et al., 

2000), PGL2 by SDHAF2 mutations (SDHAF2 or SDH5 is important for the incorporation 

of FAD into SDHA) (Bayley et al., 2010), PGL3 by SDHC mutations (Niemann and 

Muller, 2000) and PGL4 by SDHB mutations (Astuti et al., 2001b). SDHB mutations are 

associated with aggressive tumours with a high malignant potential, compared to SDH C 

and D mutations, which typically are benign (Niemann and Muller, 2000, Neumann et al., 

2004, Badenhop et al., 2004, Fuentes et al., 2006). SDHA mutations have been found to
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cause Leigh syndrome (a neurodegenerative syndrome) (Bourgeron et al., 1995, Parfait et 

al., 2000) and until recently had not been described in familial paragangliomas or 

pheochi'omocytomas. In 2010 Bumichon et al identified germline mutations in SDHA in 

familial paragangliomas, confirming that all four subunits of SDH are tumour suppressors 

(Bumichon et al., 2010), and loss of any one subunit can be associated with familial 

paragangliomas.

The identification of SDH mutations in tumour development was first noted in 2000 

(Baysal et al., 2000, Niemann and Muller, 2000) and provided the earliest evidence that 

mutations in mitochondrial complexes could lead to tumour formation (Niemann and 

Muller, 2000, Baysal et al., 2000). Recently mutations in other mitochondrial complexes, 

isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) 1 and 2 and fiimarate hydratase (FH) have also been linked 

to other cancers including gliomas (Yan et al., 2009), breast, bladder cancer and renal cell 

carcinomas (Cardaci and Ciriolo, 2012). The exact mechanism of how mutations in 

mitochondrial complexes lead to tumour formation remains to be elucidated, but two 

biochemical mechanisms have been proposed (Bardella et al., 2011). These models are 

based on SDH loss-of-function. The first incorporates the role of succinate in signalling 

(Selak et al., 2005) and the second incorporates the role of redox stress caused by increased 

levels o f reactive oxygen species (Yankovskaya et al., 2003).

H IF-la is a transcription factor that enables cells to adapt to low oxygen concentrations 

(Semenza and Wang, 1992, Wang and Semenza, 1993b, Wang and Semenza, 1993a, Wang 

and Semenza, 1993c). When activated, it promotes the transcription of genes involved in 

blood vessel growth and enables cells to return to normal oxygen conditions (normoxia) 

(Shweiki et al., 1992). In normoxia, H lF-la prolyl hydroxylase (PHD), an important
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oxygen-sensing mechanism in animal cells, modifies H IF-la allowing the binding of Von 

Hippel-Lindau protein (pVHL). The binding o f pVHL to H IF-la causes H lF-la 

destabilisation and degradation and stops cells entering into a hypoxic stress (Bruick and 

McKnight, 2001, Jaakkola et al., 2001, Ivan et al., 2001). In the first model proposed, 

succinate levels increase in the mitochondria, due to the loss-of-function of SDH. The 

accumulated succinate is transported to the cytosol by dicarboxylic acid transporters, where 

it causes inhibition o f PHDs (Selak et al., 2005). Inhibition o f PHDs in turn results in the 

stabilisation of HIF-la. The stabilized H IF-la can then enter the nucleus, where it 

heterodimerises with HIF-1(3, fonning an active complex that can induce the expression of 

angiogenesis-, proliferation- and glycolysis-related genes (Selak et al., 2005), which can 

ultimately lead to tumour progression and metastasis. The induction of the H IF-la hypoxic 

pathway during normal oxygen conditions is known as pseudo-hypoxia (Selak et al., 2005). 

Numerous studies in support of this pathway’s importance during pseudo-hypoxia in cancer 

cells have demonstrated succinate accumulation, increased H IF-la expression and 

activation of angiogenic response pathways (Lopez-Jimenez et al., 2010, Pollard et a l, 

2005).

The second proposed mechanism hypothesises that reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

generation, from SDH loss o f function, mediates H IF-la induction (Bardella et al., 2011). 

However there have been conflicting reports on ROS generation due to SDH loss of 

fijnction. Some have shown no sign of ROS and oxidative stress due to SDH mutations 

(Selak et al., 2005, Briere et al., 2005, Selak et al., 2006), while others have shown ROS 

generation and oxidative stress due to SDH mutations in yeast, C. elegans and mice (Ishii et 

al., 2005, Adachi et al., 1998, Smith et al., 2007, Goffrini et al., 2009). It remains to be
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determined what the exact role of ROS is in SDH deficient tumourgenesis, and indeed 

whether tumourgenesis occurs from accumulation o f succinate alone or in combination 

with ROS. HIF-activation via increased succinate levels appears to be the most plausible 

response to SDH dysfiinction.

1.1.13) SDH Expression in GIST

Absent SDHB expression, as detected by IHC, has been established in paragangliomas and 

phaeochi'omocytomas (with germline SDHB, C or D mutations) (van Nederveen et al., 

2009) and the absence of SDHB expression acts as a surrogate marker for the fiinctional 

loss of the SDH complex (Miettinen et al., 2011), regardless of which SDH subunit is 

mutated (Tenorio Jimenez et al., 2012). SDHB mutations are seen in various types of renal 

tumour, mainly familial renal cell carcinoma (Ricketts et al., 2008) and the corresponding 

absence of SDHB expression has been identified in these (van Nederveen et al., 2009). 

GISTs associated with Camey-Stratakis syndrome and Camey triad are also negative for 

SDHB by IHC, despite the latter showing no evidence o f SDH mutations (Gill et al., 2010, 

Gaal et al., 2011). Furthermore paediatric wild-type GISTs show absent or weak expression 

of SDHB by IHC, with a parallel decrease of complex II activity in these paediatric GISTs 

indicating the functional loss of SDH complex activity in these tumours (Janeway et al., 

2010a). Testing for mutations in the SDH subunits B, C and D in these wild-type GISTs 

revealed germline mutations in only 12% of cases without a family history of 

paragangliomas (Janeway et al., 2010a).

While SDHB expression is weak or absent in paediatric wild-type GISTs, strong SDHB 

expression is detected in KIT and PDGFRA mutant GISTs and NFl associated GISTs
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(Janeway et al., 2010a, Wang et al., 2011a). The exact mechanism of absent SDHB 

expression and the lack o f complex II activity in paediatric wild-type GISTs and Camey 

triad associated GISTs, lacking SDH mutations, remains to be determined. However, loss 

of SDHB immunoreactivity and thus complex II activity does imply defects in cellular 

respiration may be an alternative oncogenic mechanism in wild-type and paediatric GISTs 

(Rege et al., 2011, Pantaleo et al., 20IIa).

Adult wild-type GISTs are a heterogeneous entity displaying histological and 

morphological features similar to mutant or paediatric wild-type GISTs and SDHB IHC has 

revealed that these adult wild-type GISTs can be split based on SDHB immunoreactivity 

(Gill et al., 2010, Pantaleo et al., 201 lb, Miettinen et al., 2011). SDHB negative adult wild- 

type GISTs share histological, cytogenetic and clinical features with the SDH deficient 

paediatric GISTs such as younger age at diagnosis and gastric tumour location and have 

been referred to as “paediatric-like” wild-type GISTs (Gill et al., 2010, Pantaleo et al., 

201 lb, Miettinen et al., 2011) whereas SDHB positive wild-type GISTs behave more like 

KIT and PDGFRA mutant GISTs (Gill et al., 2010, Miettinen et al., 2011). SDH B, C or D 

mutations are not frequently found in adult wild-type cases but multiple reports have very 

recently shown the absence o f both SDHB and SDHA expression by IHC in a number of 

cases o f adult wild-type GISTs. Sequencing of SDHA subsequently revealed germline 

mutations in SDHA, whereas cases that were positive for SDHA expression but negative 

for SDHB, showed no evidence o f SDHA mutations, suggesting that absence o f SDHA 

expression may be sufficient to identify a germline SDHA mutation (Pantaleo et al., 2011 a, 

Oudijk et al., 2013, Italiano et al., 2012, Miettinen et al., 2013).
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The emerging evidence in the study of SDHB negative GISTs suggests that up to 50% of 

adult wild-type GISTs contain SDH mutations, with around 70% of mutations located in 

SDHA, whereas SDHA mutations are rare in paediatric wild-type GISTs (Pantaleo et al., 

2011a, Oudijk et al., 2013, Italiano et al., 2012, Miettinen et al., 2013). SDHB negative 

adult wild-type GISTs show distinct clinicopathological features compared to SDHB 

positive adult wild-type GISTs and within the SDHB negative adult wild-type GIST cohort 

the SDHA-negative and SDHA-positive GISTs appear to show further clinicopathological 

differences (Miettinen et al., 2013). SDHA-negative/SDHB-negative wild-type GISTs are 

rare in paediatric patients and associated with a slightly later age o f onset, a slightly 

increased risk of liver metastasis and a lesser female predominance compared to SDHA- 

positive/SDHB-negative GISTs (Miettinen et al., 2013).

The oncogenic driving force behind paediatric wild-type GISTs largely remain to be 

determined. They lack KIT, PDGFRA or BRAF mutations but show KIT positivity by IHC 

and similar downstream signalling pathways to their mutant counterparts. They are 

negative for SDHB by IHC without evidence of mutations in the majority o f cases. They 

are unique among other tumours as they show little or no cytogenetic aberrations as disease 

progresses and also show distinct gene expression profiles compared to adult mutant and 

adult wild-type GISTs indicating alternative mechanisms may be responsible for paediatric 

wild-type GIST pathogenesis.

1.1.14) Epigenetics

The term epigenetics was coined by Conrad Waddington and was defined as “the branch of 

biology which studies the causal interactions between genes and their products, which bring
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phenotype into being” (Waddington, 1942, Waddington, 1957). Since then the definition of 

epigenetics has altered many times and there is still no standard definition. Many 

researchers however describe it as the study o f any potentially stable and ideally heritable 

change in gene expression or cellular phenotype, which occurs without changes to the base 

pairing of DNA (Goldberg et a l, 2007). Epigenetic features help to establish cell identities 

and epigenetic mechanisms encompass DNA methylation, chromatin remodelling through 

histone modifications and regulatory non-coding RNAs (Goldberg et al., 2007).

Methylation is perhaps one of the most studied epigenetic mechanisms and is critical in the 

control of gene activity and the architecture of the nucleus (Esteller, 2008). DNA 

methylation occurs on cytosines that precede guanines, which are referred to as 

dinucleotide CpGs (Miller et al., 1978, McClelland and Ivarie, 1982). Within the genome 

CpG sites are not distributed randomly but are instead found in CpG rich regions, known as 

CpG islands (McClelland and Ivarie, 1982, Bird et al., 1985, Gardiner-Garden and 

Frommer, 1987). CpG islands span the 5’ untranslated regions of many genes and are 

usually unmethylated in normal cells to allow for gene expression (Bird et al., 1985, 

Gardiner-Garden and Frommer, 1987).

DNA methylation is performed by the DNA methyltransferase (DNMT) enzymes which are 

responsible for de novo and maintenance methylation of DNA (Gold and Hurwitz, 1964, 

Gruenbaum et al., 1982, Yoder et al., 1997, Hsieh, 1999). There are three catalytically 

active DNMTs in mammals DNMTl, DNMT3A and DNMT3B, with DNMT3A and 3B 

primarily involved in de novo methylation (Gruenbaum et al., 1982, Okano et al., 1998, 

Hsieh, 1999). DNMTl is involved in maintenance methylation within cells, showing a 

strong preference for hemi-methylated DNA but it can also perform de novo methylation
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(Yoder et al., 1997, Pradhan et al., 1999). These enzymes are essential for establishing and 

maintaining DNA methylation patterns, which are vital in silencing or inducing gene 

expression and thus maintaining genome stability (Robertson, 2005).

Histones are DNA packaging proteins but they also regulate chromatin dynamics by 

changing chromatin structure to allow for gene transcription, or prevent transcription, 

making them important in both DNA packaging in the nucleus and in the regulation of gene 

expression (Allfrey et al., 1964, Esteller, 2008). There are five major families of histones: 

HI, which is the linker histone protein and H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 which form the core 

histone proteins (Wolffe and Guschin, 2000). Modifications to histones typically occur on 

the histone tails and the most common and studied modifications include acetylation and 

methylation however phosphorylation (serine, thi'eonine and tyrosine residues), 

ubiquitylation, deimination and hydroxylation are some o f the other types of modifications 

identified on histone tails (Dawson and Kouzarides, 2012).

Acetylation is one o f the major histone modifications involved in transcription, chi'omatin 

structure and DNA repair and is associated with gene activation (Pogo et al., 1968, Pogo et 

al., 1969). Acetylation is a dynamic process and is regulated by two enzyme families the 

histone lysine acetyltransferases (KATs) which performs the acetylation o f lysine residues 

and the histone deacetylases (HDACs) which reverse lysine acetylation (Dawson and 

Kouzarides, 2012). Histone methylation occurs on the side chains of arginine, lysine or 

histidine residues in the histone tail (Tidwell et al., 1968, Borun et al., 1972). Methylated 

lysine residues are the most studied methylation modifications in histones and can be 

mono-, di-, or tri-methylated with the amount of methylation specifying flinctions, such that 

mono-methylation of histone 3 at lysine 9 activates genes, whereas tri-methylation causes
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gene repression (Barski et al., 2007). Unlike DNA methylation, methylation of histones is 

performed by histone lysine methyltransferase enzymes and demethylation is performed by 

histone lysine demethylase enzymes (Dawson and Kouzarides, 2012).

These epigenetic mechanisms are all crucial in controlling normal gene expression and like 

all biological processes can become dysregulated. Defects in these epigenetic mechanisms 

have been implicated in many human diseases including cancer.

1.1.14.1) Epigenetics and Cancer

DNA methylation was first linked to cancer development in 1983 when cancer cell 

genomes were found to be hypomethylated compared to normal cells (Feinberg and 

Vogelstein, 1983, Gama-Sosa et al., 1983). The loss o f methylation occurs on repetitive 

DNA sequences, coding regions and introns and results in the transcription and translation 

of normally silenced genes (Feinberg and Vogelstein, 1983, Gama-Sosa et al., 1983). 

Frequent DNA hypomethylation has now been identified in many cancer types including 

epithelial ovarian cancer (EhrHch et al., 2006), hepatocellular carcinoma (Lin et al., 2001a), 

Wilms tumour (Ehrlich et al., 2002) and prostate cancer (Schulz et al., 2002). While 

tumours undergo global hypomethylation at repetitive DNA sites, they also acquire site 

specific patterns of hypeimethylation in the promoters of tumour suppressor genes (Esteller 

et al., 2000, Oue et al., 2001, Astuti et al., 2001a, Mori et al., 2006). DNA 

hypermethylation has been shown to silence genes involved in tumour suppression (e.g. 

p l6  INK4A, p l5  INK4B, TP73) (Otterson et al., 1995, Merlo et al., 1995, Herman et al., 

1996, Com et al., 1999), mis-match repair (e.g. M LHl) (Herman et al., 1998, Deng et al., 

1999) and angiogenesis inhibition (e.g. thrombospondin-l(TSP-l), TIMP-3) (Li et al., 

1999, Bachman et al., 1999), with the silencing of these genes and others leading to
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chromosomal and /or microsateliite instability, which ultimately leads to tumour initiation, 

growth and progression (Esteller, 2008). Aben'ant DNA hypermethylation patterns have 

been implicated in many different cancer types including lung, breast, ALL, Burkitts 

lymphoma, colorectal carcinoma, kidney and brain tumours and heptaocellular carcinoma 

(Shen et al., 2002, Hussain et al., 2004, Bae et al., 2004, Schafer et al., 2010, Morris et al., 

2010).

While histone modifications have not been as widely studied as aben'ant methylation 

patterns, they have been implicated in cancer development and similarly to DNA 

methylation, dysregulation influence the transcriptional pattern of genes (Fraga et al., 

2005). Loss of monoacetylation at lysine 16 and loss of trimethylation at lysine 20 o f the 

core histone H4 is a common mark in tumour cells (Fraga et al., 2005). Aberrant histone 

modifications have been implicated in prostate, breast, liver and lung cancer (Seligson et 

al., 2005, Pogribny et al., 2006, Tryndyak et al., 2006, Seligson et al., 2009, Song et al., 

2012) while global histone modifications patterns can be used to predict prognosis in 

prostate and lung cancer (Seligson et al., 2005, Van Den Broeck et a l, 2008, Seligson et al., 

2009, Songet al., 2012).

1.1.14.2) Epigenetics and GIST

While there is limited data on the role of epigenetics in GIST, a small number o f studies 

have attempted to examine methylation patterns in mutant GIST. GIST have been shown to 

exhibit levels o f global hypomethylation of repetitive elements similar to other neoplasms, 

with hypomethylation of the repetitive long interspersed nuclear element 1 (LINEl) shown 

to con'elate strongly with tumour aggressiveness (Igarashi et al., 2010). AbeiTant DNA 

hypemiethylation has also been identified in the promoters of tumour suppressor genes 

such as MGMT, p i6, MLHl and E-cadherin in GIST, with promoter hypermethylation
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associated with aggressive tumour behaviour (House et al., 2003, Saito et al., 2008, 

Okamoto et al., 2012). A recent genome-wide methylation profile in GISTs revealed 

distinct methylation profiles between gastric and small intestinal GISTs and showed 

accumulation o f DNA methylation as disease progresses (Okamoto et al., 2012). Advanced 

GISTs with large scale genomic losses showed higher levels o f promoter methylation and 

were associated with disease aggressiveness compared to small GIST and methylation 

profiles in GIST have been proposed as potential new biomarkers for risk prediction 

(Igarashi et al., 2010, Okamoto et al., 2012). These studies have shown altered methylation 

patterns in mutant GISTs, which have large scale chromosomal losses as disease progresses 

but they have not examined the role o f methylation in paediatric wild-type GISTs which 

show little or no chromosomal losses.

While paediatric GISTs are apparently unique, with their absence o f consistent genomic 

losses/gains, there is a small subset o f colorectal carcinomas with simple karyotypes, in 

which aberrant methylation, causing microsatellite instability (MSI) has been implicated in 

tumour initiation and progression (Poynter et al., 2008). MSI occurs in 10-20% of 

colorectal carcinomas and is caused by alterations in the mis-match repair genes (e.g. 

M LHl), that prevents cells from repairing errors in repetitive DNA elements (Poynter et 

al., 2008). The loss of function in colorectal carcinomas o f MLHl can be caused by gene 

mutations or chromosomal losses, but a small subset of colorectal carcinomas with a simple 

karyotypes, show MLHl loss o f fianction primarily through methylation and not mutation 

(Poynter et al., 2008). A similar situation is also seen in gastric cancers where silencing of 

important tumour suppressor genes is more frequently caused by promoter methylation 

rather than mutation (Kaneda et al., 2002), indicating that aberrant methylation can also
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influence tumour progression in tumours with simple karyotypes as well as those with 

complex karyotypes.

In mutant GIST MSI has previously been detected in high risk cases (Fukasawa et al., 

2000) and a methylation profile, examining methylation o f nine tumour suppressor genes 

fi'equently methylated in other cancers, found 94% of cases showed promoter methylation 

(Saito et al., 2008). From these results, genes with the largest increase in methylation were 

the mis-match repair genes M LHl and MGMT, resulting in MSI in GIST (Saito et al., 

2008). There was no correlation between methylation status and clinicopathological 

characteristics, including KIT and PDGFRA mutation status, indicating the common 

progression pathway in high risk mutant GIST (Saito et al., 2008). This study included 

three wild-type GISTs, which also showed hypermethylation in five o f the loci tested, again 

with MLHI and MGMT showing the highest rates of methylation, suggesting MSI may also 

play a role in wild-type GIST pathogenesis (Saito et al., 2008). Indeed, in the wild-type 

GIST the analysis of the hypermethylated phenotype resulted in a score of 100% compared 

to 57% for mutant GISTs and strongly suggests that hypermethylation may play a more 

important role in tumourgenesis in wild-type tumours (Saito et al., 2008).

Regulatory non-coding RNAs are also involved in epigenetic mechanisms and have 

emerged as major regulators of gene expression through translational control and 

particularly post-transcriptional gene regulation. With the development and improvement 

of molecular biology techniques many researchers have focused on the roles o f non-coding 

RNAs in controlling gene expression. These non-coding RNAs have been found to be key 

regulators in noi*mal cellular function and alterations in their fiinction can have deleterious 

effects on the genome. The majority of non-coding RNAs are encoded within the genome
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and intriguingly can be partially regulated by methylation so there could possibly be a 

convergence o f the two pathways. We chose to investigate the role of one family o f non

coding RNAs, namely microRNAs (miRNAs) in the pathogenesis of paediatric GIST.

1.2) Non-coding RNAs

1.2.1) Non-coding RNA

For many years the central dogma of genetics was that DNA makes RNA makes protein 

(Crick, 1958, Crick, 1970), and based on this, the majority of the transcriptional output of 

the human genome was believed to be from protein coding mRNA with only small amounts 

of non coding RNA represented. Consequently, mRNA has been the most studied RNA in 

the literature. However completion of the Human Genome Project revealed that only ~1.2% 

of the transcriptional output of the human genome is protein coding, with >98% of the 

transcriptional output containing non-coding RNA (ncRNA) from introns and exons/introns 

of non-protein coding genes (Venter et al., 2001).

Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are functional RNA molecules that are not translated into 

proteins. Some have been known for many years, including transfer RNA (tRNA) and 

ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and their roles in protein translation are well established, however 

there are many other types of ncRNA, which were once considered “junk” RNA, but with 

the advancement o f molecular biology and sequencing techniques their importance in 

normal cell function is beginning to be fully comprehended, with evidence emerging that 

ncRNAs control chromosome djTiamics, splicing, RNA editing, translational inhibition and 

mRNA destruction.
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There are two classes of ncRNA based on strand length, ncRNA sized ~300bp to lOOkb are 

known as long non-coding RNAs (IncRNAs) and ncRNAs sized <300bp are small 

ncRNAs. LncRNAs are poorly conserved mRNA-like transcripts which are transcribed by 

RNA polymerase II and are capped and polyadenylated, but lack an open reading frame 

(Brannan et al., 1990, Brockdorff et al., 1992, Okazaki et al., 2002). Thousands o f IncRNAs 

are estimated to be present in the human genome but for the majority, very little is known 

about their function. Only a small number have been studied to date, with roles identified in 

X-chromosome inactivation, nuclear organisation and compartmentalisation and nuclear- 

cytoplasmic trafficking (Moran et al., 2012).

ncRNAs that are <300nt in length are classed as small ncRNAs and these include; transfer 

RNAs (tRNAs), ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs), small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), RNase P, 

RNase MRP, telomerase RNAs, piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), small nucleolar RNAs 

(snoRNAs), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and microRNAs (miRNAs).

1.2.2) Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs)

Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) are single stranded 28-33nt ncRNAs identified in 2006 

and are named based on their interaction with the PIWI subfamily of the Argonaute 

proteins, which are involved in germline stem cell maintenance and meiosis (Aravin et al., 

2006, Girard et al., 2006, Grivna et al., 2006, Lau et al., 2006, Watanabe et al., 2006, Cox 

et al., 1998). piRNAs are highly abundant in germline cells and show a strong bias for 

uridine as their first nucleotide in the 5’ end and 2 -0 ’-methylation in the 3’ end (Girard et 

al., 2006, Aravin et al., 2006). They show a distinct localisation within the genome, 

predominantly grouping into 20-90kb clusters, which contain hundreds of piRNAs, but they
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cannot be readily classed into sequence families and are poorly conserved between species 

(Aravin et al., 2006, Girard et al., 2006). The exact role o f piRNAs in humans remains 

unclear but studies in mice and Drosophila melangoster have shown that they are essential 

during gametogenesis and in the silencing of transposable elements, maintaining genome 

integrity (Aravin et al., 2006, Girard et al., 2006, Brennecke et al., 2007, Zheng and Wang, 

2012 ).

1.2.3) Small Nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs)

Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are single stranded, 60-300nt, conserved ncRNAs 

located in the nucleolus (Suh et al., 1986, Tyc and Steitz, 1989, Ruff et al., 1993). Their 

main function is in post-transcriptional modification of rRNAs through 2’-0-methylation or 

pseudouridylation (Kiss-Laszlo et al., 1996, Nicoloso et al., 1996, Ganot et al., 1997a, Ni et 

al., 1997). They bind with specific conserved protein partners to foiTn small nucleolar 

ribonucleoprotein (snoRNPs), guiding the snoRNP complexes to the target rRNAs for site- 

specific modifications via short regions o f base pairing (Kiss-Laszlo et al., 1996, Nicoloso 

et al., 1996, Ganot et al., 1997a, Ni et al., 1997). They are found in introns of protein 

coding genes or in exon/introns of non protein coding genes (Sollner-Webb, 1993). 

snoRNAs are usually under the control o f their host genes, which are generally involved in 

processes related to snoRNA function, nucleolar fiinction or protein synthesis (Leverette et 

al., 1992, Tycowski et al., 1993, Kiss and Filipowicz, 1993, Cecconi et al., 1995). However 

some human snoRNAs have been found to be transcribed independently, as evident by the 

presence of methylated guanosine caps at the 5’ end of the snoRNA (Tycowski et al., 

2004),
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There are two major classes o f snoRNAs; box C/D snoRNAs and H/ACA snoRNAs, 

differing in their sequence, structural elements, binding partners and the nature of their 

modification to the rRNA.

1.2.3.1) Box C/D snoRNAs

The box C/D snoRNAs are around 60-200nt in length and contain highly conserved C and 

D box elements (Watkins et al., 1996). C boxes contain the canonical motif RUGAUGA 

(where R is a purine) while D boxes contain the motif CUGA and are found near the 5’ and 

3’ ends o f the snoRNA respectively (Watkins et al., 1996, Watkins et al., 1998b). Box C/D 

snoRNAs show little secondary structure, with only the box C and D elements coming 

close together to form a characteristic K-tum motif (Watkins et al., 1996, Watkins et al., 

1998b). There are four proteins common to box C/D snoRNAs that form the snoRNP; 

Nop Ip (fibrillarin in vertebrates), Nop56p, Nop58p and Snul3p (Schimmang et al., 1989, 

Gautier et al., 1997, Galardi et al., 2002). Snul3p and Nop58p are required for the 

assembly and stability of the snoRNA, while Nop Ip and Nop56p are core proteins required 

for proper function, with Nop Ip perfonning the 2’O-ribose-methylation (Gautier et al., 

1997, Lafontaine and Tollervey, 1999, Watkins et al., 2000, Verheggen et al., 2001, 

Watkins et al., 2002, Marmier-Goumer et al., 2003).

1.2.3.2) Box H/ACA snoRNAs

The box H/ACA snoRNAs are slightly longer at 125-250nt and in contrast to box C/D 

snoRNAs they have a compact secondary structure, folding to form two hairpin loops 

connected by a box H sequence ANANNA (where N is any residue) and a box “ACA” 

element located near the 3’ end o f the snoRNA terminating at the second hairpin (Balakin
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et al., 1996, Ganot et al., 1997b). Box H/ACA snoRNAs guide pseudouridylation o f target 

pre-rRNAs and are essential for rRNA accumulation. There are four proteins common to all 

box H/ACA snoRNAs; Cbf5p (NAP57 or dyskerin in vertebrates), Nhp2p, NoplOp and 

GARlp (Watkins et al., 1998a, Lafontaine et al., 1998, Pogacic et al., 2000). CbfSp is 

required for pseudouridylation (Lafontaine et al., 1998) while Nhp2p, NoplOp and GARlp 

are all required for stability of the snoRNP (Girard et al., 1992, Lafontaine et al., 1998, 

Henras et al., 1998, Dez et al., 2001).

1.2.3.3) snoRNA Function

The main function o f snoRNAs is in rRNA maturation through modifications (methylation 

or pseudouridylation) of the pre-rRNA, which enables the correct folding and stability of 

the mature rRNA. However snoRNAs are also important in other steps of rRNA 

maturation. The snoRNA U3 is required for early cleavage of the 5’ external transcribed 

spacer and subsequent formation of the mature 18S rRNA (Kass et al., 1990, Hughes and 

Ares, 1991, Mougey et al., 1993), while U14 and U22 are essential for the accumulation of 

the mature 18S rRNA (Li et al., 1990, Tycowski et al., 1994) and U8 for processing of 5.8S 

and 28S rRNA (Peculis and Steitz, 1993).

snoRNAs were originally believed to be involved only in ribosome biogenesis and the 

formation o f mature rRNAs, targeting rRNA, but a number o f snoRNAs have been 

identified with no predicted rRNA targets and these have been termed orphan snoRNAs 

(Cavaille et al., 2000, Cavaille et al., 2001, Cavaille et al., 2002, Vitah et al., 2003). One 

box C/D snoRNA HBII-52 previously classed as orphan was found to have an eighteen 

nucleotide complementarity site to the serotonin (5-HT(2C)) receptor and regulated the
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alternative splicing of the receptor, suggesting a role for snoRNAs in post-transcriptional 

modifications of mRNAs (Kishore and Stamm, 2006). Studies have also identified 

snoRNAs that demonstrate tissue-specific expression, most notably in the brain (Cavaille et 

al., 2000, Cavaille et al., 2001). Thi'ee box C/D snoRNAs, HBII-13, HBII-52 and HBII-85 

all show brain specific expression and map to chromosome 15q ll-q l3 , the region involved 

in Prader-Willi Syndrome (PWS), with snoRNAs HBII-52 and HBII-85 implicated in the 

pathogenesis of PWS cases that lack 15ql l -ql3 loss (Cavaille et al., 2000, Runte et al., 

2005, Sahoo et al., 2008).

1.2.4) snoRNAs, piRNAs and Cancer

At the beginning of my work on this thesis there was very little evidence o f the role of 

piRNAs or snoRNAs in post-transcriptional gene silencing or the development of cancer, 

with only a few studies linking snoRNAs to cancer at all. The snoRNA h5sn2 was found 

downregulated in meningioma compared to noimal brain (Chang et al., 2002) and a 

homozygous 2bp deletion in snoRNA U50 was found in prostate cancer cells which 

abolished colony formation and in tumour tissues but not in normal controls suggesting a 

role for U50 in prostate cancer and possibly other cancers (Dong et al., 2008). Since work 

on this thesis commenced, several reports have been published o f snoRNAs and piRNAs in 

carcinogenesis. The 2bp deletion in snoRNA U50 was subsequently detected as a 

heterozygous deletion in breast cancer (Dong et al., 2009) and snoRNA profiling revealed 

snoRNAs significantly upregulated in non-small cell lung cancer that might act as markers 

for early detection o f non-small cell lung cancer (Liao et al., 2010). piRNAs have now also 

been implicated in cancer with piRNA pi-651 found upregulated in cancer cell lines and 

tissues including gastric, colon, lung and breast cancers, with inhibition of pi-651 inducing
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cell cycle arrest (Cheng et al., 2011). Further studies o f piRNAs in gastric cancer found 

piRNA pi-823 levels to be lower in gastric cancer compared to normal tissue and 

upregulation o f pi-823 inhibited tumour growth in vitro and in vivo (Cheng et al., 2012) 

suggesting a role for piRNAs in gastric cancer and the possibility that pi-651 and pi-823 

may act as biomarkers for gastric cancer detection (Cui et al., 2011).

1.2.5) short interfering RNAs and microRNAs

Short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) are double stranded 20-23nt ncRNAs first identified in 

Arabidopsis thaliana (Hamihon and Baulcombe, 1999). Unlike other ncRNAs they are not 

encoded in the genome and are instead processed from dsRNA (Hamilton and Baulcombe, 

1999). They are involved in post-transcriptional gene silencing through RNA interference 

(RNAi) (Fire et al., 1998) binding to complementary sequences in their target mRNA and 

guiding efficient sequence-specific mRNA degradation (Fire et al., 1998, Zamore et al., 

2000, Elbashir et al., 2001). However as siRNAs are not genetically encoded they are not 

extensively studied in cancer and are instead more commonly used in gene knock-down 

studies or as positive controls when examining the effect of other ncRNAs on gene 

knockdown. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are an important, recently indentified, DNA encoded, 

class o f ncRNAs.

1.2.6) MicroRNAs

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small, single stranded, evolutionarily conserved ncRNAs, 

typically around 18-25 nucleotides (nt) in length (Lau et al., 2001, Lee and Ambros, 2001, 

Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001, Bartel, 2004) found in all vertebrates from nematodes to 

humans and also in plants. Their main function is as negative regulators of gene expression.
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inhibiting protein expression either thi'ough the inhibition of translation or through mRNA 

degradation (Bartel, 2004), with mRNA degradation the predominant mechanism (Guo et 

al., 2010). In some instances miRNAs have the ability to activate mRNA translation 

(Vasudevan et al., 2007). miRNAs have been shown to play major roles in both animal and 

plant development, and estimates suggest they control around 30-50% of all human genes .

1.2.6.1) Historical Note

miRNAs were first identified in the early 1990’s in Caenoiiiabditis elegans (C. elegans) 

(Lee et al., 1993, Wightman et al., 1993). Lin4, a gene involved in early larval transition, 

was found to be non-coding, producing instead two small RNAs, 61nt and 22nt in length 

(Lee et al., 1993), with the larger RNA believed to be the precursor for the smaller RNA 

(Lee et al., 1993). Iin4 RNA was found to have anti-sense complementarity to the 3’ UTR 

o f lifiJ4, with lin4 binding to linl4, leading to repression o f protein levels without affecting 

mRNA levels (Lee et al., 1993, Wightman et al., 1993). Taking these studies together, Lee 

and Wightman postulated a model whereby the 5’UTR of Hn4 RNA pairs to the 3’UTR of 

linl4, to produce translational repression of the linl4 protein, as part of a regulatory 

pathway triggering C. elegans transition from the first to the second larval stage (Lee et al., 

1993, Wightman et al., 1993).

For several years lin4 was believed to be the only type of ncRNA of its kind in nematodes, 

as no other evidence of similar short stranded RNAs could be found in nematodes or higher 

organisms. But in 2000 this theoiy changed as another small (22nt) ncRNA was identified 

in C. elegans, lethal-7 (let-7) (Reinhart et al., 2000). Let-7 too was found to be involved in 

larval transition, promoting the final transition from late larval stage to adult nematode
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(Reinhart et al., 2000). Let-7 homologues were soon identified in Drosophila melanogaster 

and humans (Pasquinelli et al., 2000, Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001, Lau et al., 2001, Lee and 

Ambros, 2001) and these ncRNAs were given the name small temporal RNAs (stRNAs), due 

to their common role in the timing o f developmental transition (Lee et al., 1993, Wightman et 

al., 1993, Reinhart et al., 2000). By 2001 over one hundred stRNAs had been identified, and 

while most o f these new stRNAs were o f similar size, processed in a similar manner and 

had similar functions, the majority were not expressed at distinct stages o f  development. 

Instead they were more likely to be expressed in certain cell types and these were renamed 

microRNAs (miRNAs) (Lau et al., 2001, Lee and Ambros, 2001, Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001).

1.2.6.2) miRNA Biogenesis

miRNA biogenesis and processing can begin in two ways, either by the canonical pathway 

or by the mirtron pathway (Lau et al., 2001, Lagos-Quintana et al., 2003, Okamura et al., 2007) 

(Figure 1-3). hi the canonical pathway, miRNAs are transcribed from miRNA encoding 

genes, which can be distinct genes or located within protein coding genes (Lau et al., 2001), 

in the nucleus as large primary transcripts. These primary transcripts are usually > lk b  in 

length and are known as primary-miRNAs (pri-miRNAs) (Lee et al., 2002). They contain a 

cap structure at the 5 ’ end and a 3’ poly-adenylated tail (Lee et al., 2004, Cai et al., 2004). 

These large pri-miRNA are processed and cleaved into a 60-70nt stem loop precursor- 

miRNA (pre-miRNA), by Drosha and a num ber o f its co-factors including DGCR8 proteins 

(Lee et al., 2002, Lee et al., 2003, Han et al., 2004, Denli et al., 2004). Drosha is a double 

stranded RNA-specific, highly conserved R N aselll endonuclease, which cleaves both 

strands o f the pri-miRNA at the base o f the stem-loop structure (Lee et al., 2003, Filippov et 

al., 2000). This generates a pre-miRNA with a 5’ phosphate and a 2nt overhang at the 3 ’
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end, characteristic o f  RNaselll endonucleases (Lee et al., 2003). In the alternative m irtron 

pathway, some miRNAs are produced from very short introns o f  other genes transcribed in 

the nucleus (Aravin et al., 2003, Lagos-Quintana et al., 2003, Lai et al., 2003). These miRNAs 

are produced as 60-70nt pre-miRNAs, as a result o f  debranching and splicing, therefore by

passing the need for processing and cleavage by Drosha and its co-factors (Okamura et al., 

2007).

W hether the pre-miRNA is produced by the canonical or mirtron pathway, the mechanism 

o f  mature miRNA production remains the same (Krol et al., 2010). The 60-70nt pre-miRNA 

is actively transported from the nucleus into the cytoplasm by its interaction with the RAN- 

GTP dependent protein Exportin 5 (Lee et al., 2002, Yi et al., 2003, Lund et al., 2004, Bohnsack 

et al., 2004). Once in the cytoplasm the pre-miRNA is cleaved by Dicer and its cofactors, 

TRBP and PACT, to produce a short (~20bp) imperfect double stranded miRNA/miRNA* 

complex (Ketting et al., 2001, Knight and Bass, 2001, Lee et al., 2002, Chendrimada et al., 2005). 

Dicer is also an RN aselll endonuclease. It cleaves approximately two helical turns away 

from the stem loop, cleaving the terminal base pairs and loop o f  pre-miRNA, forming the 

duplex and retaining the characteristic 5 ’ phosphate and 2nt 3 ’ overhang o f  the RN aselll 

endonucleases (Hutvagner et al., 2001). In mammals the Ai'gonaute (AGO) 2 protein, with 

strong RNaselll-Iike endonuclease activity, can also support Dicer by cleaving the 3 ’ ann 

o f some pre-miRNAs, forming an extra processing intermediate known as A G 02-cleaved 

precursor miRNA (ac-pre-miRNA) (Diederichs and Haber, 2007).

The miRNA/miRNA* duplex contains the mature miRNA, known as the guide strand, and 

a passenger strand (miRNA*). The duplex is unwound and the mature miRNA (guide 

strand) is incorporated into the miRNA-induced silencing complex, miRISC, o f which the
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Argonaute proteins (AGO 1-4) are core components (Okamura et al., 2004, Gregory et al., 

2005, Chendrimada et al., 2005). Once loaded into the miRISC the mature miRNA can 

exert its function on its target mRNAs. Mature miRNAs can reside on either strand of the 

miRNA/miRNA* duplex, but they are mostly derived from the less stably paired 5’ end 

(Schwarz et al., 2003, Khvorova et al., 2003, Okamura et al., 2009, Ghildiyal et al., 2010) 

which indicates the ease of unwinding from the 5’ end o f the duplex. The released 

passenger strand (miRNA*) is usually degraded, but in cases where the components of the 

miRNA/miRNA* duplex have similar stability, each strand can be loaded into the miRISC 

equally (Schwarz et al., 2003, Khvorova et al., 2003, Vella et al., 2004b).

1.2.6.3) Argonaute Proteins

The Argonaute proteins are a highly conserved protein family first identified in A. thaliana 

(Bohmert et al., 1998) and are found in all forms of life from archaea to humans (Bohmert 

et al., 1998, Fagard et al., 2000, Song et al., 2004, Wei et ai., 2012). In eukaryotes 

argonaute proteins can be divided into two subfamilies: AGO and PIWI (Sasaki et al., 

2003). The PIWI subfamily are involved in germline stem cell maintenance and are located 

in the germ cells (Cox et al., 1998, Cox et al., 2000), whereas the AGO subfamily are 

located in the cytoplasm o f somatic cells (Sasaki et al., 2003) and are essential for RNAi 

(Hammond et al., 2001, Martinez et al., 2002) functioning as core components in the 

miRISC complex (Hutvagner et al., 2001). There are eight argonaute proteins in humans; 

four AGO subfamily proteins (AGO 1-4) and four PIWI subfamily proteins (HIWI 1-3, 

HILI) (Sasaki et al., 2003). AGO 1, 3 and 4 are all located on chromosome 1, AG02 on 

chromosome 8 and HIWI 1-3 and HILI are located on chromosomes 12, II , 22 and 8, 

respectively (Sasaki et al., 2003).
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The A G O  subfam ily  are characterised by three m ajor functional domains: PAZ, M ID and 

Piwi dom ains (Cerutti et al., 2000) and the N -term inal dom ain  (Song et al., 2004). The PAZ 

dom ain  recognises and binds the 3 ’ end o f  the m iR N A  by its 3 ’nt overhang  (Song  et al., 

2003, M a et al., 2004) and the M ID  dom ain  binds the 5 ’ end o f  the m iR N A  and anchors it 

in the m iRISC (W ang et al., 2008a, W ang et al., 2008b, Frank et al., 2010). The Piwi 

dom ain  contains an RN ase-H-like fold, with residues A sp597-A sp669-H is807  form ing  the 

catalytic dom ain , and is responsible for c leavage o f  the target m R N A  (Song et al., 2004, 

Liu et al., 2004, Parker et al., 2004, M a et al., 2005). In hum ans, all four A G O  subfam ily  

proteins can interact with m iRNAs, but only A G 0 2  can direct m R N A  cleavage (Liu et al., 

2004). Interestingly though, hum an A G 0 3  also conta ins  the same catalytic dom ain  as 

A G 0 2  but cannot direct m R N A  cleavage, indicating that additional factors are required for 

m R N A  cleavage (Liu et al., 2004, Meister et al., 2004), which has been shown to include 

the G W 182 family proteins (Liu et al., 2005, Rehw inkel et al., 2005, B ehm -A nsm an t et al., 

2006). There  are three G W 182 proteins in hum ans  called trinucleotide repeat-containing 

protein (T N R C ) 6A, B and C and these interact directly with the A G O  subfam ily  proteins 

m ediating  m iR N A  induced silencing, with loss o f  function preventing proper repression by 

A G O  (Liu et al., 2005, B ehm -A nsm ant et al., 2006).
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Figure 1-3: IMicroRNA Biogenesis.

miRNAs are transcribed as long primary m iRNAs (pri-m iRNAs) in the nucleus by the 

canonical processing or from mirtrons. These pri-m iRNAs are cleaved into 60-70nt 

precursor m iRNAs by the RNaselll endonuclease DROSHA and transported to the 

cytoplasm by RAN-GTP dependent exportin-5. In the cytoplasm the pre-m iRNA is 

cleaved by DICER into a short m iR N A/m iR N A * duplex and the mature m iRNA can 

then be loaded into the miRlSC and exert its function on its target mRNA. by target 

degradation or repression. Adapted from Krol et al. (Krol et al., 2010).
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1.2.6.4) miRNA Function

miRNAs function for the most part by base pairing with the 3’ UTR of their target mRNA, 

inhibiting protein synthesis by translational repression, deadenylation and mRNA decay or 

cleavage (Lee et al., 1993, Wightman et al., 1993, Reinhart et al., 2000, Hutvagner and 

Zamore, 2002, Zeng et al., 2002, Doench et al., 2003). The method o f translational 

repression by miRNAs is determined by the identity of the target mRNA and the degree of 

sequence complementarity with its target mRNAs (Hutvagner and Zamore, 2002, Zeng et 

a l, 2002, Doench et al., 2003). miRNAs within the miRISC that can bind with perfect or 

near perfect complementarity trigger target cleavage and degradation, through miRNA 

binding in the coding sequence or open reading frame o f the target mRNA, via the cleavage 

activity of the Piwi domain in AG02. This is the most common method o f miRNA target 

repression seen in plants (Rhoades et al., 2002).

The alternative method of target regulation is translational repression which is caused by 

miRNAs binding with imperfect complementarity in the 3" UTR of the target mRNA (Lee 

et al., 1993, Wightman et al., 1993). Binding with imperfect complementarity disrupts 

catalytic interactions between the PIWI domain in AG02 and the mRNA, preventing 

cleavage and degradation of the mRNAs and instead causes target repression. mRNA 

repression is the method most commonly seen in animals and was the first method of 

repression described in C. Elegans, with lin4 repressing linl4 protein expression, without 

affecting mRNA levels (Lee et al., 1993, Wightman et al., 1993). Interestingly though, 

while most plant miRNAs cause target degradation, some miRNAs (e.g. miR-372 in 

Ambidopsis thaliana) have been shown to cause translational repression of their target 

mRNA, instead of degradation, despite near perfect complementarity (Aukerman and
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Sakai, 2003, Chen, 2004) indicating that more complex methods of target recognition can 

be involved (discussed below )̂.

Details of the exact mechanisms of miRNA translational repression by the AGO subfamily 

proteins remain poorly understood however the process of deadenylation by miRNA is 

similar to siRNA silencing (Reinhart et al., 2000, Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001). 

Deadenylation involves the removal of the polyA tail from the 3’ end of the mRNA and is 

the first step in mRNA decay (Behm-Ansmant et al., 2006). Once the polyA tail is removed 

the m l  cap, on the 5’ end of the mRNA can be removed and exonucleolytic 5’ to 3’ 

degradation of the mRNA can occur (Behm-Ansmant et al., 2006). Deadenylation is 

mediated by GW182 proteins, which are also the key protein partners of AGO (Jakymiw et 

al., 2005, Behm-Ansmant et al., 2006), with the GW182 interacting downstream with the 

AGO proteins, recmiting the deadenylases CCR2 and CAFl (Jakymiw et al., 2005, Behm- 

Ansmant et al., 2006) allowing the degradation of the mRNA.

1.2.6.5) miRNA Target Identification

With over eight hundred miRNAs identified in humans alone, the principal challenge is the 

accurate identification of their mRNA targets. In plants this task is not as difficult, as most 

miRNAs bind with perfect complementarity to their targets and a simple BLAST search 

may be sufficient to identify targets in most cases. But in most other organisms as miRNAs 

bind with imperfect complementarity with short mismatched base pairs, a simple BLAST 

search is insufficient (Bartel, 2004, Esquela-Kerscher and Slack, 2006). This difficulty led 

to the development of numerous bioinformatic programmes to help predict target 

recognition. Each site uses different features and criteria such as conservation among
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species and secondary structure, but most agree on the use o f  the seed region, nucleotides 

2-8 in the 5 ’ end o f the mature miRNA, as a major predictor o f binding (Lai, 2002, Lai et 

al., 2003, Stark et al., 2003, Lewis et al., 2003, Lim et al., 2003).

Predictions based on seed region matches have shown that a single miRNA has the ability 

to target hundreds o f genes and that multiple miRNAs m ay target a single gene (Lewis et 

al., 2005). Seed-based target prediction software has resulted in the experimental 

identification o f many miRNA targets, through over-expression and/or knockdown studies, 

but the false positive and false negative rates based on seed matches have been high, 

indicating that the seed match approach alone may not be sufficient for target recognition in 

some cases and that other variables are involved (Chi et al., 2012). This is seen in the 

binding o f  let-7 to lin41 in C. elegans (Vella et al., 2004a, Vella et al., 2004b). Let-7 

requires binding at two complementary sites (3’ and 5’) in the lin41 inRNA, in addition to 

unpaired RNA residues in the duplex for effective down-regulation (Vella et al., 2004a, 

Vella et al., 2004b). The ftill let-7 sequence is conserved from nematodes to humans 

(Pasquinelli et al., 2000) highlighting the importance o f both the 3’ and 5’ ends in target 

recognition in other organisms.

Recent studies have also identified an alternative mode o f target recognition known as G- 

bulge sites (Chi et al., 2012). G-bulge sites occur in positions 5-6 o f the seed region and 

bulges arise when the mRNA nucleotides can bind sufficiently robustly with the miRNA 

nucleotides at position 6, which is known as a pivot site (Chi et al., 2012). The G-bulge 

model proposes that the pivot-bulge interaction serves as a general means o f enabling 

transitional nucleation state, by stabilizing nucleation base-pairing. This allows bulge 

fonnation and propagation o f  seed pairing, by the establishment o f a more stable duplex
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involving residues 6, 7, and 8 (Chi et al., 2012, Stefani and Slack, 2012). G-Bulge sites 

have been identified in >1.5% of all AGO-miRNA interactions in the mouse brain and are 

believed to be evolutionarily conserved (Chi et al., 2012) adding yet more complexity to 

miRNA target recognition and binding.

1.2.6.6) miRNA Expression

miRNA expression is tissue- and developmental-specific and coordinates embryonic 

patterning, proper organ fomiation and body growth (Bartel, 2004, Calin et al., 2004a). 

Therefore, miRNA expression must be tightly controlled in both time and space. miRNAs 

derived from independent transcription sites are subject to control from promoter regions 

such as TATA boxes and CpG islands and are therefore subject to regulation by 

transcription factors e.g. MYC and p53, enhancers, silencing elements and methylation, in a 

similar fashion to mRNAs (Ozsolak et al., 2008, Corcoran et al., 2009). Expression of 

mlRNAs located within mRNAs can be under the control of the host gene’s promoter and 

regulatory elements or have their own unique promoters (Corcoran et al., 2009). Another 

element in the control of some miRNAs’ expression is their unique ability to participate in 

autoregulatory feedback loops (Tsang et al., 2007). They do this by binding to an mRNA 

target, repressing its expression, which in turn can repress the expression o f the miRNA 

(Tsang et al., 2007). Numerous miRNAs have the ability to regulate their own transcription 

through either a single or double (negative or positive) feedback loop (Tsang et al., 2007, 

Johnston et al., 2005, Kim et al., 2007). Examples include miR-15a and MYB and miR- 

133b and PITX3 (Kim et al., 2007) in a single negative feedback loop and miR-273 and 

lys-6 and transcription factors DIEl and COG-1 in C. elegans, in a double negative 

feedback loop in neuronal cell fate determination (Johnston et al., 2005).
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miRNA expression can also be controlled by the regulation of the miRNA processing 

machinery: Drosha, Dicer and their co-factors DGCR8 and TRBP. DGCR8 is important in 

the stabilisation of Drosha, with Drosha in turn controlling DGCR8 levels (Han et al.,

2009). The fine balance between Drosha and DGCR8 levels is important as excess levels of 

DGCR8 can inhibit the activity of Drosha in vitro (Gregory et al., 2004). Similarly the 

Dicer co-factor TRBP stabilizes Dicer and a decrease in TRBP levels results in Dicer 

destabilisation and defects in pre-miRNA processing (Chendrimada et al., 2005). 

Destabilisation and changes in Drosha and Dicer function, both ultimately result in reduced 

levels of mature miRNAs. Other accessory proteins interacting with Drosha and Dicer also 

affect levels of mature miRNA expression, as can RNA editing of the miRNAs (Kawahara 

et al., 2007).

Mature miRNA fianction is strongly controlled, noiTnally through the regulation o f the 

AGO proteins (Azuma-Mukai et al., 2008, Su et al., 2009). The four AGO proteins in 

vertebrates all appear to have overlapping functions, though each differs in its effectiveness 

at repressing protein synthesis (Azuma-Mukai et al., 2008, Su et al., 2009). Overexpression 

o f each o f the four AGO proteins in vitro resulted in increased levels of mature miRNAs, 

indicating that the concentration of the AGO proteins is a limiting factor in miRISC 

formation (Diederichs and Haber, 2007). The stability o f mature miRNAs may also be 

important in understanding how miRNA expression is controlled. miRNAs are known to be 

relatively stable RNA molecules with half- lives ranging from hours to days (Bail et al.,

2010). Yet some miRNAs have been found to have much shorter half lives and this may be 

important for miRNA gene expression regulation in certain cells and cellular processes
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(Bail et al., 2010). In spite o f this, very little research has been done to examine the 

difference in mature miRNA levels within various cell types.

These mechanisms all ensure a finely tuned control of miRNA expression, as any change in 

miRNA expression can have disastrous consequences in an organism. In C. elegans any 

change in miRNA expression levels results in terminal differentiation of the cells, whilst in 

humans changes in miRNA expression has been linked to the development of numerous 

diseases, including heart disease (van Rooij et al., 2006), diabetes, autoimmune disorders 

(Sonkoly et al., 2007, Pauley et al., 2009) and neurological disorders (Schaefer et al., 2007, 

Lukiw, 2007). Perhaps most notably though, is the role o f miRNA dysregulation in the 

development o f cancer (Calin et al., 2002, Esquela-Kerscher and Slack, 2006, Voorhoeve 

and Agami, 2007, Farazi et al., 2011).

1.2.6.7) Cancer and miRNAs

Cancer results from the uncontrollable proliferation and inappropriate survival of cells. In 

2000 the six hallmarks of cancer were defined, identifying the traits cells acquired as they 

progressed from normal to neoplastic (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000). These hallmarks are: 

sustaining proliferative signalling, evading growth suppressors, enabling replicative 

immortality, resisting cell death, inducing angiogenesis and activating invasion and 

metastasis (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000). In 2011 two additional hallmarks were 

proposed to be required for neoplastic transformation in accordance with current cancer 

research (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). These new hallmarks included deregulating 

cellular energetics and avoiding immune destruction (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). In 

their review “The hallmarks o f cancer; the next generation”, Weinberg and Hanahan also
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proposed as enabling characteristics of cancer, genome instability and mutations and 

tumour-promoting inflammation (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). These enabling 

characteristics, of which genome instability and mutation are perhaps the more important, 

facilitate occuirence of each of the hallmarks of cancer as cells progress to a neoplastic 

state (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). miRNA dysregulation is implicated in all of the 

hallmarks of cancer (Negrini et al., 2009, Ruan et al., 2009).

The first evidence of the possible role of miRNA involvement in cancer was published in 

2002 (Calin et al., 2002). Calin et al, found that patients with B-cell chronic lymphocytic 

leukaemia (CLL) with 13ql4 deletions had a much more indolent form of CLL when 

compared to CLL with different abnormal kaiyotypes, namely those involving 

chromosomes llq23 and 17pl3. Attempts to identify a possible tumour suppressor (TS) 

gene in this region failed to identify any protein coding gene responsible and instead 

identified two miRNAs; miR-15a and miR-16-1 (Calin et al., 2002). Subsequently around 

70% of CLL cases were found to contain a deletion or dowm-egulation of miR-15a and 

miR-16-1, implying that this may be an important initiating event in indolent CLL and that 

these miRNAs my act as tumour suppressors (TS) (Calin et al., 2002). Sporadic and 

germline mutations in the miR-15a and miR-16-1 genes were also identified in a number of 

indolent CLL cases, which in turn results in decreased miRNA levels, confirming that loss 

of miR-15a and miR-16-1 are early initiating events in indolent CLL (Calin et al., 2005).

Chromosomal mapping of miRNAs, which are often expressed from poly-cistronic clusters, 

revealed that around 50% of all miRNAs are located on fragile sites of chi'omosomes, 

which are regions prone to breakage, amplification, losses and ftision with other 

chromosomes in cancer (Calin et al., 2004b). This early work linked miRNA dysregulation
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and cancer, and suggested the possibility that miRNAs may act as TS or oncogenes in 

cancer development (Calin et al., 2002).

1.2.6.7.1) miRNAs as Tumour Suppressors

Since the original report of miR-15a and miR-16-1 in CLL, there have been hundreds of 

reports and reviews of miRNA involvement in nearly all forms of cancer (McManus, 2003, 

Esquela-Kerscher and Slack, 2006, Garzon et al., 2009, Croce, 2009, Farazi et al., 2011). 

The most common cancer associated miRNAs include the let-7 family, miR-15a, miR-16-1, 

miR-26a, miR-34 family, miR-17-92 cluster, miR-21 and miR-155 (Farazi et al., 2011). 

Many of these miRNAs have proven roles in vitro and in vivo, acting either as TS or 

oncogenes (oncomiRs) in tumourgenesis.

Let-7 was the first miRNA established to act as a TS in cancer (Johnson et al., 2005, Kumar 

et al., 2008). It targets the oncogene RAS and is frequently downregulated in lung cancer, 

with a corresponding high level o f expression of RAS (Johnson et al., 2005). The over

expression o f let-7 in a K-RAS mouse model o f lung cancer reduced tumour burden, 

demonstrating the tumour suppressive role of let-7 (Kumar et al., 2008). The TS role o f let- 

7 is further supported by let-7 family members targeting other well known oncogenes 

cMYC and HMGA2 (Sampson et al., 2007, Lee and Dutta, 2007).

The TS role o f miR-15a and miR-16-1 in CLL was further substantiated when they were 

found to target BCL2 (Cimmino et al., 2005) and ectopic expression of miR-16-1 induced 

apoptosis in vitro and in vivo in a leukemic mouse model (Cimmino et al., 2005, Calin et 

al., 2007, Raveche et al., 2007). The miR-29 family (miR-29b-l, miR-29a, miR-29b-2 and 

miR-29c) is another miRNA family with confirmed TS function (Pekarsky et al., 2006,
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Fabbri et al., 2007). Members of this family have been found downregulated in CLL, acute 

myeloid leukaemia (AML), lung and breast cancer and are known to target MCLl and 

DNMT3 (Pekarsky et al., 2006, Fabbri et al., 2007), and enforced expression of these 

miRNAs in mouse models of lung cancer induced apoptosis (Fabbri et al., 2007).

Interestingly many miRNAs with a proven TS role in vivo are known to have homologues 

at other genomic locations e.g. miR-15b and miR-16-2 located at 3q25, which are the 

homologues o f miR-15a and miR-16-1, which were identified first, as mentioned at 13ql4 

and the mature sequences o f the miRNAs are the same. This is believed to be an 

evolutionary mechanism to preserve the function o f these important miRNAs, if the 

expression at one location becomes reduced or lost (Esquela-Kerscher and Slack, 2006, 

Garzon et al., 2009). There are numerous other miRNAs implicated to have a TS role, but 

these remain speculative until they can be validated in vivo in animal models (Croce, 2009).

1.2.6.7.2) miRNAs as Oncogenes

There are many miRNAs with suspected oncogenic function; however similar to TS 

miRNA their exact roles remain speculative until they can be validated in vivo (Croce, 

2009) and currently the number o f miRNAs validated functionally as oncogenic in mouse 

models or other animal models is small. miR-155 is a miRNA with a confirmed oncogenic 

role in vivo and has been found highly expressed in numerous malignancies including 

paediatric Burkitts lymphoma (Metzler et al., 2004), Hodgkin’s disease (Kluiver et al., 

2005), CLL (Calin et al., 2005) and AML (Garzon et al., 2008). miR-155 is embedded in 

BIC (B-cell integration cluster) and can interact with c-MYC in oncogenesis (Eis et al., 

2005). Unfortunately little is known about the regulation of miR-155/BIC or the
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mechanism of overexpression in cancer but its role in early leukaemogenesis was 

demonstrated when overexpression o f miR-155 in a B-cell transgenic mouse model resulted 

in B-cell malignancy (Costinean et al., 2006), demonstrating for the first time that in some 

cases the overexpression of a single miRNA is sufficient to cause tumourigenesis 

(Costinean et al., 2006). The miRNAs in the miR-17-92 cluster (miR-17, miR-18a, miR- 

19a, miR-20a, miR-19b-l and miR-92-1) have also been proven to have an oncogenic role, 

with high expression found in haematological malignancies, lymphomas, breast, colon and 

lung cancer (Mendell, 2008). In c-MYC transgenic mice, expression of miRNAs from the 

miR-17-92 cluster resulted in the development of lymphomas (He et al., 2005b), while 

overexpression in B-cells in mice caused lymphoproliferative disease (Xiao et al., 2008). 

Members of the miR-17-92 cluster are known to regulate the E2F family o f transcription 

factors, and in turn members of the E2F family, E2F 1 and 3, can participate in regulating 

the expression of the miR-17-92 cluster thi'ough an autoregulatoiy loop (O'Donnell et al., 

2005).

1.2.6.7.3) miRNAs as Tumour Suppressors and Oncogenes

Together all these studies have proven the role o f miRNA dysregulation in cancer 

development and demonstrated that miRNAs can act as TS or oncogenes, with 

overexpression of a single miRNA sufficient to cause tumourigenesis in some instances. 

Nevertheless it is important that when miRNAs are being described as TS or oncogenic that 

the cell type involved and miRNA action is described, as many miRNAs have been found 

to have dual roles acting as a TS in one tumour type and oncogenes in another (Croce, 

2009). This can be explained by the tissue specific expression o f miRNAs and the fact that 

the actions of each miRNA within a given cell type depends on its transcriptome and the
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target genes that are available (Croce, 2009, Garzon et a l, 2009). Examples of miRNAs 

with dual roles include miR-221, miR-222 and the miR-29 family. miR-221 and miR-222 

target KIT in erythoblastic leukaemia (Felli et al., 2005) and act as TS in this instance. 

However they also target p27, p57, TIMP3 and PTEN, promoting proliferation and 

inhibiting apoptosis in prostate carcinoma, gastric cancer, non-small cell lung cancer and 

heptaoceliular carcinoma, with clear oncogenic effects in these instances (Galardi et a l, 

2007, Fomari et al., 2008, Garofalo et al., 2009, Chun-Zhi et al., 2010). The miR-29 family 

can act as a tumour suppressor in lung cancer, but is oncogenic in breast cancer (Fabbri et 

al., 2007, Gebeshuber et al., 2009).

1.2.6.7.4) miRNAs and the Hallmarks of Cancer

With miRNAs acting as TS and/or oncogenes they have the ability to affect all the 

hallmarks o f cancer (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000, Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011, Negrini 

et al., 2009). miRNAs acting as TS or oncogenes ultimately provide cells with self- 

sufficiency in growth signals, insensitivity to anti-growth signals, evasion of apoptosis and 

a limitless replication potential (Negrini et al., 2009). They also play a role in angiogenesis, 

invasion and metastasis, altered metabolism and immune modulation (Negrini et al., 2009, 

Ruan et al., 2009). Angiogenesis is important for the survival o f neoplastic cells and many 

miRNAs have pro-or anti-angiogenic fimctions (Poliseno et al., 2006, Dews et al., 2006, 

Lee et al., 2007, Chen and Gorski, 2008), for example the miR-17-92 cluster promotes 

angiogenesis (Dews et al., 2006), while miR-221 and miR-222 inhibit angiogenesis 

(Poliseno et al., 2006). Dicer and Drosha have also been implicated in angiogenesis, with 

their self-downregulation, causing the dysregulation of angiogenesis-related miRNAs and 

genes (Yang et al., 2005, Kuehbacher et al., 2007). VEGF is perhaps the most important
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gene involved in angiogenesis and is upregulated in most malignancies (Negrini et al., 

2009). The miRNAs miR-126, miR-15b, miR-16, miR-20a and miR-20b all directly target 

VEGF (Fish et al., 2008, Hua et al., 2006, Cascio et al., 2010). The latter four miRNAs are 

downregulated during hypoxia, as a result of H IP-la stabilisation and this downregulation 

results in higher VEGF expression (Hua et al., 2006).

1.2.6.7.4.1) miRNAs in Tumour Invasion and Metastasis

The ability o f cancer cells to invade and metastasise into surrounding and distant tissues is 

a feature which separates malignant from benign tumours and these are complex processes 

requiring cell disconnection from the local environment thi'ough degradation of 

surrounding extracellular matrix, and motility to allow movement to new cellular 

environments (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000). miRNAs involved in tumour cell invasion 

and metastasis were first identified in breast cancer (Ma et al., 2007) and have now been 

identified in many other cancers including colorectal, prostate and oesophageal squamous 

cell carcinomas (Asangani et al., 2008, Yang et al., 2009, Hiyoshi et al., 2009). miR-lOb, 

miR-9, miR-31, miR-373 and miR-520c have all demonstrated the ability to promote 

metastasis in vitro and in vivo in breast cancer (Ma et al., 2007, Huang et al., 2008) and 

miR-373 and miR-520 have also been shown to promote metastasis in prostate cancer 

models in vitro (Yang et al., 2009).

miRNAs can also act to suppress metastasis, with ectopic expression o f miR-335 and miR- 

126 shown to reduce the invasive ability o f breast cancer cells and low levels o f these 

miRNAs are associated with poor metastasis-free survival in breast cancer patients
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(Tavazoie et al., 2008). The let-7 family has also been shown to suppress metastasis 

(Dangi-Garimella et al., 2009, Liang et al., 2011).

1.2.6.7.4.2) miRNAs and Cell Metabolism

In normal cell metabolism, cells metabolise glucose by oxidative phosphorylation in the 

mitochondria, maximising ATP production, with cells only switching to anaerobic 

glycolysis when oxygen is low (Singh et al., 2011). However cancer cells prefer anaerobic 

glycolysis, regardless o f oxygen availability, producing lower amounts of ATP and 

excessive amounts of lactate and this process is known as the Warburg effect (Warburg, 

1956). As a consequence, cancer cells use large amounts of glucose, but this process meets 

the rapidly growing cancer cells demand for cellular building blocks nucleotides, fatty acid, 

amino acids and lipids (Warburg, 1956). Recent studies have shown that miRNAs are 

involved in altered cell metabolism in cancer and the miRNAs miR-122, miR-29a and the 

miR-200 family (miR-200a/b/c) all have been demonstrated to target genes important in 

aerobic glycolysis including: aldolase A (ALDOA), phosphoglucomutase (PGMI),  enolase 

(ENOl),  phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGKl)  and phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI) (Taguchi 

et al., 2008, Fabani and Gait, 2008, Liu et al., 2008, Muniyappa et al., 2009). miRNAs can 

also be modulated during the hypoxic response and such miRNAs have been implicated in 

altered cell metabolism. miRNAs found upregulated during hypoxia, mostly through HIF- 

la  activation, include iniR-21, miR-23, miR-210, while miR-16, miR-15b, miR-20a and 

miR-20b, miR-29b have all been found downregulated during the hypoxic response 

(Kulshreshtha et al., 2007, Hua et al., 2006).
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The most studied miRNA during hypoxia is miR-210 and is often referred to as the master 

hypoxamir (Chan et al., 2012). Increased expression is found in numerous tumours 

including gliomas (Malzkom et al., 2010) and malignant melanomas (Satzger et al., 2010). 

This miRNA targets the iron-sulphur cluster assembly proteins ISCU 1 and 2, which are 

responsible for mitochondrial respiration and energy production (Chan et al., 2009). A 

decrease in ISCU 1/2 consequently causes a reduction in the actions o f complex I in the 

electron transport chain and acontinase in the TCA cycle, eventually resulting in the 

repression o f mitochondrial respiration and a shifting of cellular metabolism to anaerobic 

glycolysis (Chan et al., 2009). miR-210 has also been shown to regulate SDHD expression, 

with increased miR-210 inhibiting SDHD and leading to SDH destabilisation and loss of 

function (Puissegur et al., 2011).

1.2.6.7.4.3) miRNAs and Immune Evasion

Cancer cells possess the ability to down-regulate the anti-tumour immune response and 

evade immune detection (Whiteside, 2008), however the complex mechanism by which 

cancer cells evade the immune system remains poorly understood. Emerging evidence does 

suggest that miRNAs may play a role in immune evasion by tumours, as they have been 

shown as important regulators in the immune response, with involvement in the maturation 

and differentiation of normal immune function as well as in the inflammatory response 

(Chen et al., 2004, Taganov et al., 2006, O'Connell et al., 2007, Malumbres et al., 2009, 

Zhang et al., 2009). Further research is required to understand fully how miRNAs 

participate in immune evasion.



1.2.6.7.5) Changes in miRNA expression in Cancer

Changes in miRNA expression can be caused by a number o f factors including mutations in 

the genes encoding the miRNAs, mutations or polymorphisms in the binding sites o f target 

genes or changes in methylation patterns of the regulatory elements of miRNA expression. 

As mentioned earlier around 50% of the annotated miRNA genes have been mapped to 

fragile sites within chromosomes. Examples of these regions include 3q21, 3p23, llq23 , 

13q32 and 17pl3.3 (Calin et al., 2004b). These are regions prone to losses, translocations 

and amplifications, which are often found in cancer, especially with disease progression, 

and are perhaps the major explanation for changes in miRNA expression. Mutations in 

miRNA genes have been found in the geiTnline for miR-16-1 in two cases of familial CLL. 

These mutations affect processing by Drosha and result in the downregulation o f the mature 

form of the miRNA (Calin et al., 2002). A gennline G to A mutation has also been 

identified in the pri-miRNA precursor for let-7e in prostate cancer, resulting in a significant 

reduction o f mature miRNA levels (Wu et al., 2008). Single nucleotide polymorphisms of 

miR-196a and miR-146a have been reported in both non-small cell lung cancer and 

papillary thyi'oid carcinoma and similarly these result in decreased mature miRNA 

expression (Hu et al., 2008, Jazdzewski et al., 2008).

As mentioned earlier, miRNA expression can be controlled by transcription factors, with 

some, such as p53 and c-myc, participating in auto-regulatory loops e.g. miR-34 family and 

miR-17-92 cluster and changes in expression o f these transcription factors can subsequently 

affect miRNA expression (O'Donnell et al., 2005, He et al., 2007, Chang et al., 2007, 

Chang et al., 2008). Promoter methylation can also influence miRNA expression as many 

miRNA genes are located near CpG sites. For example miR-127 is silenced by methylation
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in both primary bladder cancer cells and cell lines, and its expression can be switched back 

on with the use of demethylating agents and HDAC inhibitors (Saito et al., 2006).

Other causes of changes in miRNA expression that can lead to tumour formation are 

mutations or defects in the miRNA processing machinery. Reduced Dicer expression has 

been associated with a poorer survival rate in lung cancer, which correlates with reduced 

let-7 expression (Karube et al., 2005), while deletions in the AGO proteins have been 

linked to Wilm’s tumour and neuroectodermal tumours (Carmell et al., 2002).

Finally, changes in the mRNA binding sites can affect miRNA base pairing, resulting in 

disruption o f miRNA function. A single nucleotide polymorphism in the 3’ K-RAS binding 

site for let-7 can prevent binding and results in increased RAS levels (Chin et al., 2008). 

The frequency of this SNP is between 18.1% and 20.3% in patients with non small cell 

lung cancer and 5.8% in the world population and this single nucleotide polymorphism 

confers a 2.3 fold increased risk of lung cancer in smokers (Chin et a l ,  2008).

1.2.6.7.6) miRNA Profiling

miRNA profiling has become a useful tool in cancer research, and has revealed a general 

downregulation of miRNAs in cancer (Lu et al., 2005). miRNA profiling has been proven 

to be more sensitive and powerful than mRNA profiling, with the ability to classify human 

cancers (Lu et al., 2005). miRNAs have the power to distinguish between normal and 

neoplastic cells types, and can provide revealing information reflecting the developmental 

lineage and differentiation state o f tumours, allowing the classification o f even the most 

poorly differentiated tumours (Lu et al., 2005). miRNAs also enable the accurate diagnosis 

of tumours o f similar origin and can prevent misdiagnosis, for example unsupervised
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hierarchical clustering of the miRNA profiles of a number of human sarcomas revealed two 

sarcomas previously misdiagnosed by histological means (Subramanian et al., 2008). 

miRNA profiles can also identify tumours of unknown origin, with only a small number of 

miRNAs needed to identify the tissue of origin (Lu et al., 2005) and can even distinguish 

between the same tumours with different karyotypes (Dixon-Mclver et al., 2008).

While miRNA profiling can be useful in the accurate classification and diagnosis of 

tumours, profiles are also powerful tools in identifying tumour-specific signatures that 

might have prognostic significance. Extensive studies for miRNA signatures in 

haematological malignancies revealed a nine miRNA signature in CLL, which is associated 

with time to progression (Calin et al., 2005), low expression of miR-15a and miR-16 in 

CLL predicts a more indolent course (Calin et al., 2002), and five miRNAs upregulated in 

AML are associated with a poorer outcome (Garzon et al., 2008). In addition prognostically 

significant miRNA signatures can be found in solid tumours, for instance, as discussed 

earlier, low expression of let-7a in lung cancer predicts poorer patient survival after surgery 

and a seven miRNA signature in gastric cancer can predict overall and relapse free survival 

(Li et al., 2010). Prognostic signatures have also been identified in paediatric malignancies 

with the expression of MIRHGl, the oncomiR-1 (miR-17-92 cluster) host gene, coirelating 

with a poor outcome in neuroblastoma (Wei et al., 2009). Polymoiphisms in miRNAs or in 

the binding sites of their target genes can also act as signatures for disease risk and 

outcome. The SNP in the 3’UTR of KRAS in the binding site for let-7, as mentioned above, 

increases the risk of lung cancer in moderate smokers (Chin et al., 2008).
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1.2.6.7.7) miRNAs and Treatment Response

Perhaps the most promising potential of miRNA signatures in is relation to treatment 

response, with numerous studies showing that miRNAs can predict responses to certain 

treatments. For example low expression o f miR-26 in patients with hepatocellular 

carcinoma is a predictor of poor sum val, however conversely patients with low expression 

of miR-26 showed a better response to interferon-a therapy (Ji et al., 2009). On the other 

hand increased expression of miR-125b can predict a poor response to chemotherapy in 

breast cancer (Zhou et al., 2010). Further profiling o f large cohorts of patients and controls 

is required to establish miRNA signatures for all types of cancers, with in vitro and in vivo 

studies to validate the effects of these miRNAs.

1.2.6.7.8) miRNAs as Biomarkers

Most recently, research has focused on identifying circulating miRNA signatures for 

tumours from bodily fluids such as saliva, urine and particularly blood (serum or plasma), 

instead o f from tumour specimens (Lawrie et al., 2008) where circulating miRNAs are 

incorporated into exosomes (Valadi et al., 2007, Chen et al., 2008). Exosomes are small, 

~30-100nm, membrane microvesicles, containing proteins and nucleic acids, that are 

released into the extracellular environment (Trams et al., 1981, Pan et al., 1985, Johnstone 

et al., 1987, Valadi et al., 2007). Exosomes are endocytic in origin and are released into the 

extracellular environment on fusion of multivesicular bodies with the plasma membrane. 

(Johnstone et al., 1987). Exosomes can be released from many different cell types including 

B cells (Raposo et al., 1996), mast cells (Raposo et al., 1997), dendritic cells (Thery et al., 

1999), epithelial cells (van Niel et al., 2001), T cells (Blanchard et al., 2002) and tumour
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cells (Mears et al., 2004) and are believed to be involved in cell-cell communication and 

contribute to antigen presentation and immune tolerance (Blanchard et al., 2002, Karlsson 

et al., 2001, Valadi et al., 2007). Exosomes are believed to protect miRNAs in serum and 

other bodily fluids, such as plasma, saliva and urine, from RNases, preventing their 

degradation, with a study showing miRNAs to be stable in serum even after treatment 

conditions which would normally destabilise most RNAs (Chen et al., 2008).

The use o f serum or plasma in the identification o f a miRNA signature would be very 

useful clinically, allowing for less invasive procedures for patients and the screening for 

signatures during routine blood tests (Lawrie et al., 2008) with circulating miRNAs 

detected in both plasma and semm tumour samples (Mitchell et al., 2008, Chen et al., 2008, 

Wittmann and Jack, 2010). miRNAs detected in serum are stable and are present at high 

concentrations (Chen et al., 2008) but a recent study comparing circulating miRNAs in 

serum and plasma, from the same patients, suggested plasma may be a better sample 

choice, as RNAs released during the coagulation process could potentially change the true 

repertoire o f circulating miRNAs (Wang et al., 2012).

Some circulating miRNAs may even have the ability to predict early signs of disease 

development including cancer, allowing for earlier intervention and improved outcomes. 

Currently the use of miRNAs as biomarkers in serum or plasma is still in its infancy with 

many o f the signatures identified to date requiring testing in larger cohorts o f tumours and 

controls. In order for such a technique to be useful a definitive signature o f miRNAs for 

each cancer type causing an increased risk would need to be established and validated. 

Another issue for the use of circulating miRNAs as biomarkers from serum or plasma is the 

concentration o f highly abundant miRNA species in blood cell components. For example
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the miR-150, miR-16 and miR-126 are naturally present and abundant in white blood cells, 

red blood cells and platelets, respectively and the expression of these three miRNAs is 

almost identical between serum and plasma (Wang et al., 2012) and could potentially 

interfere with miRNA biomarker levels if these miRNAs are also expressed as part o f the 

tumour miRNA signature (Pritchard et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2012). Standardised 

procedures, such as RNA extraction and array platforais, RT-qPCR analysis to ensure 

consistent results and endogenous controls for use in serum or plasma testing would be 

essential as cun'ently some controls used are unstable in serum and cannot be used (Cortez 

and Calin, 2009, Wittmann and Jack, 2010).

1.2.6.7.9) miRNAs as Therapeutics

As miRNA dysregulation has been implicated in nearly all forms of cancer, miRNAs 

themselves offer promise as therapeutic targets (Krutzfeldt et al., 2005, Esau et al., 2006, 

Elmen et al., 2008, Kota et al., 2009, Trang et al., 2011). The potential for miRNAs as 

therapeutic agents is possibly increased by the fact that miRNAs target multiple genes, and 

thus the alteration o f a single miRNA has the potential to affect many different pathways 

involved in tumour growth (Krutzfeldt et al., 2005, Kota et al., 2009). Many treatments 

using miRNAs are currently undergoing testing in vitro and early phase in vivo testing in 

animal models and involve either the administration of agents to block miRNA expression 

using antisense oligonucleotides, antagomirs, sponges of locked nucleic acid (LNA) 

constructs or synthetic miRNA mimics to increase miRNA expression (Krutzfeldt et al., 

2005, Esau et al., 2006, Corsten et al., 2007, Elmen et al., 2008, Kota et al., 2009). The 

delivery of the inhibitor or mimic into the cells is crucial in ensuring successful alterations 

in miRNA levels. The two main delivery methods utilised include viral delivery, either in



an expression vector or without a vector, or a non-viral delivery method, using a lipid based 

approach (Krutzfeldt et al., 2005, Esau et al., 2006, Elmen et al., 2008, Kota et al., 2009, 

Trang et a!., 2011). Both inhibitors and mimics, using viral or non-viral delivery techniques 

have shown promising early results in cancer models and mice (Krutzfeldt et al., 2005, 

Corsten et al., 2007, Elmen et al., 2008, Kota et al., 2009, Trang et al., 2011). Many 

obstacles however remain to be addressed before the use of miRNA treatments in a clinical 

setting. These include ensuring adequate deliveiy o f the agents (inhibitors or mimics), as 

some tissues have been shown to take up the miRNA inhibitors or mimics more readily 

than others, and minimisation of the toxicity of the delivery reagents and off-target effects 

thiough improper dosing (Knatzfeldt et al., 2007).

While there are many hurdles to overcome in the translation of miRNAs from bench to 

bedside, the potential for miRNAs in cancer treatment, and indeed in the treatment of other 

diseases, is enonnous and it seems likely that miRNAs will become another tool in an 

oncologist's arsenal in the treatment of cancer.

1.2.6.7.10) miRNAs and GIST

Two miRNA profiling studies of GIST have been reported since this work commenced. 

These studies showed distinct clustering of mutant GISTs based on genomic status and 

anatomical site and indicated that miRNAs could also be used to classify GISTs (Haller et 

al., 2009, Choi et al., 2010). These miRNA profiling studies in GIST focused on small 

cohorts of mostly adult mutant gastric and small bowel samples. They did not include any 

paediatric GISTs and as these are considered a distinct entity from adult mutant GIST, a
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different miRNA profile might be expected for paediatric wild-type and indeed adult wild- 

type GIST.

A number of miRNAs have been shown to target KIT including, miR-221, miR-222 and 

miR-494 leading to KIT repression, however only miR-494 has been demonstrated to 

directly target KIT in vitro in GIST cell lines (Kim et al., 201 lb). miR-494 expression was 

found to be low in the GIST cell lines tested and ectopic expression o f miR-494 resulted in 

reduced cell proliferation and disturbed cell signalling pathways, similar to cells treated 

with hnatinib, suggesting miR-494 could arrest or even reverse tumour progression (Kim et 

al., 201 lb) demonstrating the potential for miRNAs in GIST. These are just three miRNAs 

that have been shown to target KIT however as multiple miRNAs can target a single 

mRNA other miRNAs may also be involved in KIT activation.
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1.3) Hypothesis

A great deal of research has gone into the understanding o f adult mutant GIST, with 

targeted therapies developed showing success in improving the survival of patients, who 

once would of had a very poor prognosis. Little research, by contrast has been done into 

paediatric GISTs and adult wild-type GISTs. These GISTs are all KIT immunopositive 

with similar downstream signalling activity, but lack activating mutations in KIT, 

PDGFRA or BRAF seen in mutant GISTs. They follow quite a different clinical course, 

show distinct gene expression profiles and can progress to malignancy without large scale 

cytogenetic abnormalities. Since work on this thesis commenced, defective cellular 

respiration has been proposed as an alternative mechanism for oncogenesis in these 

subgroups o f GIST with mutations of SDH found in around 50% of adult wild-type but 

only 12% of paediatric wild-type cases leaving the substantial remainder without genomic 

pointers to mechanisms of tumourigenesis.

At the time o f commencing this work, in the absence of evidence of genomic aben'ations or 

data on defective cellular respiration in paediatric wild-type GIST, we hypothesised that 

these tumours could at least in part be driven by epigenetic dysregulation. We 

hypothesised that ncRNAs were somehow involved in the activation of the KIT receptor 

providing the oncogenic switch and as miRNAs were at the forefront o f advances in 

knowledge about ncRNAs, we chose to focus on these. We also hypothesised that miRNAs 

might be involved in silencing key tumour suppressing genes and/or activating oncogenes, 

allowing tumour progression in a pattern distinct from mutant GIST. We hypothesised that 

as paediatric wild-type, adult wild-type and adult mutant GIST all show distinct mRNA 

expression profiles, they too would show distinct miRNA expression profiles and that, just
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as miRNAs could accurately class other types o f cancer, they might also be capable of 

discriminating between clinico-pathological groups of GIST. Profiling miRNAs in all three 

subclasses of GIST would enable a direct comparison of miRNAs between adult mutant 

and wild-type and paediatric wild-type GIST and should provide distinct miRNA 

expression signatures for these three classes of GIST. We hypothesised that overall, these 

miRNA profiles could provide general insights into paediatric wild-type GIST, but 

comparison of miRNA expression between various groups of GIST would also help 

identify miRNAs significantly differentially expressed between adult mutant, adult wild- 

type and paediatric wild-type GIST and so help narrow down miRNAs that might target 

genes of interest in all paediatric GIST biology specifically.

Overall, we hypothesised that a better understanding of the driving forces behind paediatric 

wild-type GIST would emerge and facilitate the future development of targeted therapies 

specifically for wild-type tumours but at the same time, provide further insight into the role 

of this specific epigenetic mechanism in mutant GIST biology.
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1.4) Aims

The overarching aim o f this study was to elucidate through an epigenetic investigative 

approach using miRNAs, non-genomic (specifically miRNA-related) cell dysregulation and 

thereby provide insights into the pathogenesis o f paediatric wild-type GIST. As 

comparators adult mutant and wild-type GISTs were included which subsequently provided 

further insight into these sub-types of GIST also. This was achieved by:

Aim 1: Collecting GIST cases from European and US sources and categorising these by 

age and kinase mutational status into adult mutant, adult wild-type and paediatric wild-type 

groups

Aim 2: Perfomiing miRNA expression profiling using TaqMan Low Density Array Cards 

(TLDAs)

Aim 3: A: Identifying miRNA signatures for the clinico-pathological sub-groups of GIST 

and B: bioinformatically investigating the likelihood o f their role in GIST pathogenesis

Aim 4: Examining functional effects o f individual miRNAs, selected based on the results 

generated from aims 3A and 3B, in a GIST cell line model.
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Materials and Methods
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2) Materials and Methods

2.1) Cases for study

Age categorisation was: paediatric <20 years and >/=20years adult. Cases were obtained 

from Dr. Maria Debiec-Rychter archives (30 cases), the National Institutes o f Health (NIH) 

(26 cases) and European sources (Barcelona (3 cases), Bonn (8 cases), Dublin (1 case), 

Edinburgh (1 case), London (1 case), Lund (2 cases) and Paris (1 case)) o f which 18 cases 

were classed as paediatric (<20 years) and 55 cases were classed as adult (>/=20years). 

These cases were mainly gastric by request, given that paediatric GIST classically arises in 

the stomach, but did include one retroperitoneal and four small bowel wild-type cases as 

this material became available.

2.2) Ethics Statement

Ethical approval was obtained from the Medical Research Ethics Committee, Our Lady’s 

Children’s Hospital, Crumlin, Dublin 12, Ireland for the use o f anonymised, pre-existing 

(archival) diagnostic material from GIST specimens collected from various European and 

American sources. The participants all gave written informed consent up-front at diagnosis 

for inclusion in biological studies o f their respective country’s cancer group as a global 

consent.

2.3) RNA and DNA Extraction from Formalin-Fixed Paraffin Embedded Tissue 

(FFPE)

RNA and DNA extraction was done using the RecoverAII™ Total Nucleic Acid Isolation 

KIT for FFPE (Ambion, TX, USA). Paraffin blocks were cut into lOfjm sections (5 sections 

per block) and placed onto uncharged microscope slides. To ensure only tumour tissue was
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used for extraction, a H&E stained slide for each block was examined by Professor 

Maureen O ’Sullivan and the tumour tissue marked on the H&E stained slide. Using the 

marked H&E slide as a guide, the desired area of tumour tissue was macro-dissected 

carefully from the unstained sections, using disposable sterile scalpels and avoiding any 

normal tissue, into sterile 1.5ml eppendorf tubes.

Macro-dissection was used for accrual o f tumour tissue from FFPE sections on the 

microscope slides, as it was an easy approach, allowing for a high yield of RNA or DNA. 

Contamination from surrounding non-tumour tissues and inflammatory cells can occur by 

this approach. To minimise this contamination, large nodules o f tumour tissue were 

selected, where these nodules were clearly visible even on the unstained sections. The 

dissection was done within the tumour nodules to minimise contamination.

An alternative approach for the dissection of tumour tissue from FFPE sections is by micro- 

dissection, using a laser capture microscope. Laser capture micro-dissection enables the 

direct capture of a desired tissue sample, under the guidance of a microscope, allowing for 

the precise extraction of tumour tissue only, giving a histologically purer tumour sample, 

although one must accept there will be a minor degree o f contamination from stromal and 

inflammatory cells. For our purposes micro-dissection was deemed unnecessary as tumour 

nodules were large and in this setting, microdissection would have resulted in veiy small 

yields o f material and therefore the quantity of RNA/DNA would have been very low. Low 

yields o f RNA using laser capture microscopy, although generally considered purer than 

that accmed by other means, can be problematic and often require additional steps, notably 

amplification, to generate sufficient material for analysis, which can affect downstream 

expression results (de Bruin et al., 2005, Kim et al., 2011 a).
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RNA and DNA Extractions were performed as per the manufacturer’s instructions 

(Ambion, TX, USA). The RNA/DNA concentrations were determined on the Nanodrop 

ND 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, DE, USA) and stored at -70°C or -20°C 

respectively.

2.4) M utational Screening 

2.4.1) Mutation Analysis

Adult mutant cases (cases 1-27) and three adult wild-type cases (cases 54, 55 and 56) 

received from Dr. Maria Debiec-Rychter were previously genotyped in her laboratory in 

Leuven, Belgium and the cases received from the NIH (26 cases) had also been previously 

tested in various research laboratories. However cases received from European sources (17 

cases) had not been tested and for consistency, we chose to test both the European and NIH 

cases for mutations. We chose to apply a cost-effective way of screening samples for 

mutations using High Resolution Melt Curve Analysis (HRMA).

2.4.2) High Resolution M elt Curve Analysis (HRMA)

High resolution melt curve analysis (HRMA) is a method for the detection of variations in a 

DNA sequence, such as polymorphisms or mutations (Wittwer et al., 2003). It is based on 

the melting properties o f a DNA sequence and is entirely predictable, using online 

prediction algorithms such as POLAND. HRMA is based on strand length, GC content and 

base-pair mismatches (Wittwer et al., 2003). Compared with traditional mutation scanning 

methods such as deionising high performance liquid chromatography (dHPLC), which can 

be expensive, laborious and time consuming, requiring labelled primers, PCR cleanup, gel 

electrophoresis and column separation, HRMA is a fast and cost-efficient screening
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technique. Unlike traditional mutation scanning methods which use labelled allele specific 

primers, HRMA requires only unlabelled standard PCR primers and a double strand 

specific DNA dye such as LCGreen or SYBR Green 1. PCR can be performed with the 

double strand specific DNA dye and monitored in real-time if required, or it can simply be 

added after amplification (Liew et al., 2004). HRMA does not require any post-PCR 

modifications or clean-up and is non-destructive to PCR samples, so where necessary, 

further analysis, such as sequencing o f the actual amplicons tested, can be perfonned after 

the melt (Wittwer et al., 2003).

HRMA can detect both heterozygous and homozygous variants, with heterzygotes detected 

by changes in melt curve shape and homozygotes distinguished by slight changes in 

melting temperature (Liew et al., 2004). While both LC Green and SYBR Green 1 can be 

used for HRMA LCGreen is a more sensitive dye as it is a saturation dye that does not 

redistribute amongst the DNA during acquisition of the melting curve and therefore it can 

detect heterozygous and homozygous variants more accurately in the amplicons (Wittwer et 

al., 2003). SYBR Green 1 is non-saturation dye and at high concentrations inhibits PCR. 

Therefore lower concentrations of SYBR Green 1 must be used, however at lower 

concentrations SYBR Green 1 can redistribute during melting curve acquisition, resulting 

in poor base-pair discrimination, particularily for heterozygotic variants (Wittwer et al., 

2003, Gundry et al., 2003). HRMA can detect variations in fragments up to 600bp in 

length, but detection is best in smaller fragments particularly for homozygous variants 

(Wittwer et al., 2003). HRMA can be used with both fresh frozen DNA and archival DNA 

from FFPE (Wittwer et al., 2003, Liew et al., 2004, Willmore et al., 2004, Balic et al., 

2009) making it a more versatile tool for researchers.
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HRMA can be used directly to detect a specific mutation or SNP if control samples are 

available (Wittwer et al., 2003, Liew et al., 2004, Reed and Wittwer, 2004), however when 

used as the only method for identifying a variation this should be done with caution to 

prevent false-positive or negative results (Tindall et al., 2009). More routinely HRMA is 

used as a screening method, hmiting the amount o f sequencing that will be required. Using 

HRMA as a screening method has successfully identified SNFs or mutations in many 

different cell and tissue types, for many different genes. A list of genes where HRMA has 

been used to detect sequence variations is summarized by Vossen et al., 2009, examples 

include BRAF (Pichler et al., 2009), TP53 (Krypuy et al., 2007, Garritano et al., 2009), 

KRAS (Krypuy et al., 2006), KIT and PDGFRA (Willmore et al., 2004, Holden et a l, 

2007).

2.4.2.1) Round One PCR

PCR reactions for KIT exons 9, 11, 13, 17 and PDGFRA exons 12, 14 and 18 were all 

semi-nested reactions. Forward and reverse primers for KIT exon 9, 11, 13 and KIT exon 

17F were from a previously published source (Debiec-Rychter et al., 2004) and the 

remaining KIT exon 17 reverse primers and PDGFRA exons 12, 14 and 18 primers were 

designed in this study using Primer-BLAST an online primer design program provided by 

NCBI. All primer sequences are provided in Table 2-1. All PCR reactions were performed 

on the Veriti 96 well Themial Cycler (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). Reactions were 

carried out in a final volume of 20^L containing HotStar Taq DNA polymerase (Qiagen, 

West Sussex, UK) (2.5units), IX buffer, dNTPs (200|aM) and forward and reverse primers 

(Table 2-1) (O.S^M).
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KIT exons 9, I I ,  13 cycling conditions were 95°C 15 minutes, 35 cycles o f 94°C 30 

seconds, 56°C 1 minute, 72°C 1 minute and final elongation 72°C 10 minutes and held at 

4°C.

KIT exon 17 had the same cycling conditions as KIT exons 9, 11 and 13 but an annealing 

temperature o f 58°C.

PDGFRA exons 12 and 18 cycling conditions were 95°C 15 minutes, 10 cycles o f 94°C 1 

minutes, 60°C 1 minutes (-l°C /cycle), 72°C 1 minute, followed by 30 cycles o f 94°C 1 

minute, 50°C 1 minute, 72°C 1 minute and 72°C 10 minutes and held at 4°C.

PDGFRA exon 14 cycling conditions were 95°C 15 minutes, 35 cycles 94°C 30 seconds, 

58°C 30 seconds, 72°C 30 seconds and 72°C 10 minutes and held at 4°C.

Samples were run on 2% agarose gels. Gels were post-stained using IX GelStar’’''^ Nucleic 

Acid Stain (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) for 40 minutes and visualised using a 

transilluminator. All samples were stored at -20°C .
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Primer Name Sequence 5 ’^ 3 ’
KITgex9F-ex CCACATCCCAAGTGTTTTATG
KITgex9R2 GGTGTGATGCATGTATTACCAG
KITgex9F TCCTAGAGTAAGCCAGGGCTT

KITgexllFN GATGATTCTGACCTACAAAT
K ITgexll.4R AGGAAGCCACTGGAGTTCCTT
K ITgexllR GTCACTGTTATGTGTACCCA

KITgexl3F-ex GTATGGTACTGCATGCGCTT
KITgexl3R3 GAGAACAACAGTCTGGGTAA
KITgexl3F GCTTGACATCAGTTTGCCAG
KITgexl7F TTCACTCTTTACAAGTTAAAATG

KITgexl7Rl TCACAGGAAACAATTTTTATCGAA
KITgexl7R2 TGCAGGACTGTCAAGCAGAG

PDGFRA12F1 TCCAGTCAGTGTGCTGCTTC
PDGFRA 12R GGAGGTTACCCCATGGAACT
PDGFRA 12F2 CTCTGGTGCACTGGGACTTT
PDGFRA14F TGGTAGCTCAGCTGGACTGAT

PDGFRA 14R1 TTAGGAGGTGAGAGGTAGGG
PDGFRA 14R2 GGGATGGAGAGTGGAGGATT
PDGFRA 18F1 ACCATGGATCAGCCAGTCTT
PDGFRA 18R CTGACCAGTGAGGGAAGTGAG
PDGFRA 18 F2 CAGCTACAGATGGCTTGATCC

Table 2-1: Primer sequences used in HRMA.

List of primer sequences used in mutation analysis. All reactions were semi- 

nested. KIT exons 9, 11 and 13 had annealing temperatures of 56°C, while KIT 

exon 17 and PDGFRA exon 14 had annealing temperatures of 58°C. PDGFRA 

exon 12 and 14 PCR reactions began with ten cycles of touchdown PCR 

beginning at 60°C, followed by standard PCR with an annealing temperature of 

50°C. KIT exon 9, 11, 13 and 17 forward primer were from previously 

published source (Debiec-Rychter et al., 2004) and the remaining primers for 

KIT exon 17 and PDGFRA exon 12, 14 and 18 were designed using Primer- 

BLAST an online primer design program provided by NCBI.
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2.4.2.2) Round Two PCR and HRMA

Round two PCR was performed using PCR products from round 1, which were not purified 

prior to use. Reactions were carried out in a final volume o f lOjiL using LightScanner 

MasterMix IX (Idaho Technology, UT, USA), containing forward and reverse primers 

(0.5|iM) (Table 2-1) and the unpurified PCR products from round one.

Cycling conditions for KIT exons 9, 11, 13, 17 and PDGFRA exon 14 were the same as in 

section 2.4.2.1 except initial denaturation was 10 minutes followed by 30 cycles of PCR.

PDGFRA exons 12 and 18 conditions were 95°C 10 minutes, 30 cycles 94°C 30 seconds, 

55°C 30 seconds, 72°C 30 seconds and 72°C 10 minutes.

For HRMA, PCR amplified samples were loaded into a 96well plate (Roche, West Sussex, 

UK) and tested using the LightCycler® 480 (Roche, West Sussex, UK). Samples were 

heated to 95°C, cooled rapidly to 40°C, quickly re-warmed to 60°C and then heated slowly 

until all the DNA has melted.

Results were analysed using the LightCycler® 480 Gene Scanning Software (Roche, West 

Sussex, UK), which involved normalisation of the data, temperature shifting the melt 

curves and finally plotting the difference in fluorescence between each curve compared to a 

calibrator sample (Wittwer et al., 2003).

2.4.2.3) Sequencing

For samples selected for sequencing, round two PCR was carried out using unpurified 

round one PCR products as template material. Reagents were as described in a total volume 

of 20|iL. Cycling conditions for all exons were as for round two PCR in section 2.4.2.2
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except initial denaturation was 95°C for 15 minutes. PCR products were purified using the 

MinElute PCR Purification kit (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) as per manufacturer’s 

instructions. Samples were diluted to 10ng/|iL and subjected to Sanger sequencing (LGC 

Genomics GmbH, Berlin, Germany) with either a corresponding fow ard or reverse primer 

(5pmol/(iL) or both.

2.4.3) BRAF exon 15

PCR amplification o f BRAF  exon 15 was conducted for adult wild-type gastric, small 

bowel and retroperitoneal GISTs with positive expression for SDHB by IHC or without 

known SDHB status and where sufficient material was available (21 cases) using the 

forward primer and reverse primers 5’TGCTTGCTCTGATAGGAAAATG and 

the5’AGCATCTCAGGGCCAAAAAT, which were designed using Primer-BLAST an 

online primer design program provided by NCBI. Reactions were carried out in a final 

volume of 20|iL with each reaction containing; HotStar Taq DNA polymerase (Qiagen, 

West Sussex, UK) (2.5units), IX buffer, dNTPs (200|iM) and forward and reverse primers 

(0.5^iM).

Cycling conditions were 95°C 15 minutes, 35 cycles of 94°C 30 seconds, 59°C 1 minute, 

72°C 1 minute and final elongation 72°C 10 minutes and held at 4°C. 5^L of each sample 

was run on 2% agarose gels. Gels were post-stained with IX GelStar'’’’̂  Nucleic Acid Stain 

(Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) for 40 minutes and visualised using a transilluminator to 

confirm presence of a 228bp product. All samples were stored at -20°C.

Remaining positive PCR products were purified using MinElute PCR Purification kit 

(Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) as per manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were diluted to
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lOng/^L and subjected to Sanger sequencing (LGC Genomics GmbH, Berlin, Germany) 

with either a forward or reverse primer (Spmol/^L).

2.5) miRNA Profiling 

2.5.1) TaqMan® Low Density Arrays (TLDAs)

TaqMan® Low Density Arrays (TLDA) (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) enable the 

profiling and accurate quantitation o f 667 miRNAs in a set o f two 384well cards, pool A & 

B, with each card containing MammU6, RNU24, 43, 44, 48 and 6B as internal endogenous 

controls. Megaplex'’’'  ̂ RT primers (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) allow simuhaneous 

reverse transcription o f up to 381 miRNAs to cDNA in one pool. For limited samples 

Megaplex’’"'̂  Preamp primers (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) enable the pre-amplification 

o f samples using forward primers specific for each miRNA and a universal reverse primer.

2.5.2) Reverse Transcription (RT)

RNA was reverse transcribed using the TaqM an® MicroRNA Reverse Transcription KIT 

(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). RNA concentration was 20ng per reaction. RT was 

carried out in total volume o f 5^L and contained IX RT primers (pool A or pool B), 

lOOmM dNTPs, 50U/|iL MultiScribe Reverse Transcriptase, IX RT buffer, 25mM M gCb 

and 20U/|iL RNase Inhibitor. Tubes were mixed gently, incubated on ice for 5mins and run 

on the Veriti Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) under the following 

conditions, 40 cycles o f 16°C 2 minutes, 42°C 1 minute, 50°C 1 second, then 85°C 5 

minutes and held at 4°C.
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2.5.3) Pre-Amplification

Megaplex™  RT products were preamplified using TaqM an® PreAmp Mastermix (IX ) 

(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) and M egaplex’’''^ PreAmp primers (pool A or pool B) ( IX) 

(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). This pre-amplification mastermix (20(iL) was added to 

the RT product from section 2.5.2, mixed gently and run on the Veriti Thermal Cycler 

(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) under the following conditions; 95°C 10 minutes, 55°C 2 

minutes, 72°C 2 minutes, 95°C 15 seconds and 60°C 4 minutes cycled 12 times and held at 

4°C. Pre-amplified products could be used immediately or stored at -20°C until further use.

2.5.4) Real-Time qPCR

TLDA cards were allowed to come to room temperature. Preamplified product (25|iL) was 

thawed and added to TaqMan® Universal PGR Mastermix, No Amperase® UNG (2X) and 

then made up to a final volume of 900|iL with RNase and DNase free water. The sample 

was mixed gently and briefly centrifuged. lOOjiL o f the reaction mix was added to each 

port on the array card and centrifuged twice at lOOOrpm for one minute. The airay card was 

sealed and real-time qPCR was performed on the 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System 

(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). Samples were analysed using the RQ manager 1.2.1 

software setting a manual Ct value o f  0.2.

2.5.5) Data Transformation

Ct values greater than thirty-five were considered non-amplified noise and were 

disregarded. miRNAs not expressed in greater than 20% o f  samples were also excluded 

from analysis. Before calculating relative expression values, mean normalization was 

carried out by subtracting the mean sample Ct from the individual Ct values. Nomialized
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relative expression CNRQ) of the miRNA was calculated with reference to the Ct max 

(maximum Ct value for an individual miRNA across all tumour samples) using:

2.5.6) Data Visualisation and Statistical Analysis

Clustering, heatmap generation and boxplots were carried out using the hclust, 

heatmap.plus and boxplot packages from R statistical computing language v2.8.1. 

Hierarchical clustering was performed using Spearman’s rank correlation as a similarity 

metric and W ard’s linkage. Heatmap colouring was based on rank o f sample value across 

each miRNA. Statistical significance o f change in miRNA expression level over various 

sample classes was calculated using W ilcoxon’s rank-sum test and coirected for multiple 

comparisons using Bonferroni method.

2.5.7) Data Analysis 

2.5.7.1) Differentially Expressed miRNAs

The data were interrogated for miRNAs showing statistically significant (p<0.05) 

differential expression between classes: I) adult mutant versus paediatric, 2) adult wild- 

type versus paediatric wild-type, 3) adult [all] versus paediatric, 4) adult w ild-type versus 

adult mutant, 5) all wild-type versus all mutant, 6) cases in cluster B2a versus B2b, and 

were relevant data were available: 7) SDHB positive versus SDHB negative, 8) 14q loss 

versus none, and for adult samples alone: 9) high versus low risk, 10) outcome; died o f 

disease/alive with disease versus no evidence o f disease.
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2.S.7.2) iniRNAimRNA Interactions

As miRNAs function by either degrading target mRNAs or blocking their translation, we 

sought evidence of such interactions. To this end we integrated mRNA expression and 

predicted target data (TargetScan (Lewis et al., 2005, Grimson et al., 2007, Friedman et al., 

2009)) to establish which sets of miRNA and mRNA were - 1) diametrically expressed 

across GIST classes and 2) over-represented for predicted binding interactions. 

miRNA:mRNA interactions were examined using our data for differentially expressed 

miRNAs and pre-existing mRNA expression data previously published (Allander et al., 

2001, Antonescu et al., 2004, Subramanian et al., 2004, Kang et al., 2005, Janeway et al., 

2007, Agaram et al., 2008a, Yamaguchi et al., 2008, Ostrowski et al., 2009, Janeway et al., 

2010b) plus indeed full raw, unpublished gene expression data (Janeway et al., 2007). This 

analysis involved assessment o f the number of predicted interactions (listed in TargetScan) 

(Lewis et al., 2005, Grimson et al., 2007, Friedman et al., 2009) compared to those 

expected by chance using MirMatcher, a custom-built software application, implemented in 

Java. Comparisons using mRNA expression profiles from published expression data 

included: 1) Genes higher with miRNAs lower, in paediatric versus adult mutant, 2) Genes 

lower with miRNAs higher, in paediatric than adult, 3) Genes higher while miRNAs lower 

in mutant versus wild-type, 4) Genes higher while miRNAs lower in wild-type versus 

mutant, 5) Genes higher with miRNAs lower in paediatric versus adult wild-type and 6) 

Genes higher with miRNAs lower in paediatric versus adult mutant. From the fiill 

unpublished mRNA data diametrically expressed miRNAs for the class wild-type versus 

mutant, only (Table 3-5).
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2.6) TLDA card Validation 

2.6.1) Reverse Transcription

Three miRNAs (miR-124, miR-455-5p and miR-488) were selected for TLDA array card 

validation. The miRNAs selected for validation fulfilled several criteria; they showed a 

statistically significant difference with a greater than 5 fold change in expression between 

the clinical classes of GIST and were predicted, using TargetScan, to target genes of known 

interest in GIST biology. Mature miRNA expression levels were evaluated using individual 

TaqMan® miRNA assays (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) for the miRNAs listed above. 

RNU48 was used as the endogenous control for all samples. Reverse transcription was 

performed with 24ng of RNA per sample tested, using the TaqMan® MicroRNA Reverse 

Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA).

RT for each miRNA and the RNU48 endogenous control was earned out in total volume o f 

15|j L and contained IX RT primers, lOOmM dNTPs, 50U/|iL MultiScribe Reverse 

Transcriptase, IX RT buffer, 25mM MgC12, 20U/|aL RNase Inhibitor and IX RT primer. 

Tubes were mixed gently, incubated on ice for 5 minutes and run on the Veriti Thermal 

Cycler (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) under the following conditions; 16°C 30 minutes, 

42°C 30 minutes, 85°C 5 minutes and held at 4°C. cDNA was diluted 1:5 and stored at - 

20°C.

2.6.2) Real-time RT-qPCR

All samples and endogenous controls were run in triplicate. A mastermix containing IX 

TaqMan® Fast Universal PCR Mastermix No Amperase UNG (Applied Biosystems, CA, 

USA) and IX TaqMan® Assay (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) was prepared for each
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miRNA tested and corresponding RNU48 endogenous controls. Mastermix was aliquoted 

into MicroAmpT'^ Fast Optical 96-well Reaction Plates (0.1 mL) (Applied Biosystems, CA, 

USA). 8ng/|iL o f cDNA was used per reaction. Plates were sealed with MicroAmp'^'^ 

Optical Adhesive film (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) and centrifuged for 1 minute at 

lOOOipm. Real-time qPCR was performed on the 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System 

(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). Cycling conditions were 95°C 20 seconds and 40 cycles 

o f 95°C 1 second and 60°C 20 seconds.

2.7) Methylation Specific PCR for 14q32

Bisulfite conversion o f l |ig  o f genomic DNA (where available) was performed with the 

EpiTect Bisulfite Kit (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) following the protocol for formalin-fixed 

paraffin-embedded samples, using the Veriti 96 well Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems, 

CA, USA).

Methylation specific PCR reactions were performed using ‘m aternal’ and ‘paternal’ primers 

for the differentially methylated 5’ region o f the MEGS promoter using forward 

UPD14MF: 5’GTTAGTAATCGGGTTTGTCGGC and reverse primer, UPD14MR: 

AATCATAACTCCGAACACCCGCG for the methylated allele, and the forward 

UPD14UF: 5 ’GAGGATGGTTAGTTATTGGGGT and reverse prim er UPD14UR

5’CCACCATAACCAACACCCTATAATCACA for the unmethylated allele (Murphy et 

al., 2003). Bisulfite converted DNA was amplified, using the Veriti 96 well Thermal Cycler 

(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) in a 25^L volume, with 2.5units HotStarTaq DNA 

Polymerase, IX PCR Buffer, 200|iM  each dNTP (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK), 0.4|iM  each 

prim er for the methylated allele, 0.8|aM each primer for the unmethylated allele and 50ng
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o f  bisulfite converted DNA. Cycling conditions were 95°C 15 minutes, 35 cycles o f  94°C  

30 seconds, 58°C 1 minute, 72°C 1 minute and final extension 72°C 10 minutes. PCR 

products were run on 2.5% agarose gels and post-stained with IX GelStar'^'^ N ucleic Acid 

Gel Stain (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) for 40 minutes. Gels were visualised using a 

transilluminator.

2.8) Cell Culture 

2.8.1) Cell Lines

Currently there are no pacdiatric or wild-type GIST cell lines available. Adult mutant cell 

lines; GIST T1 and GIST882 were a generous gift from Dr. Jonathan Fletcher (Brigham  

and Woman’s Hospital, Boston, MA, USA). GIST882 cells were established in 2001 

(Tuveson et al., 2001) and contain a hom ozygous KIT exon 13 missense mutation (K642E). 

GIST T1 cells were established in 2002 (Taguchi et al., 2002) and contain a KIT exon 11 

deletion (V560-Y579del). Both cell lines have large scale chromosomal gains and losses 

including 14q loss and are imatinib sensitive.

2.8.2) Routine Cell Culture

Both cell lines (GIST T1 and G1ST882) were grown in Iscove’s M odified D ulbecco’s 

Media (IMDM) (GIBCO, CA, U SA ), 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (GIBCO, CA, 

USA) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). Cells were 

routinely cultured in 75 cm^ cell culture flasks (Coming, N Y, U SA ), with 1 ImL o f  culture 

medium and maintained at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. When they 

reached 70-80% confluency cells were washed twice with 4mLs o f  D ulbecco’s Phosphate 

Buffered Saline (DPBS) (GIBCO, CA, U SA ) and detached from the flask with incubation
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w ith Im L o f  T rypsin-E D T A  (G IBCO , CA, U S A ) for 5 m inutes. Flasks w ere tapped lightly  

to ensure detachm ent o f  ce lls  and trypsin w as deactivated by adding normal growth  

m edium . C ells w ere split into new  75 cm^ cell culture flasks (C om ing, N Y , U SA ) as 

required.

2.8.3) Cryopreservation of Cells

G IST T1 ce lls  and G IST882 ce lls  w ere frozen in Im L aliquots w ith normal culture m edium  

and 10% D M SO  (D im ethyl Sulfoxide, Sigm a-A ldrich, St. Louis, U SA ) (freezing m edium ). 

C ells w ere detached as described in section  2 .8 .2  and centrifuged at lOOOrpm for 5 m inutes. 

C ell pellets w ere resuspended in freezing m edium  and split 1/3 into 1.5m L cryovials  

(Corning, N Y , U S A ). C ryovials where placed into a -20°C  freezer overnight and into a 

-70°C  freezer the fo llow in g  day. V ials for long term storage w ere then transferred from the 

-70°C  freezer to liquid nitrogen.

2.8.4) Resuscitation of Cells

F ollow in g rem oval from liquid nitrogen, ce lls  w ere thawed at 37°C , p laced into 5m L o f  

pre-warm ed culture m edium  in a sterile 15m L tube and centrifiaged at lOOOrpm for 5 

m inutes. Pellets w ere then resuspended in Im L  o f  culture m edium  and placed into a 25cm  

cell culture flask (C om ing, N Y , U S A ) w ith  5m L  o f  m edium  and placed into the incubator 

at 37°C  and 5% CO 2 . T w enty-four hours later culture m edium  w as changed. W hen cells  

w ere 70-80%  they w ere split into a 75cm^ ce ll culture flasks, as described for routine cell 

culture (section  2 .8 .2).
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2.9) Cell Transfection 

2.9.1) Transfection Optimisation in GIST cells

Cell transfection was primarily performed with siPORT NeoFX (Applied Biosystems, CA, 

USA) using a transient reverse transfection protocol. Reverse transfection allows the 

transfection of adherent cells when they are in suspension, enabling a larger amount of ceil 

surface to be exposed to the transfection reagent/nucleic acid complexes, improving 

transfection efficiency. The transfection reagent siPORT NeoFX is a lipid-based 

formulation that is stable and active in the presence of seioim, enabling transfection of 

siRNA and miRNAs into cells as they are sub-cultured, without increasing cytotoxicity.

G1ST882 cells became difficult to transfect and an alternative transfection reagent, 

Lipofectamine™ 2000 (Invitrogen, CA, USA) was used. Lipofectamine™ 2000 is a widely 

used lipid based transfection reagent, with high transfection efficiency o f siRNAs and 

plasmids into many cell lines including difficult to transfect cell lines. Lipofectamine uses a 

forward plating protocol with cells trypsinised and plated 24hrs prior to transfection. 

Lipofectamine is compatible with serum, but can be toxic to cells and transfection medium 

must be changed six hours after transfection.

2.9.2) Transfection of Cells

The PremiRT'^ miRNA Precursor Starter Kit (Ambion, TX, USA) was used to optimise 

transfection o f pre-miR-1, which is known to target PTK9, into both GIST cell lines, T1 

and 882. A scrambled oligonucleotide, which targets no mRNA, was used as a negative 

control of transfection in all transfection experiments. siPORT NeoFX and OptiMEM 

Reduced Serum Media (GIBCO, CA, USA) were brought to room temperature. Pre-miR-1
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was diluted with nuclease free sterile water to a stock concentration o f 6.25|iM  and stored 

at -20°C until required. 9 |iL o f  siPORT NeoFX transfection reaction was diluted to a final 

volume o f 300|iL with OptiMEM (for each individual transfection reaction) in a sterile 

15mL tube and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature; a mastermix was used for 

multiple reactions. For optimisation a range o f pre-miR-1 concentrations were used; SO^M 

to 20^M . Pre-miR-1 and scrambled ohgonucleotide (SCR) control (Ambion, TX, USA) 

were diluted to a final volume o f 300|iL  in OptiMEM, allowing for the desired 

concentration in a final volume o f 3mL after transfection is complete. The diluted pre-miR- 

1 or scrambled oligonucleotide (SCR) control were combined with siPORT NeoFX, mixed 

gently and incubated for a further 10 minutes at room temperature.

To ensure optimal transfection, cells were ti-ypinised as in section 2.8.2, while transfection 

complexes were incubating, and placed into a 15mL sterile tube. Suspended cells were 

mixed gently, a lOjiL aliquot taken to count the cells. The 15mL tube containing the cells 

in suspension was placed in the incubator at 37°C until required (no longer than 20 

minutes). The lOfiL cell aliquot was mixed with 10|iL o f trypan blue and loaded into a 

Countess® Cell Counting Chamber Slide (Invitrogen, CA, USA). Cells were counted using 

the Countess® Automated Cell Counter (Invitrogen, CA, USA). This gave an overall cell 

count, including live and dead cells and percentage o f cell viability, but for transfection 

purposes only live cell counts were used. For optimisation a range o f cell counts were used; 

IxlO^/mL to 2.5x10'*. Cells were diluted to the required concentration with routine cell 

culture medium (containing FBS and antibiotics).

Transfection complexes (pre-miR-1/siPORT NeoFX or SCR/siPORT NeoFX) were 

dispensed into 6-well cell culture plates (Coming, NY, USA) and 2.4mL o f diluted cells
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added to each well. Non-transfected controls (NTC) containing only OptiMEM  and cells 

were included with each transfection. Plates were rocked gently to evenly distribute cells, 

avoiding swirling as this caused cells to aggregate in the centre o f the well, covered in 

tinfoil and placed at 37°C and 5% CO2 . Twenty-four hours after transfection culture 

medium was changed and fresh pre-warmed culture medium with serum and antibiotics 

added. To maintain reproducibility all transfections were carried out in this order.

2.9.3) mRNA extraction from cells

miR-1 affects PTK9 mRNA levels and as recommended by the manufacturer Ambion, 

RNA was extracted 24 and/or 48 hours post transfection using the miRNeasy Mini Kit 

(Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) as per m anufacturer’s protocol.

2.9.4) Reverse Transcription of mRNAs

RNA was reverse transcribed using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit 

(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). Final reaction volume was 20|iL containing; IX RT 

buffer, lOOmM dNTPs, IX  Random Primers, MultiScribe Reverse Transcriptase and 200- 

500ng o f RNA. Cycling conditions were 25°C 20 minutes, 37°C 120 minutes, 85°C 5 

minutes and held at 4°C. cDNA was diluted 1:15 and stored at -20°C.

2.9.5) Real-Time qPCR for mRNA

All samples and controls were run in triplicate. A mastermix containing IX TaqMan® Fast 

Universal PCR Mastermix No Amperase UNG (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) and IX 

TaqM an® Assay (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) was prepared for each gene tested with 

18S ribosomal RNA used as the endogenous control. There are no standard housekeeping
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genes for all tissue types but common genes used include GAPDH, p-actin, PPIA, RPLPO 

or 18S. The expression levels o f  GAPDH, (3-actin, PPIA and RPLPO can vary between 

different cell types and endogenous levels and consistent expression must first be 

established in the cell types to be tested prior to commencing RT-qPCR, whereas 18S 

rRNA is a highly abundant rRNA in all cells. W hile the abundance o f 18S rRNA can 

potentially contaminate PCR reactions and in some instances can be resistant to 

degradation and not parallel differences in RNA quality, it is still often recommended as a 

house keeping gene in RT-qPCR as it is synthesised independently from mRNA and shows 

the least variability across multiple samples.

Mastermix was aliquoted into MicroAmp™ Fast Optical 96-weIl Reaction Plates (O.lmL) 

(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). 8ng/|iL o f cDNA was used per reaction. Plates were 

sealed with MicroAmp™ Optical Adhesive film (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) and 

centriftiged for 1 minute at lOOOrpm. Cycling conditions were 95°C 20 seconds and 40 

cycles o f 95°C 1 second and 60°C 20 seconds.

2.9.6) Evaluating the Effectiveness of Transfection Conditions

For all calculations the mean Ct value for triplicate PCRs was used. Normalised C j (ACy) 

for the gene o f interest (GOI) was calculated for each sample using the equation: A C j=  C t 

for GOI -  CT for endogenous control (18S (or RNU48 for miRNA)). The percentage o f 

down-regulation was calculated using the AACj method (relative quantification (RQ) 

method), AACx = A C t GOI -  A A C t SCR control. The RQ was calculated using: and

the percentage down-regulation can then be calculated using: % down-regulation = 100 - 

100 X i.e. % downregulation = (100-100 X RQ). Transfection cytotoxicity or the
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cytotoxicity factor was calculated using results from the endogenous control amplification: 

cytotoxicity factor = C j SCR control C j non-transfected control. The closer the ratio is to 

1 the less cytotoxic the transfection conditions. Optimal transfection conditions 

simultaneously maximise percent down-regulation of GOI and minimise cytotoxicity and 

were calculated using the OBF (Optimal Balance Factor). OBF = (C j SCR control ^  Cy 

non-transfected control) X (100 - 100 X 2'^^'"^) i.e. OBF = (cytotoxicity factor) X (% 

down-regulation). Optimal transfection conditions are those that showed the highest OBF 

value.

2.9.6.1) Pre-miR-1 Transfection

Transfection o f GIST T1 cells with 50 and 40nM of pre-miR-1 (PI) for 24 and 48 hours 

and 40 and 30nM of pre-miR-1 (PI) for 48 hours followed by real-time RT-qPCR for the 

gene PTK9 showed 30nM of pre-miR-1 caused the maximum knockdown of PTK9 (66%) 

at 48 hours compared to scrambled control (SCR) control, while minimising cytotoxicity 

(cytotoxicity factor of 1.005) in T1 cells (Figure 2-1). Subsequent transfections in GIST T1 

cells were all performed using 30nM o f pre-miR as this provided the highest OBF value of 

66.33.

Transfection of GIST882 cells with 50, 40, 30 and 25nM of pre-miR-1 for 48 hours, 

showed 30nM of pre-miR provided the best knockdown o f PTK9 at 44% (Figure 2-2) with 

a cytoxicity factor 1.005. This was below the recommend knockdown o f >60%, however 

increasing of pre-miR-1 concentration to 40 or 50nM provided lower knockdown levels in 

the cells. The pre-miR-1 concentration of 30nM provided the highest OBF factor of 44.22 

in GIST882 cells and as no increase in knockdown could be achieved 30nM concentration 

o f pre-miR was used for subsequent transfections.
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Figure 2-1: Transfection oprimisation of GIST T1 cell line.

Transfection optimisation was performed using the miRNA precursor pre-miR-1 

which is known to target PTK9. RT-qPCR was performed using TaqMan® FAM 

labelled primers for PTK9 with expression relative to 18S rRNA. A: PTK9 

knockdown after 24hrs after transfection with 50nM and 40nM concentration o f pre- 

miR-1. B: PTK9 knockdown after 48hrs with 40nm and 30nM concentration o f pre- 

m iR-1. All samples were compared to the scrambled control (SCR) which has an RQ 

value of 1. Each RT-qPCR is the result o f two experiments each conducted in 

triplicate. Successful transfection was considered with >60% PTK9 knockdown at 

48hrs with minimal cytotoxicity. 30nM was determined to be the optimal 

concentration o f pre-miR for transfection with knockdown o f 66% after 48hrs and 

OBF o f 66.44. RQ -  relative mature mRNA expression.
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Figure 2-2: Transfection optimisation of GIST882 cell line.

Transfection optimisation was performed using the miRNA precursor pre-miR-1 

which is known to target PTK9. Real-time RT-qPCR for PTK9 mRNA 48hrs after 

transfection with 50-25nM of pre-miR-1. All samples were compared to the scrambled 

control (SCR) which has an RQ value o f 1. 18S rRNA was used as a reference gene. 

RT-qPCR results were the average o f two experiments each conducted in triplicate. 

30nM showed the biggest knockdown o f PTK9 at 44% and OBF 44.22. This is below 

the recommended rate of >60%, but was the highest knockdown seen in the G1ST882 

cells.

2.9.7) miRNA Transfection

From our list o f differentially expressed miRNAs between the various groups o f  GIST in 

Table 3-4 and from our miRNA/mRNA interaction studies (tables 3-5 and 3-6) a number of  

miRNAs were selected from these, based on their predicted targeting o f genes o f  interest in 

GIST biology using TargetScan (Lewis et al., 2005, Grimson et al., 2007, Friedman et al.,
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2009), for transfection into GIST cells. miRNAs selected included miR-34c-5p and miR- 

185, predicted to target SDHC, let-7b and miR-455-5p predicted to target IGFIR, miR- 

302b predicted to target VEGFA, miR-190 and miR-152. To examine the effect of ectopic 

expression in GIST cells the 14q32 miRNAs, miR-154, miR-382, miR-410 and miR-494 

were also selected for transfection. All pre-miR precursors were purchased from Ambion 

(Austin, TX, USA) and were transfected at a final concentration of 30nM into GIST T1 and 

GIST882 cells as described in section 2.9.2 for transfection optimisation. Transfections 

were left for up to 96 hours in most circumstances to ensure sufficient miRNA effect even 

on less abundant mRNAs.

For double transfection o f two miRNAs into GIST T1 cells, the procedure was followed as 

described in section 2.9.2, except the amount of OptiMEM (GIBCO) for dilution of the 

miRNAs was reduced to account for the second miRNA and ensure final concentrations 

remained constant.

2.9.8) GIST882 Transfection

GIST882 cells became difficult to transfect with NeoFX and an alternative transfection 

reagent Lipofectamine™ 2000 (Invitrogen, CA, USA) was tested. GIST882 cells were 

plated 24 hours prior to transfection at a density of 1.5x10^ cells/mL. One hour prior to 

transfection culture medium was changed and 1.5mL of antibiotic-free culture medium was 

added to each well. Lipofectamine™ (Invitrogen, CA, USA) and OptiMEM were allowed 

to come to room temperature. 5|j,L o f Lipofectamine’'''^ (Invitrogen, CA, USA) (per 

transfection reaction) was diluted to a final volume 250|aL with OptiMEM and incubated 

for 10 minutes at room temperature. Pre-miRs or scrambled control (SCR) were diluted in
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250|aL o f  OptiMEM to give a final concentration o f  30nM in 2mL after transfection was 

complete. 250|iL  o f  the diluted Lipofectamine was added to the diluted pre-miRs and 

incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes. SOO^L o f  Lipofectamine/pre-miR com plex  

was then added drop-wise to the cell culture plate containing antibiotic free culture 

medium. The plate was wrapped in tinfoil placed into the incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2. 

Six hours after transfection culture medium was changed and normal culture medium, 

containing serum and antibiotics, added to the cells and plates returned to the incubator.

2.9.9) miRNA Extraction

All RNA was extracted using the miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, W est Sussex, UK) as per 

manufacturer’s protocol at required time-points.

2.9.10) Reverse Transcription and real-time qPCR

For miR-34c-5p, miR-185, let-7b, m iR-455-5p and miR-302b transfections 48 and/or 96 

hour RNA was reverse transcribed as section 2.9.4. Real-time PCR was performed using 

individual TaqMan® Assays (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) for the genes SDHC (miR- 

34c-5p and m iR-185), IGFIR (m iR-455-5p and Iet-7b) and VEGFA (m iR-302b) and 

changes in relative m RNA expression levels calculated using the relative quantification 

(RQ) method, described in section 2.9.6. IBS rRNA was used as the endogenous control for 

each sample.

For miRNAs where the individual TaqMan® Assays (Applied Biosystem s, CA, U SA ) were 

available, RT and real-time qPCR for these m iRNAs was performed with RNA at 48 and/or 

96 hours post transfection. Reverse transcription was performed using TaqMan®  

M icroRNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA ) as described in
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section 2.6.1. Real-time qPCR was as described in section 2.6.2, with RNU48 used as the 

endogenous control for each sample.

All real-time qPCR results were compared with the SCR control which has a set RQ value 

o f  1.

2.10) Endogenous miRNA levels

The available individual TaqMan® Assays (Applied Biosystem s) were used to assess the 

endogenous levels o f  these mature miRNAs in GIST T1 and GIST882 cell lines, compared 

to tonsil and spleen controls. RNA extraction, reverse transcription and real-time PCR were 

as described in sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 respectively.

2.11) Cell Proliferation Assay

Cell proliferation was assessed using the CellTitre® 96 Aqueous Non-Radioactive Cell 

Proliferation Assay (M TS) (Promega Corporation, WI, USA). Cells were transfected with 

m iRNA  precursors, scrambled oligonucleotide (SCR) control or siKinesin (KIN), a positive 

control for decreased cell proliferation and a non-transfected control (NTC, OptiMEM and 

cells only) as described in section 2.9.2 at a density o f  2x10^ cells per w ell for T1 cells and 

seeded into 96 well plates (Coming, NY, USA) in sextuplicate. Plates for each trmepoint 

were covered in tinfoil and placed into the incubator at 37°C and 5% CO 2 overnight. 

Culture medium was changed after 24 hours and proliferation was measured eveiy  24 hours 

over a 96 hour period as the inhibition o f  an mRNA can take time for a functional effect to 

be seen in the cells. At each time-point lOOfiL o f  fresh culture medium and 20|.iL o f  MTS 

was added to each well. The plate was covered in tinfoil and placed into the incubator at 

37°C and 5% CO2 for 4 hours. Plates were read at 495nm using the Synergy Mx
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Monochromator-Based Multi-Mode Microplate Reader (BioTek, VT, USA). Error bars 

where calculated using the standard error of the mean (SEM) and an unpaired students t-test 

was used to test for significance, with p value <0.05 considered significant.

2.12) Scratch Assay

GIST T1 cells were transfected as described in section 2.9.2 and plated at a density o f 2.4 x 

10  ̂ cells to allow for confluency at 48 hours. Forty-eight hours after transfection, confluent 

cells were scratched with a P I000 sterile tip, held perpendicular to the cell culture plate. 

Culture medium was removed and cells washed twice with pre-wanned DPBS and once 

with pre-warmed culture medium. 3mL of fresh culture medium was added to the wells and 

cells were photographed at lOOX (0 hours) using the Olympus UC30 camera (Olympus, 

PA, USA) attached to an Olympus CKX41SF inverted microscope (Olympus, PA, USA). 

Cells were again washed at 24 and 48 hours post-scratch and photographed at these time- 

points also. All images were compared to the SCR control.

2.13) Cell Invasion Assay

In vitro invasion assays were performed using BD BioCoat™ MatrigeF'^ Invasion 

Chambers (BD Biosciences, MA, USA). GIST T1 cells were transfected with miRNAs 

34c-5p, 185 or 190 as described in section 2.9.2, with two wells per sample. Invasion 

assays were performed at 24 and 48 hours post transfection with miR-34c-5p or miR-185 

and 48 hours for miR-190.

The required number o f invasion chambers were carefially inserted into a sterile 24 well cell 

culture plate (Coming) and allowed to come to room temperature. The invasion chambers 

were rehydrated by adding 500|iL o f pre-warmed (37°C) serum free IMDM (GIBCO, CA,
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U SA ) cell culture medium to the interior o f  the invasion chamber and bottom o f  the w ells  

and incubated for two hours at 37°C and 5% CO2 . Transfected cells were trypinised as 

described in section 2.8.2 and the corresponding cells were pooled and placed into 15mL 

tubes. Cells were centrifuged for 5 minutes at lOOOrpm and all media carefully removed. 

Each cell pellet was resuspended in serum free culture medium and stored in the incubator 

at 37°C and 5% CO2 until further use. Each cell sample (miRNA and SCR) was counted 

with the Countess® Automated Cell Counter (Invitrogen, CA, USA) using Countess® Cell 

Counting Chamber Slides (Invitrogen, CA, USA) with trypan blue as the cellular stain. 

Each sample was then diluted with serum free culture medium, to 1x10^ cells/mL.

Using a new 24 well cell culture plate 750|iL  o f  serum containing culture medium was 

added to each well. The serum free culture medium was removed from the rehydrated 

invasion inserts, and they were placed carefully, to avoid air bubbles, into the w ells 

containing the chemoattractant (serum). 500|iL  o f  the diluted cell suspension was added to 

each insert giving a final concentration o f  5x10“̂ cells per well. The invasion chambers were 

then incubated for 24 hours at 37°C and 5% CO2 .

2.13.1) Fixing and Staining of Cells

After twenty four hours incubation, the invasion assay plate was removed from the 

incubator. Under non-sterile conditions the cell culture medium was carefully removed 

from each invasion chamber. A  cotton swab was used to scrub away non-invading cells and 

matrigel matrix from the upper surface o f  the membrane, by applying gently but firm 

pressure. The invasion chambers were placed into 500|iL  o f  100% methanol and 500|iL  o f  

100% methanol, added into each chamber and cells were fixed for 10 minutes at room
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temperature. Scrubbing with a cotton swab was then repeated to ensure complete removal 

o f non-invading cells, the matrigel matrix and excess methanol. Cell staining was 

performed by placing the invasion chambers into 500|iL of 1% crystal violet (BDH Lab 

Supplies, Poole, England), adding 500|aL into each chamber and incubating at room 

temperature for 10 minutes. A cotton swab was then used to carefiilly remove excess 

crystal violet and invasion chambers were allowed to air dry.

2.13.2) Counting Cells

Each invasion chamber was examined under an Olympus CKX41SF inverted light 

microscope (Olympus, PA, USA) and photographed at lOOX using an Olympus UC30 

camera (Olympus, PA, USA) attached to the microscope. To ensure all fields of the 

invasion chamber were included nine separate images (three from top, three from centre 

and three from bottom) were taken of each invasion chamber. Invading cells were then 

counted manually using ImageJ software. All results were compared to the SCR control 

and the percentage of cell invasion was calculated by dividing the total number o f cell 

invading for each miRNA by the total number o f cells invading for the SCR control and 

multiplying by 100. Statistical significance was calculated using an unpaired student t-test, 

with a P value <0.05 considered significant.

2.14) Cell Motility Assays

In vitro cell motility assays were performed using BD Falcon™ Cell Culture Inserts with 

8|im pores (BD Biosciences). Motility assays were performed as per protocol for invasion 

assay except motility chambers did not need to be rehydrated and the final cell
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concentration was 2.5x10'' cells per insert. Cell fixing, staining and visualisation were as 

per procedure for invasion assays (section 2-13).

2.15) 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine Treatment

All 5-Aza-2’deoxycytidine (Sigma-Aldrich) treatments were performed in a class II 

cytotoxic biological safety cabinet (Safemate® Cyto 1.2, EuroClone, Pero, Italy). G1ST882 

cells were plated at a density o f 6x10^ cells in 6 well culture plates (Coming), one day prior 

to treatment and allowed to attach overnight at 37°C with 5% CO2 . Just before use, under 

sterile conditions, 5-Aza-2’deoxycytidine (Sigma-Aldrich) powder was dissolved in DMSO 

(Sigma-Aldrich), to give a stock concentration o f lOmM. Remaining 5-Aza- 

2’deoxycytidine solution was stored at -70°C. G1ST882 cells were treated in two ways 

either with daily treatment or a recovei'y treatment. For daily treatment 5-Aza- 

2'deoxycytidine was diluted with DMSO to give final concentrations o f 0 ^M (DMSO 

only), 5|iM , lO^M, l5 |iM , 20|aM or 30|iM . Cells were treated every 24hrs over a 72 hour 

period, with RNA extracted at 24, 48 and 72 hours. For recovery experiments 5-Aza- 

2'deoxycytidine was diluted with DMSO giving a final concentration o f 0|iM  (DMSO 

only), 20|aM, 40|iM , 60|iM , 75|iM or lOOjiM. Cells were treated at 0 hour and allowed to 

grow for 48 hours. Culture medium was changed after 48 hours and cells left to recover for 

a further 48 hours at 37°C and 5% CO2 to allow for miRNA expression to return. RNA was 

extracted after this time point.

RNA extraction was performed with the miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) as 

per manufacturer’s protocol. Reverse transcription and individual TaqMan® miRNA assays
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for miR-382 or miR-410, which are both located on 14q32.31, were performed as described 

in sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2.

2.16) Western blots 

2.16.1) Protein Extraction

Protein was extracted from cells 48 and/or 96 hours after transfection and all steps were 

performed on ice. Culture medium was removed and cells were washed twice with ice-cold 

PBS. Im L o f fresh PBS was added; cells were scraped into cold 1.5mL eppendorf tubes 

and centrifuged at 14000rpm at 4°C for 1 minute. An extraction buffer mix was freshly 

prepared with RIP A buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and a IX  HALT Protease and 

Phosphatase hihibitor Cocktail, EDTA-free (Themio-Scientific, IL, USA) and stored on ice 

for a maximum of 1 hour. Protein pellets were resuspended in RlPA/inhibitor mix, 30|iL 

per well of 6 well plate, vortexed and placed on a roller in cold room (4°C) for 15 minutes. 

Samples were then centrifuged for 15 minutes at HOOOrpm at 4°C. Supernatant was 

carefully removed and placed into a new cold 1.5mL eppendorf tube. Protein lysates were 

stored at -70°C.

2.16.2) Protein Concentration

Protein concentration was determined using a Bradford Assay. BSA standards were 

prepared in the range o f 0.25-2mg/mL from a stock BSA solution (2mg/mL) (Thermo- 

Scientific, IL, USA). Bradford reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) was allowed to come to 

room temperature. 5|iL o f each protein standard was pipetted into duplicate wells o f a 96- 

well plate (Coming, NY, USA). Protein samples were diluted 1 in 2 and 5^L of diluted 

protein was pipetted, in duplicate into wells and 250|aL o f Bradford reagent (Sigma-
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Aldrich) added to each well. The plate was rocked gently and incubated at room 

temperature for 10 minutes. Absorbance was read at 595nm using the Synergy Mx 

Monochromator-Based Multi-Mode Microplate Reader (BioTek, VT, USA). A standard 

curve of absorbance versus protein concentration was constructed, from the absorbance of 

the BSA standards, using Microsoft Excel. The protein concentration in the unknown 

samples was calculated using the equation from the standard curve, taking all dilutions into 

account.

2.16.3) Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)

20ug o f protein lysates was used per sample. Samples were mixed with 2X Laemmli buffer 

(Sigma-Aldrich) and heated at 95°C for 5 minutes. SDS gels were prepared as in Table 2-2. 

Protein lysates were separated on SDS-PAGE gels using the Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra Cell 

(Bio-Rad, CA, USA). Samples were loaded into the wells and lOuL of molecular marker, 

SeeBlue® Plus2 Pre-Stained Standard (hivitrogen, NY,USA) was added to one well of 

each gel. Gels were run in IX running buffer (19.2mM glycine, 2.5mM Trisbase, 0.01% 

v/w SDS). Electrophoresis was carried out at lOOV for 90 minutes.
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Running Gel 2 x 1  mill gels
Acrylamide 6% 8% 10% 12%

ddH20 (mL) 7.4 6.5 5.6 4.6
30% Acrylamide-Bis (mL) (Sigma-Aldrich) 2.8 3.7 4.7 5.6

l.SM Tris (mL) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
10% SDS (nL) 140 140 140 140
10% APS (^L) 140 140 140 140
TEMED (fiL) 11.2 8.4 5.6 5.6

Stacking Gel 2 x 1  mm gels
Acrylamide 5%

ddH20 (mL) 2.7
30%) Acrylamide-Bis (^L) (Sigma-Aldrich) 680

1.5MTris (^L) 500
10% SDS (^L) 40
10% APS (nL) 40

TEMED (nL) (Sigma-Aldrich) 4
Table 2-2: Recipes for Acrylamide running and stacking gels for SDS-PAGE.

Recipes for 6%, 8%, 10% and 12% acrylamide running gels and 5% acrylamide 

stacking gels.

2.16.4) Protein Transfer

Protein samples separated by SDS PAGE were transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF) membrane using the Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra Cell (Bio-Rad, CA, USA). Sponges, 

filter paper (Whatman, Kent, UK) and SDS-PAGE gels were soaked in cold IX  transfer 

buffer (19.2mM glycine, 2.5mM Trisbase, 20% methanol). Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

membrane was activated by soaking in 100% methanol for 30 seconds. The transfer 

cassette was assembled with two filter papers on either side of the membrane and gel, with 

a sponge on each side. The gel was placed on the anode side and the membrane on the 

cathode side of the cassette. Transfer was carried out on ice, at lOOV for 90 minutes, in a 

tank containing cold 1X transfer buffer and an ice pack.
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2.16.5) Membrane Blocking and Antibody Incubation

After transfer membranes were blocked for 1 hour at room temperature, with rocking, in 

either 5% (w/v) non-fat milk or BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin) (Fisher Scientific, PA, 

USA) dissolved in TBS-T (lOmM Trisbase, 68mM NaCl, pH7.6, with 0.1% Tween-20). 

Primary antibodies for IGFIR (Rabbit polyclonal to IGF 1 receptor) (Abeam, Cambridge, 

UK) or SDHB (Rabbit Anti-SDHB antibody) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) were 

diluted 1/500, in 5% non-fat milk or 5% BSA respectively and incubated with the 

membrane, with rocking, overnight at 4°C. Following incubation the membrane was 

washed four times, 10 minutes per wash, in TBS-T, with rocking. Horse-radish peroxidise 

(HRP)-conjugated goat polyclonal secondary antibody to Rabbit IgG was diluted 1/20000 

in 5% non-fat milk, and incubated with the membrane for 1 hour at room temperature, with 

rocking. The membrane was washed four times, 10 minutes per wash, in TBS-T, with 

rocking.

HRP was detected using enhanced chemiluminescent (ECL) reagents SuperSignal West 

Dura Chemiluminescent substrate or SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate 

(Thermo-Scientific, IL, USA). The membrane was placed into a 50mL tube covered with 

tinfoil and ImL of al :1 mix of luminal/enhancer and stable peroxide buffer was added and 

the membrane incubated for 5 minutes, with rolling. Excess ECL was removed and the 

membrane transfeired to a film cassette. Light emitted by the chemiluminescent product of 

the HRP-catalysed reaction was detected by exposure to X-Ray film. The film was 

developed manually in Kodak® GBX developer (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) with 

rocking until bands appeared. The film was then placed briefly into water and fixed with
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Kodak® GBX fixer (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). The film was rinsed in water and 

allowed to dry.

Beta-actin was used as a loading control. Membranes were washed 4 times, 10 minutes for 

each wash, in TBS-T and then stripped by incubating in Restore Western Blot Stripping 

Buffer (Thermo-Scientific, IL, USA) for 15 minutes with rocking. The membrane was 

washed again as described. Membranes were then blocked and re-probed for beta-actin 

(Abeam, Cambridge, UK) as described.
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Chapter 3 

Results
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3) Results

3.1) M utational Analysis

Adult mutant cases (27) and adult wild-type cases (3) received from Dr. Maria Debiec- 

Rychter were not re-tested for mutations, as they had previously been tested in her 

laboratory in Leuven, Belgium, which is the European centre for mutational testing in 

GIST. All paediatric and adult samples received from the NIH (9 paediatric (<20 years) and 

17 adult cases) and European sources (9 paediatric and 8 adult cases) were tested for KIT 

and PDGFRA mutations.

Twenty-one adult wild-type GISTs (with sufficient material available), including sixteen 

gastric cases, one retroperitoneal and four small bowel cases were sequenced for BRAF 

exon 15 mutations, as a small percentage o f adult wild-type GISTs have recently been 

shown to contain BRAF exon 15 mutations (Agaram et al., 2008b). As material available 

for paediatric cases was limited and there have been no reports o f BRAF mutations 

paediatric GIST these were not tested for BRAF mutations.

Samples of the melting peaks obtained for each exon tested are shown in Figure 3-1.
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A

Figure 3-1: Melt Curves obtained for KIT and PD G FR A  exons in all cases tested. 

The figure show s all melt peaks obtained for each individual exon analysed from  all 

sam ples tested. A: K IT exon 9, B: KIT exon 11, C: KIT exon 13, D: KIT exon 17, E: 

PDGFRA exon 12, F: PDGFRA exon 14, G: PDG FRA  exon 18. Each graph was 

analysed using the G ene Scanning softw are program  (Roche) to determ ine differences 

in curve shape and fluorescence com pared to a (w ild-type) calibrator sam ple.
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3.1.1) KIT and PDGFRA Mutations

Twenty-five adult and eighteen paediatric cases were tested in this work for KIT and 

PDGFRA mutations. HRMA detected aberrant melt curves in 3 cases for KIT exon 9, 13 

cases for KIT exon 11, 6 cases for KIT exon 13, 5 cases each for KIT exon 13 and 

PDGFRA exons 12 and 14 and 4 cases for PDGFRA exon 18. Subsequent sequencing o f  

these samples confirmed the presence o f  a mutation in two cases. The cases, designated 

numbers 50 and 51, were found to contain a KIT exon 9 and a KIT exon II mutation 

respectively. In Figure 3-2 the aberrant melt curve for case number 50 is indicated by a 

bold arrow in the difference plot A. Subsequent sequencing (B) (indicated in blue text) 

revealed a single base substitution (G-T) resulting in a serine to isoleucine amino acid 

change at codon 476 (S476I) in KIT exon 9.
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Figure 3-2: Difference Plot and Sequence A lignm ent for KIT exon 9.

Difference plot (A) for KIT exon 9. Sequencing o f  samples revealed a single base 

substitution in case number 50 resulting in a serine to isoleucine amino acid change 

(B) (S476I) marked in blue text.

C ase  num ber  51, indicated with a bold arrow head in Figure 3 -3A, w as  shown by 

sequencing  to contain a 15bp deletion (Figure 3-3B), resulting in the loss o f  the am ino 

ac ids  glutamic acid, valine, g lutamine, tryptophan and lysine at codons 554-558 in KIT 

exon  11. Both the m utations described in cases 50 and 51 have previously been described 

in KIT. Case  50 and 51 are both adult gastric GISTs.
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Figure 3-3: Difference Plot and Sequence A lignm ent fo r K IT  exon 11.

Difference plot (A) obtained for KIT exon II samples tested. Case number 51 is 

indicated with bold arrow in part A. Case number 14 is a positive control for KIT an 

exon 11 mutation, containing a 5 1 bp deletion, received from Dr. Maria D ebiec- 

Rychter. Sequencing o f  aberrant curves revealed a 15bp deletion in case number 51, 

(B) (554-558del).
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The difference plots for the remaining sam ples tested for KIT exons 13 and 17 and 

PDGFRA exons 12, 14 and 18 mutations are shown in figure 3-4. No m utations were 

identified in these cases. The primers used covered portions o f  the introns flanking the 

exons tested and a number o f SNPs were identified in these adjacent introns. These SNPs 

were confirmed following sequencing using SN PCheckV 2.1. The most common SNP 

identified was in PDGFRA exon 12 A/G in ten cases. SNPs were also identified in 

PDGFRA exon 18 C/T (two cases), PDGFRA exon 14 G/C (one case) and KIT exon 17 

C/T (two cases). These SNPs cause no change in protein sequence but likely do account for 

the differences seen in the difference plots (Figure 3-4).
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Figure 3-4: Difference Plots for Remaining KIT and PDGFRA exons Tested.

Difference plots for the remaining KIT and PDGFRA exons tested. A -  KIT exon 13, 

B -  KIT exon 17, C -  PDGFRA exon 12, D -  PDGFRA exon 14, E -  PDGFRA 

exon 18. No further mutations were identified in these exons, but a number o f  known 

SNPs were identified accounting for slight differences in the curves.
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3.1.2) BRAF Mutation

Fifteen adult wild-type gastric, one retroperitoneal and four small bowel GISTs were 

sequenced for BRAF exon 15 mutations. Sanger sequencing revealed the common V600E 

mutation, producing a valine to glutamic acid substitution in one case number 52, which 

was an adult gastric GIST. All other cases were wild-type.

3.2) Final GIST Cohort

Following final assignment of cases to wild-type and mutant categories, based on these 

results, our sample cohort comprised 73 cases 30 adult mutant [1.5M: IF], 25 adult wild- 

type [IM: 4F] and 18 paediatric wild-type [IM; 2F] cases. The 30 adult mutant and 18 

paediatric wild-type cases were all gastric and the adult wild-type cohort included 20 

gastric, 1 retroperitoneal and 4 small bowel GISTs. Eighteen cases contained mutations in 

K.IT, eleven had PDGFRA mutations and there was one single case of a BRAF mutation. 

All clinical and genomic data are provided in Table 3-1.
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Sex Age Location G enotype M utation 14q32 Status SDHB
IHC

Follow-up Risk Histology

F 58 Stomach KIT ex 11 Y553_W557del Loss NA DOD H Spindle
F 37 Stomach PDGFRA ex 18 D842V Loss NA WD L Spindle
M 55 Stomach PD GFR Aex 14 N659K Loss NA WD L Epitheloid
F 73 Stomach PDGFRA ex 18 D842V Loss NA WD L Epitheloid
F 54 Stomach KIT ex 11 M552_W557del Loss NA WD 1 Spindle & Epitheloid
M 44 Stomach KIT ex 11 W557R Loss NA WD I Spindle & Epitheloid
F 78 Stomach KIT ex 11 P551_E561dehnsLQ Diploid NA AWD H Spindle
F 65 Stomach KIT ex 11 W557_V560delinsF Loss NA AWD H Epitheloid
M 85 Stomach KIT ex 11 'V 559A Loss NA WD L Spindle & Epitheloid
M 62 Stomach PDGFRA ex 18 D842V Loss NA WD H Epitheloid
M 44 Stomach PD GFR Aex 18 D842V Loss NA WD I Spindle
M 70 Stomach KIT ex 11 W557_K558del Loss NA AWD H Epitheloid
M 77 Stomach KIT ex 11 V559D Loss NA WD L Epitheloid & Spindle
F 27 Stomach KIT ex 11 556_573del Loss NA AWD 1 Spindle
M 71 Stomach KIT ex II V560_G565del Loss NA AWD H Spindle
M 72 Stomach PDGFRA ex 18 D842_M844del Loss NA WD I Epitheloid
M 72 Stomach KIT ex 11 K558_V559delinsN Loss NA AWD H Spindle
M 62 Stomach KIT ex 11 V554D Loss NA WD 1 Spindle
M 67 Stomach KIT ex 11 W557_K558del Diploid NA DOD H Spindle
M 69 Stomach PDGFRA ex 18 D 842J843del Loss NA WD 1 Spindle
M 74 Stomach KIT ex 11 V560D Loss NA DOD H Epitheloid
F 48 Stomach KIT ex 11 K550_V555del Loss NA WD H Spindle
M 49 Stomach PD G FR A ex 18 D842V Trisomy NA WD H Epitheloid
M 68 Stomach PDGFRA ex 12 V561D Loss NA WD I Epitheloid & Spindle
M 50 Stomach PD GFR Aex 18 D842V Loss NA WD L Epitheloid
F 71 Stomach KIT ex 11 W557_K558del Loss NA AWD H Epitheloid
F 46 Stomach PD GFR Aex 18 D842V Diploid NA WD I Epitheloid
F 24 Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA Epitheloid
F 22 Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA Epitheloid
F 20 Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA Epitheloid
F 15 Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA Epitheloid
F 22 Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA Epitheloid
M 13 Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA Epitheloid
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Location Genotype Mutation I4q32 Status SDHB Follow-up Risk
IHC

Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT Diploid negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT Diploid negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT Diploid negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT Diploid negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT Diploid negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT Diploid negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT Diploid negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Stomach KIT ex 9 S476I NA positive NA NA
Stomach KIT ex 11 Y553_W557del NA positive NA NA
Stomach BRAF ex 15 V600E Diploid positive NA NA
Jejunal WT WT Diploid positive NA NA

Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA positive NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA NA NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Jejunal WT WT Diploid positive NA NA

Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA
Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA



Case Sex Age Location Genotype M utation 14q32 Status SDHB
IHC

Follow-up Risk Histology

66 F 54 Ileum WT WT Diploid positive NA NA Spindle
67 F 18 Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA Epitheloid
68 F 55 Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA Epitheloid
69 F 49 Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA Epitheloid
70 F 31 Stomach WT WT NA negative NA NA Epitheloid
71 M 45 Ileum WT WT Trisomy positive NA NA Epitheloid
72 F 46 Stomach WT WT NA positive NA NA Spindle

Key: NA Not Available, W T w ild-type, W D W ithout disease, AWD Alive with Disease, DOD Died of Disease, H High Risk, I In term ediate  Risk, L Low Risk, *Syndrom ic

G IST

Table 3-1: Full Patient Cohort.

Patient cohort w ith  dem ograph ics including; age, sex , syndrom ic association  and outcom e as w ell as data pertaining to tum ours including: 

anatom ic location , h isto log ica l typ e, K IT /P D G F R A /B R A F  mutational status and I4q status by flu orescence in situ hybridisation, risk stratification  

and S D H B  IHC results w here availab le .
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3.3) miRNA Profiling

3.3.1) H ierarchical clustering o f miRNAs

U nsupervised hierarchical c lustering o f  all m iR N A s split the samples into two main 

clusters; clusters A and B (Figure 3-5), with cluster B further subdivided into c lusters B1 

and B2. A dult m utan t cases were located in Clusters  A and B1 and paediatric GISTs were 

located in C luster B2, while adult w ild-type G ISTs were  dispersed am ongst both adult 

m utan t and paediatric wild-type cases (Figure 3-5). The clear split (clusters A and B l )  

within the adult m utant cohort was due to the differential expression o f  forty-seven 

m iR N A s (Table  3-2) located on chrom osom e 14q at the regions 14q32.2 and 14q32.31, 

show ing higher expression in cases located in cluster A.
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Figure 3-5: Full heatmap generated from complete miRNA expression data from all 73 cases.

A t the left o f  the heatm ap is case data including adult/paediatric categorisation, anatom ic location o f  tum our, K IT /P D G F R A /B R A F  

m utational status, risk stratifica tion  for adult m utant cases, and w here available; C arney triad/dyad status, SDH B im m unoreactiv ity  and 14q 

genom ic status o f  the tum our. B lack =  positive for feature listed. For adult/paediatric categorisation, b lack =  adult, grey  = paediatric; for 

K IT /P D G FR A /B R A F  b lack =  m utation  positive, grey =  w ild-type; black = Carney triad diagnosed; for anatom ic location o f  tum our, grey = 

stom ach, red = retroperitoneum , yellow  =  je junum ; orange = ileum ; for risk, red = low, black =  interm ediate, green = high and grey  = 

unavailable. For 14q loss and SD H B  status, black =  positive; dark grey = tested and negative, grey = not tested. The clusters are designated  

A, B, w ith subclusters B 1, B2 and B2a and B2b to  facilitate d iscussion o f  findings.
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14q32 miRNAs

miR-127-3p miR-376b miR-487a

miR-127-5p miR-376c miR-487b

miR-134 miR-377* miR-493*

miR-136* miR-379 miR-493

miR-154* miR-381 miR-494

miR-154 miR-382 miR-495

miR-299-5p miR-409-3p miR-539

miR-323-3p miR-409-5p miR-541

miR-329 miR-410 miR-543

miR-337-3p miR-411* miR-544

miR-337-5p miR-411 miR-654-3p

miR-369-3p miR-431* miR-654-5p

mlR-369-5p miR-431 miR-668

miR-370 miR-432 miR-758

miR-376a* miR-433 miR-889

miR-376a miR-485-3p

Table 3-2: List of miRNAs that split the Adult Mutant Cases.

The forty-seven miRNAs that spht the adult mutant GISTs into clusters A and B 1 are 

all located on 14q32.2 and 14q32.31 and all o f  these showed higher expression in 

cases from cluster A compared to cases from cluster B 1.
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Follow ing rem oval o f  the dom inan t 14q m iR N A  cluster from the heatmap, the split 

be tw een  adult m utant and paediatric w ild-type G lS T s  was accentuated (Figure 3-6), with 

the sam ples split into clusters C and D, such that adult m utan t cases are in cluster C and 

paediatric  wild-type cases in c luster D (Figure 3-6). Both clusters can be further subdivided 

into C l ,  C2, D1 and D2. The adult w ild-type cases rem ained  dispersed am ongst both adult 

m utan t and paediatric wild-type cases on this m odified  heatm ap and the w ild-type  small 

bowel and retroperitoneal G lST s all clustered tightly together in C luster C2 with the adult 

m utan t cases (Figure 3-6).
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Figure 3-6: Heatmap minus dominant 14q miRNA expression.

T he clusters are designated  C and D w ith subclusters C l ,  C2, D l and D2 to facilitate the d iscussion o f  findings. C ase d a ta  are as delineated  

in figure 3-5. B lack =  positive fo r feature listed. For adult/paediatric categorisation , black =  adult, grey =  paediatric; for 

K IT /P D G FR A /B R A F  black =  m utation  positive, grey =  w ild-type; black = Carney triad diagnosed; for anatom ic location  o f  tum our, grey = 

stom ach, red = re troperitoneum , yellow  = je junum ; orange = ileum ; for risk, red = low, black =  interm ediate, green =  high and grey  = 

unavailable. For 14q loss and SD H B status, black =  positive; dark grey = tested and negative, grey = not tested.
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In both heatmaps (Figures 3-5 and 3-6), the SDHB immunohistochemistry status underpins 

the clustering, such that the SDHB-positive wild-type gastric, small bowel and 

retroperitoneal cases cluster with the adult mutant cases, while SDHB negative adult wild- 

type cases cluster with the paediatric wild-type cases. Sixteen miRNAs were found to be 

significantly differentially expressed between SDHB positive and SDHB negative cases. 

Cluster B2 (Figure 3-5) can be subdivided into Cluster B2a and B2b. All known Camey 

triad/Camey-Stratakis syndrome patients fall into Cluster B2b.

3.3.2) Technical validation of miRNA Arrays

The miRNAs selected for technical validation of the TaqMan® low density array (TLDA) 

cards were miR-455-5p, which was significantly upregulated in mutant GIST (p<0.00003), 

and miRNAs miR-488 and miR-124, which were significantly upregulated in wild-type 

GISTs (p<0.05). Real-time RT-qPCR was carried out for fourteen selected cases with 

sufficient quantity and quality RNA showed concordance with the array results (Figure 3-

7).
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Figure 3-7: Technical validation of the arrays.

Real-time RT-qPCR for mature miR-124, miR-488 and miR-455-5p in fourteen 

selected samples demonstrated concordance with array results, such that miR-124 and 

miR-488 showed higher expression in wild-type compared to mutant GIST, and miR- 

455-5p showed higher expression in mutant compared to wild-type GIST. Figure 3-7B 

showed a large variation between the median and maximum miRNA expression value 

in wild-type GISTs, indicating some biological variation in the expression levels of 

miR-488 in paediatric wild-type GISTs. RT-qPCR was performed using TaqMan® 

FAM labelled primers, mature miRNAs levels were relative to RNU48. RT-qPCR 

results were the average o f three experiments each conducted in triplicate. RQ -  

relative mature miRNA expression.
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3.3.3) Pair-wise comparisons of miRNA expression between sub-groups of GIST

Pair-wise comparisons o f  miRNA expression between all clinical subgroups o f GIST listed 

in table 3-3 were carried out to identify significantly differentially expressed miRNAs.

Pairwise Comparisons of clinical subgroups of GIST

1) Adult m utant versus paediatric

2) Adult wild-type versus paediatric wild-type

3) Adult wild-type versus adult mutant

4) Adult wild-type versus adult mutant

5) All wild-type versus all mutant

6) Cases in cluster B2a versus B2b 

Where relevant data were available

7) SDHB positive versus SDHB negative

8) 14q loss versus no loss

For adult mutant samples alone:

9) High versus low risk

10) Outcome: died o f  disease/alive with disease versus no evidence o f disease

Table 3-3; GIST subgroup comparisons.

The table lists comparisons between GIST subgroups used to identify significantly 

differentially expressed miRNAs between these clinical subgroups of GIST.
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Apart from the comparison adult wild-type vs. paediatric wild-type GIST, the paired 

comparisons listed in table 3-3 highlighted significant differences in miRNA expression. 

The significantly differentially expressed miRNAs are listed in Table 3-4. Review o f the 

putative targets of these miRNAs, using TargetScan (Lewis et al., 2005, Grimson et al., 

2007, Friedman et a l, 2009), showed that many are predicted to target genes of known 

biological importance in GIST, including KIT, PDGFRA, IGFIR, M APKl and 5D //genes
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C om oarison  1 C om oarison 3 C om oarison 4 C om oarison 5 C om oarison 6 C om oarison 7

A dult M u tan t vs. P aed iatric A dult (all) vs. Paediatric A dult w ild-tvoe vs. 
Adult M utant

All W ild-tvoe vs. All 
M utant B2a vs. B2b SDHB+ vs. SDHB-

miRs hitzher in ad u lt m u tan t miRs h igher in adu lt
miRs higher in adult 

W T
miRs higher in All W ild- 

rv Q c

miRs higher in 
B2b

miRs h igher in SDHB+

let-7f-2* mlR-193b miR-625 miR-422a let-7d miR-132

m iR-l39-5p miR-455-3p miR-638 miR-423-5p let-7g m iR -l46a

1 miR-152 miR-455-5p miR-744 miR-450a let-7e* miR-193b

miR-181a-2* miR-923 miR-450b-5p miR-7-1* miR-193b*

m iR -l93b*
miRs h igher in paed iatric

miRs higher in adult

miR-452 miR-17 miR-455-3p

m iR-I93b* m iR-125b-l* m utan t miR-488 miR-20b miR-455-5p

ttiiR-340 miR-186 let-7f-2* miR-488* miR-26b* miR-484

miR-365 miR-488 miR-365 miR-491-5p miR-26-b-2* miR-886-5p

miR-455-3p raiR-551b* miR-455-3p miR-523 miR-30b

miR-455-5p miR-576-3p miR-542-5p miR-30c
miRs h igher in SDHB-

miR-886-3p C om parisons miR-548b-5p miR-93* miR-125b

miR-886-5p C om oarison 4 All W ild-tvoe vs. All 
M u tant

miR-551b* miR-106a miR-450b

A dult W ild - tV D C  vs. A dult
M utan t

miRs higher in All W T miR-576-3p miR-125a-5p miR-488

miRs h ish e r in p aed ia tric  G IST miRs h igher in ad u lt W T
lel-7d miR-590-5p miR-126 miR-488*

miR-7-2* miR-16 miR-16 miR-625 miR-132 miR-542-3p

miR-15a miR-20b miR-20b miR-638 miR-191 m iR-55Ib

miR-16 miR-28-3p miR-28-3p miR-873 miR-212 miR-576-3p

miR-34c-5p miR-34c-5p miR-34c-5p miR-923 miR-331-3p miR-769-5p

miR-125a-3p miR-124 miR-124 miR-339-3p

m iR -I25b-l* miR-125a-3p miR-l25a-3p miR-340*

m iR-126 miR-126* miR-125b-l* miR-342-3p
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ConiDiirisoii 1 C oiiiparison  4 C'oiiiDiirisonS

A dult M utant vs. Paediatric
A dult W ild -typ e vs. A dult  

M utant
A ll W ild-tvpe vs. All 

M utant

. .. . _______  m iRs h ieher in adult W ild-iRs higher in oaed iatr ic  G IST  ------------ “----------------------------
 ------------  type

m iR -129-3p

m iR -186

m iR-190

m iR-126

m iR-129.3p

m iR -129.5p

miRs higher in All 
W ild-tvpe

m iR-126

miR-126*

m iR-129-3p

m lR-192 m iR-155 m iR-129-5p

m iR -210 m iR-181a-2* m iR-155

m iR-214 m iR-185 m iR -l81a-2*

m iR-345

m iR -361-5p

m iR-383

m iR-186

m iR-197

m iR-202

m iR-184

miR-185

m iR-186

m iR -422a m iR-210 m iR-192

m iR -423-5p m iR-214 m iR-197

m iR -450a m iR-33 l-5p m iR-202

m iR -450b-5p

m iR-488*

m iR-488

m iR -339-3p

m iR-345

m iR -361-5p

m iR-210 

m iR-214 

m iR-33 l-5p

155

C om parison 5 C om parison 6

All W ild-type vs. All 
M utant

miRs higher in All M utant

m iR-let-7f-2*

m iR-152

m iR-154

m iR -l93b

m iR-193b*

m iR-302b

m iR-324-5p

miR-365

m iR-377*

m iR-410

m iR-455-3p

m iR-455-5p

m iR-668

m iR-744

B2a vs. B2b

miRs higher in 
B2b

m iR -361-5p

m iR-362-3p

m iR-363

m iR -374a

m iR-374b

m iR-484

m iR -532-3p

m iR-598

m iR -671-3p

m iR-708

m iR-744*

m iR s h igher in B2a 

m iR-572

C om parison 8

14g Loss vs. No Loss

m iRs higher with no 

I4q  Loss

m iR-20b

C om parison 9

High vs. Low Risk

miRs higher in low risk  

m iR -150

C om parison  10

D O D /A W D  vs. N ED

miRs higher in 

DO D /A W D

m iR -19b



C om parison  I 

A dult M utant vs. Paediatric

niiRs higher in pacd iatric G IST

m iR -4 9 I-5 p

m iR -523

m iR -542-5p

m iR -551b»

m iR -576-3p

m iR -590-5p

C om parison  4 

A dult W ild -tvpe vs. A dult 
M utant

m iR s higher in adult W T

m iR -422a

m iR -450a

m iR -452

m iR-523

m iR -542-5p

m iR -548b-5p

C om parisons  

All W ild-t> pe vs. All 
M utant 

mIRs higher in All W T

m iR -338-3p 

m iR-339-3p 

m iR-340 

m iR-342-3p 

m iR-345 

miR-361 -5p

Table 3-4: Significantly Differentially Expressed miRNAs between the various clinical subgroups of GIST.

The table lists m iRN A s significantly (P<0.05) differentially expressed between the clinical subgroups o f  GIST with the pairwise 

comparisons as listed in Table 3-3.



3.3.4) Bioinform atic evaluation of miRNA: m RNA Interactions

The data were interrogated for Hkely significant biological interactions between 

diametrically expressed miRNAs and mRNAs as described in section 2.5.7.2. To 

determine if  any differentially expressed miRNAs were predicted to target these 

inversely expressed mRNAs we used the TargetScan database o f predicted interactions 

(Lewis et al., 2005, Grimson et al., 2007, Friedman et al., 2009). In the comparison of 

significantly up-regulated mRNAs with paralleled down-regulated miRNAs in the 

paediatric versus adult mutant classes, we observed a significantly (p<0.006) higher 

degree o f predicted interactions than expected. These are listed in table 3-5. These 

bioinformatic data suggest that the differential expression of these mRNAs may be due 

at least in part to post-transcriptional regulation by these differentially expressed 

miRNAs.

Predicted m iRNA:m RNA diam etric interactions
Genes higher with m iRNAs lower in paediatric  

versus adult mutant
Gene m iRNA

ANK3 miR-139-5p
IGFIR miR-152

NLGN4X miR-193b
FZD2 miR-340

VEGFA miR-365
PHKAl miR-455-5p

miR-455-3p
miR-886-3p
miR-886-5p

Table 3-5; Diametric mRNA:miRNA comparison: genes higher with miRNAs 

lower in paediatric versus adult mutant GIST

The table lists the diametrically expressed mRNA:miRNA pairings for which 

significantly higher than expected (p<0.006) interactions were predicted by 

TargetScan. Analysis was carried out using published mRNA expression data, for 

the comparison; genes higher with miRNAs lower in paediatric versus adult 

mutant.
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From the full, raw unpublished gene expression dataset (Janeway et al., 2007), only for 

the comparison where gene expression was higher and miRNAs lower in mutant versus 

wild-type GIST, were the predicted mRNA: miRNA interactions significantly over

represented (p<0.0121), suggesting that these interactions, listed in table 3-6, might be 

functionally relevant.

Predicted miRNArmRNA diametric 
interactions

Genes higher with miRNAs lower in
mutant versus wild-type GIST

Genes miRNA
IG FIR miR-509-5p

PPARGCIA miR-330-3p
PRDM16 miR-455-5p
VEGFA miR-152

miR-193b
miR-302b
miR-365

Table 3-6; Diametric mRNA-.miRNA comparison; genes higher with miRNAs 

lower in mutant versus wild-type GIST

The table lists the diametrically expressed mRNA:iniRNA pairings for which 

significantly higher than expected (p<0.0121) interactions were predicted by 

TargetScan. Analysis was carried out using unpublished mRNA expression data, 

for the comparison: genes higher with miRNAs lower in mutant versus wild-type.

3.4) Methylation analysis of 14q32 region

While 14q loss is a common genomic observation with disease progression in adult 

mutant GIST, it is immediately obvious from the heatmap annotations (Figure 3-5), that 

there is no direct correlation between 14q miRNA expression and 14q genomic status 

(in cases where it was possible to investigate 14q loss by FISH), in the sense that even 

cases with 14q loss by FISH had higher 14q miRNA expression than cases without 14q 

loss. Eighty-two percent o f adult mutant cases tested show 14q32 loss (Table 3-1). This
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is a known imprinted region on 14q32 and all miRNAs in this region are derived from 

one transcript which is maternally expressed (Seitz et al., 2004).

We hypothesised that differential allelic losses in this imprinted region might explain 

the observed miRNA expression patterns. In other words, loss of 14q32 involving the 

paternal allele would effectively be silent and so, despite evidence o f genomic loss by 

FISH, the maternal expressed allele would be retained, explaining continued detectable 

expression o f the miRNAs on the heatmap for such cases. We tested this by examining 

the methylation status o f the 14q region. Preferential loss o f the paternal [silent] allele 

was observed in 75% [9/12, o f which 2 = adult wild-type] of cases tested from Cluster 

A, where there is relative preservation of 14q miRNA expression (Figure 3-8A), while 

the expressing maternal allele is preferentially lost in 83% [5/6, o f which 2 = adult wild- 

type] o f cases tested from Clusters B1 (Figure 3-8B), The remaining cases tested from 

clusters A and B1 all showed normal methylation patterns. The paediatric cases tested 

show normal methylation patterns in conjunction with an absence o f genomic losses of 

the 14q region, such that their relatively lower expression o f 14q miRNAs in this cohort 

must be accounted for by some other mechanism.

Methylation analysis o f the GIST cell lines GIST TI and GIST882 showed the 

GIST882 cells had lost the active maternal allele (Figure 3-8C), which corresponds to 

the low expression of the 14q32 miRNAs in this cell line (Figure 3-12). GIST T l cells 

however showed the presence o f both paternal and maternal bands (Figure 3-8C), 

despite known 14q32 loss (Taguchi et al., 2002). This corresponds to the retained 14q32 

miRNA expression seen in these cells (Figure 3-12).
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Figure 3-8: 14q32 UPD results.

A: Agarose gel showing loss of paternal allele in cluster A. Lane 1: Molecular 

marker, Lane 2: NTC-no template control. Lane 3: normal sample, Lane 4: normal 

unconverted sample. Lane 5: positive maternal UPD14 control. Lanes 6-8: adult 

mutant cases. B: Agarose gel showing loss o f  the maternal allele in cluster B2. 

Lane 1: Molecular marker, Lane 2: NTC-no template control. Lane 3: normal 

sample. Lane 4: normal unconverted sample. Lane 5: positive maternal UPD14 

control. Lanes 6-7: adult mutant cases. C: Agarose gel showing loss o f the 

maternal allele in GIST882 cells. GIST T1 cells showing a faint maternal band, 

maintaining 14q32 miRNA expression. Lane 1: molecular marker. Lane 2: NTC- 

no template control. Lane 3: unconverted normal control. Lane 4: normal sample. 

Lane 5: GIST T l, Lane 6: GIST882.
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3.5) 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine Treatment

GIST882 cells were chosen for further analysis involving treatment with 5-Aza-2’- 

deoxycytidine, as they show loss of the maternal allele and the paternal allele is silent 

through methylation (Figure 3-9A and B). 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine was used to attempt 

to de-methylate the paternal allele and restore miRNA expression. Individual TaqMan® 

assays for miR-382 or miR-410 (both from the 14q32 cluster) were used to assess the 

change in miRNA expression levels. Daily treatment with 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 or 30|iM of 5- 

Aza-2’deoxycytidine over a 72 hour period showed no significant increase in miRNA 

expression (Figure 3-9 A and B). Two separate recovery treatments (Section 2-15), 

involving a single treatment with a range of 0-100 |iM 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine (Figure 

3-9C) and a second range o f 0-60 |iM 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine (Figure 3-9D) showed no 

increase in miRNA expression (Figure 3-9C and D).
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Figure 3-9. 5 ’Aza Treatment o f GIST882 Cells.

Daily treatment o f GIST882 cells with 5-aza-2-deoxycytidine at varying 

concentrations over a 72 hour period (A & B) showed no significant increase in 

miR-382 expression, measured using real-time RT-qPCR. Recovery treatments 

using either one treatment (C) (D) o f 5 -A za-2’deoxycytid ine in GISTS82 cells 

also showed no significant increase in miR-410 expression levels. RNU48 was 

used as the endogenous control. All samples were compared to cells treated only 

with DMSO (0|iM ). Each RT-qPCR result is the average o f two independent 

experiments.

■ 0).iM

■ lOfiM

■ ZOfiM

■ 30mM

■
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3.6) miRNA Transfections and mRNA and miRNA Real-Time qPCR

miRNAs from the miRNAimRNA interaction analysis (Tables 3-5 and 3-6) were 

selected for transfection using pre-miRNAs, based on their predicted interaction with 

the genes IGFIR  (let-7b, miR-455-5p), SDHC (miR-34c-5p, miR-185) and VEGFA 

(miR-302b), which are of known interest in GIST biology. Furthermore, miRNAs from 

the 14q32 cluster (miR-154, miR-382, miR-410 and miR-494) were selected for 

transfection.

Prior to transfection, individual TaqMan® miRNA assays were used to assess the 

endogenous levels of the miRNAs miR-302b and miR-34c-5p and the 14q32 miRNAs; 

miR-154, miR-382, miR-410 and miR-494 in both GIST T1 cells and GIST882 cells, 

using spleen and tonsil RNA as controls. In GIST T1 cells the miRNAs, miR-302b 

(Figure 3-10) and miR-34c-5p (Figure 3-11) showed low levels of expression compared 

to GIST882 cells, and tonsil and spleen controls (Figures 3-10 and 3-11), whereas the 

14q32 miRNAs showed higher expression levels in the GIST T1 cells compared with 

GIST882 (Figure 3-12).
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G IST T l GISTS8

Figure 3-10: Endogenous levels of miR-302b in GIST Cells.

Endogenous level o f miR-302b, which was higher in all mutant GISTs, were 

tested using TaqMan® FAM labelled probes for the mature mlRNAs using Real

time RT-qPCR. Reactions were performed in triplicate using RNU48 as a 

reference gene. Spleen and tonsil RNA were used as controls with the spleen 

sample set with an RQ value o f 1. miR-302b showed low expression in GIST T1 

cells compared to GIST882 cells.
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Spleeji Tonsil GISTTl GISTSS:

Figure 3-11: Endogenous levels of miR-34c-5p in GIST Cells.

Endogenous levels o f miRNAs miR-34c-5p, wliich was higher in all wild-type and 

paediatric GISTs, were tested using TaqMan® FAM labelled probes for the 

mature miRNAs using Real-time RT-qPCR. Reactions were perfonned in 

triplicate using RNU48 as a reference gene. Spleen and tonsil RNA were used as 

controls with the spleen sample set with an RQ value o f 1. miR-34c-5p showed 

low expression in GIST T1 cells compared to GIST882 cells.
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Figure 3-12: Endogenous levels of 14q32 miRNAs in GIST cells.

Real-time RT-qPCR results showing the endogenous levels o f four selected 14q32 

miRNAs in GIST T1 and G1ST882 cell lines using TaqMan® FAM labelled 

probes for mature miR-154, miR-382, miR-410 and miR-494. Reactions were 

performed in triplicate using RNU48 as a reference gene. Spleen and tonsil RNA 

were used as controls with the spleen sample set with and RQ value o f 1. All four 

miRNAs showed low expression in G1ST882 cells compared to GIST T1 cells.
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3.7) GIST882 Cells

3.7.1) miRNA Transfections and mRNA and mlRNA Real-Time qPCR

In GIST882 cells individual TaqMan® miRNA assays showed upregulation o f miR- 

34c-5p and miR-302b after transfection (Figures 3-13 & 3-14). The 14q32 miRNAs 

miR-154, miR-382, miR-410 and miR494 all showed upregulation 48 hours after 

transfection in GIST882 cells (Figure 3-15) and miRNAs miR-154 and miR-494 levels 

remained high 96 hours after transfection (Figures 3-16 and 3-17).
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Figure 3-13: RT-qPCR for miR-34c-5p after transfection in GIST882 

cells.

Real-time RT-qPCR of miRNAs miR-34c-5p 48 hrs after transfection in 

GIST882 cells with the precursor (?) miRNAs P34c-5p, showing increase 

in miRNA levels compared to the SCR control. RT-qPCR results are the 

average o f two experiments each conducted in triplicate. RNU48 was used 

as endogenous control.
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Figure 3-14: RT-qPCR for miR-302b after transfection in GIST882 

cells.

Real-time RT-qPCR of miRNAs miR-302b, 48 hrs after transfection in 

GIST882 cells with the precursor (P) miRNA P302b, showing increase in 

miRNA levels compared to the SCR control. RNU48 was used as 

endogenous control and RT-qPCR results are the average of two 

experiments each conducted in triplicate.
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Figure 3-15: RT-qPCR for 14q32 miRNAs 48hrs after transfection in 

GIST882 cells.

Real-time RT-qPCR of 14q32 miRNAs, miR-154 (A), miR-382 (B), miR-410 (C) 

and miR-494 (D), 48hrs after transfection with corresponding precursor into 

GIST882 cells. All samples were compared to the SCR control with an RQ value 

of 1 and show upregulation in the cells. RNU48 was used as reference genes. R T- 

qPCR results are the average o f two experiments each conducted in triplicate.
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Figure 3-16: RT-qPCR for 14q32 miRNA miR-154 48 & 96hrs after 

transfection in GIST882 cells.

miR-154 upregulation at 48 and 96 hours after transfection into GIST882 cells, 

compared to the SCR control which has a RQ value o f 1, as measured by real-time 

RT-qPCR. Reactions were run in triplicate and RNU48 was used as a reference 

gene. RT-qPCR results are the average o f two experiments each conducted in 

triplicate.
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Figure 3-17: RT-qPCR for 14q32 miRNA miR-494 48 & 96hrs after 

transfection in GIST882 ceils.

miR-494 upregulation at 48 at 48 and 96 hours after transfection into GIST882 

cells compared to the scrambled (SCR) control, which has an RQ value o f 1, 

measured by real-time qPCR. RT-qPCR results are the average o f two experiments 

each conducted in triplicate.
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Real-time RT-qPCR for the genes of interest IGFIR and VEGFA, showed no change in 

mRNA levels 48 hours after transfection with miR-455-5p (Figure 3-18) or miR-302b 

(Figure 3-19), respectively.

IG F IR

Figure 3-18: RT-qPCR for IGFIR 48hrs Post-Transfection.

Real-time RT-qPCR for IGFIR mRNA after transfection with precursors (P) 

miRNA P455-5p into GIST882 cells. All reactions were run with 18S rRNA as the 

endogenous control. No change in mRNA expression levels was detected 

following transfection. RT-qPCR results are the average o f two experiments each 

conducted in triplicate.
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Figure 3-19: RT-qPCR for VEGFA 48hours Post-Transfection.

Real-time RT-qPCR for VEGFA mRNA after transfection with precursors (P) 

miRNA P302b into GIST882 cells. All reactions were run with 18S rRNA as the 

endogenous control. No change in mRNA expression levels was detected 

following transfection. RT-qPCR results are the average o f two experiments each 

conducted in triplicate.

3.7.2) Proliferation Assay

MTS was used to determine the effect o f ectopic miRNA expression on the growth and 

viability o f GIST882 cells after transfection with the precursors miR-494 and miR- 

302b, however the cells were difficult to transfect with siPORT NeoFx, with the 

positive control for decreased cell proliferation (siKinesin) failing to inhibit cell grow 

over a 96 hour period (Figures 3-20 and 3-21).
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Figure 3-20: Cell proliferation assay after m iR-494 transfection in GIST882 

cells.

M TS assay afte r transfection  w ith m iR N A  precursor P494 into G IST 882 cells. 

R esults show ed no effect on cell proliferation  over a 96 hour period. Cell 

p ro liferation  w as com pared  to  the SCR control. siK inesin  a positive contro l for 

decreased cell pro liferation , show ed cell g row th sim ilar to the SCR control, 

suggesting  ineffic iency  o f  transfections. R esults are the average o f  th ree 

experim en ts w ith six  rep licates in each. E rror bars are calcu lated  using standard  

error o f  the m ean. S C R -scram bled  o ligonucleo tide control, K IN -siK inesin , N T C - 

non-transfected  C ontrol.
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Figure 3-21: Cell proliferation assay after m iR-302b transfection in GIST882 

cells.

M TS assay after transfection  w ith m iR N A  precursor P 302b  into G1ST882 cells, 

show ed no effect on cell p ro liferation  over a 96 hour period. Cell p roliferation  w as 

com pared  to the SCR contro l. siK inesin  a positive contro l for decreased cel! 

pro liferation , show ed cell g row th suggesting  inefficiency o f  transfections. E rror 

bars are calcu lated  using standard erro r o f  the m ean. SC R -scram bled  

o ligonucleo tide  contro l, K lN -siK inesin , N T C -non-transfected  C ontrol.
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3.7.3) Transfection Reagent Comparison

Lipofectamine 2000 was used as an alternative transfection reagent and miR-494, which 

has recently been shown to target KIT in G1ST882 cells, inhibiting cell growth, and 

miR-34a were used as alternative positive controls for cell growth inhibition. As 

GIST882 cells are very slow growing and no inhibition was seen at 96 hours (Figure 3- 

20), a longer time point 216 hours for Lipofectamine 2000 and 264 hours for siPO RT 

NeoFx were used. MTS assays showed no significant decrease in GIST882 cell growth 

after 216 or 264 hours with either Lipofectamine 2000 or siPORT NeoFx (Figure 3-22).
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Figure 3-22; Cell proliferation assay com paring transfection reagents in 

GIST882.

MTS assays after transfection, using Lipofectamine 2000 (A) or SiPORT NeoFx 

(B) with the miRNA precursors P494 (known to inhibit GIST882 proliferation) and 

P34a (known to inhibit cell proliferation) into GIST882 cells over a 216 and 264 

hour period respectively. Error bars are calculated using standard error o f  the mean. 

No significant decrease in proliferation, measured using a student’s t-test, was 

observed in GIST882 cells with either transfection reagent. Results are the average 

o f  two experiments. SCR-scrambled oligonucleotide control, K lN-siK inesin, NTC- 

non-transfected control.
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While individual TaqMan assays, performed at 96 and 264 hours for miR-494 showed 

an increase in miR-494 levels with both transfection reagents (Figure 3-23A and B), 

KIT expression levels assessed in the same samples, at the same time-points, showed no 

convincing decrease in KIT mRNA levels in cells transfected with siPORT NeoFx or 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Figure 3-24A and B).
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Figure 3-23: miR-494 expression after NeoFx and Lipofectamine 2000 

transfections.

miR-494 expression levels were measured in GIST882 cells after transfection with 

miR-494 (known to inhibit KIT in GIST882 cells), at 96 and 264 hours using RT- 

qPCR. RNU48 was used as the endogenous control for miRNA analysis. 

Upregulation o f miRNA was observed with NeoFx (A) and Lipofectamine 2000 

(B). All results are compared to SCR control with a RQ value o f 1. RT-qPCR 

results are the average o f two experiments each conducted in triplicate.
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Figure 3-24: KIT expression after NeoFx and Lipofectamine 2000 

transfections.

KIT mRNA expression levels were measured in GIST882 cells after transfection 

with miR-494 at 96 and 264 hours using RT-qPCR. 18S rRNA was used as the 

endogenous control gene for mRNA analysis. No decrease in KIT mRNA was 

seen was observed with either transfection reagent (A and B). All results are 

compared to SCR control with a RQ value o f 1. RT-qPCR results are the average 

o f two experiments each conducted in triplicate.
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Due to the slow growing nature o f the GIST882 cells, the difficulties in consistent 

transfection and their unsuitability for scratch or invasion assays the decision was made 

to discontinue the use o f these cells in our functional analysis in this study, using only 

G IST T l cells.

3.8) GIST T1

3.8.1) m iRNA Transfections and m RNA and miRNA Real-Tim e qPCR

Individual TaqMan® miRNA assays were also used to assess the level o f miRNA 

upregulation in GIST T1 cells after transfection. All miRNAs tested (Figures 3-25, 3-26 

and 3-27) showed upregulation of the miRNAs 48 and 96 hours after transfection, with 

miR-302b and miR-34c-5p showing high levels of upregulation (Figures 3-25 and 3- 

26).
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Figure 3-25: RT-qPCR after miR-34c-5p transfection in GIST T1 cells.

Real-time RT-qPCR of GIST T1 cells, for miR-34c-5p, 48hrs and 96hrs after 

transfection with the pre-miR precursors P34c-5p. RNU48 was used as the 

reference gene. All samples are compared to the SCR control with an RQ of 1. 

RT-qPCR results are the average of two experiments each conducted in triplicate.
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Figure 3-26; RT-qPCR after miR-302b transfection in GIST T1 cells.

Real-time RT-qPCR o f GIST T1 cells 48 and 96hrs for and miR-302b, after 

transfection with the pre-miR precursors P302b. All samples are compared to the 

SCR control with an RQ o f 1. RT-qPCR results are the average of two 

experiments each conducted in triplicate. RNU48 was used as the reference gene.
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Figure 3-27: RT-qPCR after 14q32 miRNA transfection in GIST T1 cells.

Real-time RT-qPCR o f GIST T1 cells 48hrs and 96hrs for 14q32 miRNAs miR- 

154, miR-382, miR-410 and miR-494, after transfection with pre-miR precursors 

P I 54 (A), P382 (B), P410 (C) and P494 (D). RNU48 was used as the reference 

gene and were performed in triplicate. All samples are compared to the SCR 

control with an RQ o f 1.
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Real-time RT-qPCR for each gene o f  interest 48 and 96 hours post-transfection showed 

no downregulation o f  IG FIR  (Figure 3-28A and B), SDHC (Figure 3-29A and B) or 

VEGFA (Figure 3-30) mRNA.

IGFIR

Figure 3-28: IGFIR mRNA levels after transfection with miR-455-5p and let- 

7b.

IGFIR mRNA levels in GIST T1 cells were measured using real-time RT-qPCR 

after transfection with the precursors P455-5p (A) and Plet-7b (B) at 48 and 96hrs. 

All reactions were run in triplicate and I8S rRNA was used as the reference gene. 

Neither miRNA showed a decrease in IGFIR mRNA expression levels. SCR control 

has an RQ value of 1. Results are the average of three experiments.
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Figure 3-29: SDHC mRNA levels after transfection with miR-185 and miR- 

34c-5p.

SDHC mRNA levels in GIST T1 cells were measured using real-time RT-qPCR 

after transfection with the precursors P I85 (A) and P34c-5p (B) at 48 and 96hrs. 

All reactions were run in triplicate and 18S rRNA was used as the reference gene. 

Transfection with neither miRNAs produced a significant change in SDHC mRNA 

expression levels. SCR control has an RQ value of 1. Results are the average of 

two experiments.
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Figure 3-30: VEGFA mRNA after transfection with miR-302b in GIST T1 

cells.

Real-time RT-qPCR for VEGFA mRNA in GIST T1 cells, 48 and 96hrs after 

transfection with the precursor P302b. Reactions were performed in triplicate 

using 18s rRNA as reference gene. SCR control has an RQ of 1. No significant 

change in VEGFA mRNA levels was observed after transfection. Results are the 

average o f three experiments.
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Double transfections, involving the transfection o f two miRNAs into the cells showed 

no significant change in IGFIR mRNA (Figure 3-31) or SDHC mRNA (Figure 3-32).
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Figure 3-31: IGFIR mRNA levels after double transfection in GIST T1 cells.

Real-time RT-qPCR for IG FIR  after single and double transfections with the 

miRNA precursors P455-5p and Plet-7b. All reactions were run in triplicate and 

18S rRNA was used as the reference gene. Both miRNAs showed no decrease in 

IG FIR  mRNA expression levels. SCR control has an RQ value o f 1.
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Figure 3-32: SDHC mRNA levels after double transfection in GIST T1 cells.

R eal-tim e R T -qPC R  for SD H C  after single and double transfection  w ith 

precursors PI 85 and P34c-5p. R eactions w ere run in trip licate  using I8S  rRN A  as 

a reference gene. N o change in SD H C m R N A  levels w as observed w ith single or 

double transfections. SCR control has an RQ  value o f  1.

3.8.3) Western Blots

Western blotting for IGFIR  after transfection with m iR-455-5p and let-7b showed no 

change in the protein levels o f  IG F IR  at 48 or 96 hours or in double transfections 

(Figure 3-33A and B). No difference in SDHB protein expression was detected at 96 

hours with single or double transfections o f  m iR-34c-5p or m iR-l 85 (Figure 3-33C).

SD H C

I I I

S C R  P I 85  P.^-4c-5 d P 1 8 5  P?-1c-5
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Figure 3-33: Western blots for IGFIR and SDHB.

W estern blots for IG FIR  (A & B) and SDHC (B). Transfection witii m iR-455-5p 

and let-7b alone or in com bination showed no decrease in IG FIR  protein levels at 

48 or 96 hours (A). Transfection with miR-185 and miR-34c-5p alone or in 

com bination also showed no decrease in SDHC protein levels (B). Beta-actin was 

used a loading control.
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3.8.3) Cell Proliferation Assay

MTS was used to determine the effect o f  ectopic m iRN A expression on the proliferation 

o f  GIST T1 cells after transfection. Ectopic expression o f  miRNAs m iR-302b (higher in 

all mutant GISTs), miR-154 and miR-494 (both from 14q32) showed no effect on the 

growth o f  the cells 96 hours after transfection, compared to the scrambled control 

(Figures 3-34 and 3-36). miR-152 (higher in all mutant) had only minor effect on the 

proliferation o f  the cells (P value = 0.06) at 96 hours (Figure 3-35).

 P?02b

 SCR

 KIN

 NTC

2-llus 481us 21us 961us

Figure 3-34: Cell Proliferation after tniR-302b transfection.

MTS proliferation assay in GIST T1 cells after transfection with miRNA precursor 

P302b. siKinesin (KIN) was used as a positive control for decreased cell 

proliferation. Error bars are calculated using the standard error o f  the mean. 

Statistical significance was calculated using an unpaired student’s t-test. No 

significant (P>0.05) difference in cell proliferation was observed compared to the 

SCR control. SCR-scrambled oligonucleotide control, KIN-siKinesin, NTC-non- 

transfected control. Results are the average o f  two experim ents each conducted 

with six replicates in each.
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Figure 3-35: Cell Proliferation after miR-152 transfection.

M TS pro liferation  assay in G IST  T1 cells afte r transfection  w ith m iR N A  precursor 

P I 52. siK inesin  (K IN ) w as used as a positive control fo r decreased  cell 

pro liferation . E rror bars are calcu lated  using  the standard  error o f  the m ean and 

statistical sign ificance w as calcu lated  using  an unpaired s tu d e n t’s t-test. N o 

sign ifican t (P > 0 .05) d ifference in cell pro liferation  w as observed  com pared  to  the 

SCR control. R esults are the average o f  tw o experim ents each conducted  w ith six 

rep licates in each . S C R -scram bled o ligonucleo tide  control, K lN -siK inesin . N T C - 

non-transfec ted  control.
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Figure 3-36: Cell Proliferation after Transfection o f 14q32 m iRNAs miR-154 

and m iR-494 transfection.

M TS pro liferation  assay in G IS T  T1 cells after transfection  w ith m iR N A  

precursors PI 54 (A) and P494 (B). P ro lifera tion  w as m easured  every 24hrs over a 

96hr period. C hanges in cell p ro liferation  w ere  m easured against the SCR control. 

siK inesin  (K IN ) w as used as a positive control for decreased cell proliferation. 

E rror bars are calcu lated  using the standard  erro r o f  the m ean. S tatistical 

sign ificance w as calcu lated  using  an unpaired  s tuden t’s t-test. N o significant 

(P> 0.05) d ifference in cell p ro liferation  w as observed. R esults are the average o f  

tw o experim en ts each conducted  w ith six rep licates in each. SC R -scram bled  

o ligonucleo tide control, K IN -siK inesin , N T C -non-transfected  control.
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The ectopic expression o f  the m iRN A s m iR-34c-5p (higher in paediatric GIST, adult 

wild-type and all wild-type, comparisons I, 4 and 5 from table 3-4), miR-185 (higher in 

adult wild-type and all wild-type, comparisons 4 and 5 from table 3-4) and miR-190 

(higher in paediatric GIST, com parison I, table 3-4) all had a highly significant 

(P<0.0001) effect, demonstrating a 23.2%, 18% or 9.2% decrease in cell proliferation 

over a 96 hour period, respectively (Figures 3-37, 3-38, 3-39).
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Figure 3-37: Cell Proliferation after ectopic expression o f m iR-34c-5p.

M TS pro liferation  assay over a 96hour period in G IST  T1 cells afte r transfection  

w ith precursor P 34c-5p. m iR -34c-5p  show ed a highly sign ifican t (P< 0.0001) 

decrease in cell pro liferation  afte r 96hrs, com pared  to  the SCR contro l, w ith a 

23 .2%  decrease in cell p roliferation . siK inesin  (K IN ) w as used as a positive 

control for decreased  cell pro liferation . E rror bars w ere calculated  using the 

standard erro r o f  the m ean. S tatistical sign ificance w as calcu lated  using an 

unpaired s tu d en t’s t-test. R esults are the average o f  th ree experim ents. SC R - 

scram bled o ligonucleo tide contro l, K IN -siK inesin , N T C -non-transfected  control. 

Results are the average o f  th ree experim ents, each conducted  w ith six rep licates in 

each.
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Figure 3-38: Cell Proliferation after ectopic expression o f miR-185.

Transfection with the miRNA precursor P I 85 into GIST T1 cells showed a 

significant (P<0.0001) 18% decrease in cell proliferation at 96hours, as m easured 

using the M TS cell proliferation assay. Decrease in proliferation was measured 

against the SCR control. siKinesin was used as a positive control for decreased 

cell proliferation. Error bars were calculated using the standard error o f  the mean. 

Statistical significance was calculated using an unpaired student's t-test. Results 

are the average o f three experiments. SCR-scrambled oligonucleotide control, 

KIN-siKinesin, NTC-non-transfected control. Results are the average o f  three 

experiments, each conducted with six replicates in each.
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Figure 3-39: Cell Proliferation after ectopic expression o f miR-190.

T ransfection w itii the m iR N A  precursor P190 into G IS T  T1 cells show ed a 

significant (P < 0 .0001) 9 .2%  decrease in cell p roliferation  at 96hours, as m easured 

using the M TS cell p roliferation  assay. D ecrease in p ro liferation  w as m easured 

against the SCR control and siK inesin  was used as a positive control for decreased 

cell p ro liferation . E rror bars w ere calculated  using the standard  error o f  the m ean. 

Statistical sign ificance w as calcu lated  using an unpaired  s tuden t’s t-test. Results 

are the average o f  th ree experim ents. S C R -scram bled  o ligonucleo tide control, 

KIlM-siKinesin, N T C -non-transfected  contro l. R esults are the average o f  three 

experim ents, each  conducted  w ith six rep licates in each.
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3.8.4) Scratch Assay

Scratch assays after the transfection with the m iRNA precursors miR-455-5p, miR-302b 

and miR-152 (all higher in mutant) showed no effect on wound healing 24 or 48 hours 

post scratch for miR-455-5p or m iR-302b, compared to the SCR control (Figure 3-40). 

Ectopic expression o f  miR-152 did showed reduced wound healing after 48 hours 

(Figure 3-40).

Ectopic expression o f  the m iRN As m iR-34c-5p (higher in paediatric GIST, adult wild- 

type and all wild-type, comparisons 1, 4 and 5 from table 3-4), miR-185 (higher in adult 

wild-type and all wild-type, com parisons 4 and 5 from table 3-4) and miR-190 (higher 

in paediatric GIST, comparison 1, table 3-4), miR-34c-5p, miR-185, miR-190 (all 

higher in paediatric and wild-type GISTs) all demonstrated a reduced wound healing 

response at 48 hours post scratch when compared to the SCR control (Figure 3-41).
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Figure 3-40: GIST T1 scratch assay after ectopic expression of miR-455-5p, 

miR-302b and itiiR-152.

Scratch assays m easuring wound healing in GIST T1 cells after transfection with 

miRNA precursors P455-5p, P302b, and P I52. Cells were photographed at 0 (A), 

24 (B) and 48 (C) hours after scratching. W ound healing response is compared 

with the SCR control, top panel. No difference in wound healing is observed after 

transfection with P455-5p and P302b after 48 hours. P I52 shows a decreased 

wound healing response at after 48 hours compared to the SCR control. Images are 

representative o f  three experiments.
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Figure 3-41: GIST T1 scratch assay after ectopic expression o f miR-34-5p, 

miR-185 and miR-190.

Scratch assays m easuring wound healing in GIST T1 cells after transfection with 

miRNA precursors P34c-5p, P I 85 and P I90. Cells were photographed at 0 (A), 24 

(B) and 48 (c) hours after scratching and wound healing response was com pared to 

the SCR (A) control. Ectopic expression o f  each miRNA resulted in reduced 

wound healing after 48 hours. Images are representative o f  three experiments.
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3.8.5) Invasion and Motility Assays

Transfection with miR-34c-5p showed a significant (P<0.05) increase in cell invasion 

compared to the SCR control at 48 hours (post transfection) only, while a slight increase 

was observed at 72 hours this was found to be non-significant (Figure 3-42A). Similarly 

motility assays showed a minor increase in cell motility at 48 and 72 hours compared to 

scrambled controls, but these too were found to be non-significant (P>0.05) (Figure 3- 

42A).
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Figure 3-42: Cell Invasion and Motility assays in GIST T1 after miR-34-5p 

transfection.

Cell invasion (A) and motility (B) assays after transfection with miRNA precursor 

P34c-5p in GIST T1 cells. At 48hrs post-transfection, transfected cells showed a 

significant (P<0.05) increase in cell invasion when compared with the SCR 

control, but this was non-significant at 72 hours (A). No significant difference in 

motility was detected at 48 or 72 hours post-transfection (B). All samples are 

compared to the SCR control. An unpaired student’s t-test was used to calculate 

statistical significance. Results are the average o f three experiments.
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m iR -185 show ed  no  sign ifican t change in invasive ab ih ty  afte r 48 o r 72hrs hours 

(F igure 3-43 A ), how ever a sign ifican t (P<0.05) decrease  in cell m otility  w as found at 48 

hours h o w ev er at 72 hours the decrease in cell m otility  w as found to  be non-sign ifican t 

(F igure 3-43B ).
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Figure 3-43: Cell Invasion and Motility assays in GIST T1 after miR-185 

transfection.

Cell invasion (A) and motility (B) assay in GIST T1 cells after transfection with 

iniRNA precursor P I 85. Ectopic expression o f P I85 showed no significant 

decrease in cell invasiveness at 48 or 72hours post transfection (A).Ectopic 

expression o f miR-185 showed a significant (P<0.05) decrease in GIST T1 cell 

motility only at 48hours (B). An unpaired student’s t-test was used to calculate 

statistical significance. Results are the average o f three experiments.
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Ectopic expression o f  m iR-190 had no discernible effect on cell invasion or m otility 72 

hours after transfection (Figure 3-44A and B).
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Figure 3-44: Cell Invasion and Motility assays in GIST T1 after miR-190 

transfection.

Cell invasion (A) and motility (B) assays in GIST T1 cells after transfection with 

miRNA precursor P I90. Ectopic expression of P I90 showed no significant 

difference in cell invasion (A) or motility (B) at 72hrs post transfection compared 

to the SCR control. An unpaired student’s t-test was used to calculate statistical 

significance. Results are the average of three experiments.
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4) Discussion 

4.1) Discussion

GISTs are classically characterised by activating mutations in the type III tyrosine 

kinase receptors with mutations o f KIT occurring in ~80-85% of GISTs (Hirota et al., 

1998), or platelet derived growth factor receptor alpha (PDGFRA) in 5-8% (Heinrich et 

al., 2003b). These mutually exclusive, gain-of-function mutations, cause ligand- 

independent auto-phosphorylation o f the receptors (Kitayama et al., 1995, Ma et al., 

1999, Hirota et al., 2001, Chan et al., 2003) activating crucial growth and survival 

signalling transduction pathways P13K-AKT, Ras/MAPK, Rac-Rho-JNK and SFK- 

STAT (Weiler et al., 1996, Deberry et al., 1997, Sattler et al., 1997, Timokhina et al., 

1998, Broudy et al., 1999, Duensing et al., 2004, Bauer et al., 2007). Around 10-15% of 

GISTs, lack KIT and PDGFRA mutations with around 4-7% of these cases containing 

the common BRAF V600E exon 15 mutation (Agaram et al., 2008b) which is believed 

to act as an alternative early molecular event in this these KIT and PDGFRA wild-type 

GISTs (Agaimy et al., 2009).

They are relatively resistant to traditional chemotherapy and radiotherapy but targeted 

therapies have been developed with some success (Pidhorecky et al., 2000, Blanke et 

al., 2001, Trent et al., 2003). Imatinib and sunitinib are small molecule kinase inhibitors 

FDA approved for the treatment o f the metastatic and unresectable GISTs (Demetri et 

al., 2002, Demetri et al., 2006). While tyrosine kinase inhibitors have been successful in 

the treatment o f GIST, primary and secondary resistance can occur (Corless et al., 2005, 

Antonescu et al., 2005, Guo et al., 2009).

As disease progresses both KIT and PDGFRA mutant GISTs show large scale genomic 

losses at chromosomes 14q, 22q, Ip, 9p and less frequently 1 Ip (el-Rifai et al., 1996, el-
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Rifai et al., 1998, Breiner et al., 2000, Debiec-Rychter et al., 2001, Bergmann et al., 

1998, O'Leary et al., 1999, Kim et al., 2000, Wozniak et al., 2007). 14q loss is an early 

event in GIST identified in around 70% of cases but is not associated with risk (el-Rifai 

et al., 1996, el-Rifai et al., 1998). Distinct gene expression profiles have also been 

identified based on KIT genotype and anatomic location (Antonescu et al., 2004, Hur et 

al.,2010).

Around 10% of GISTs show no detectable mutations in KIT, PDGFRA or BRAF and 

are termed ‘wild-type’ GISTs. The majority o f GISTs that occur in the paediatric setting 

(<20 years) are wild-type (Agaram et al., 2008a, Prakash et al., 2005). Paediatric wild- 

type GISTs account for 1-2% of diagnosed GISTs (Liegl-Atzwanger et al., 2010), and 

typically arise in prepubescent girls with a median age o f presentation between 13 and 

14.5 years (Miettinen et al., 2005a, Price et al., 2005, Agaram et al., 2008a). These wild- 

type GISTs are generally KIT immunopositive (Janeway et al., 2007) and have similar 

downstream signalling to mutant tumours, despite the lack of activating mutations 

(Janeway et al., 2007). Paediatric wild-type GISTs do not respond to traditional 

chemotherapy or radiotherapy and show little or no response to imatinib or sunitinib 

with surgical excision the primary form o f treatment (Agaram et al., 2008a, Janeway et 

al., 2009, Pappo and Janeway, 2009). Unlike mutant GISTs, paediatric GISTs show few 

if  any chromosomal losses, often progressing to malignancy without large scale 

chromosomal losses (Janeway et al., 2007). Differences in mRNA expression profiles 

between adult and paediatric GISTs have also been reported (Prakash et al., 2005, 

Agaram et al., 2008a).

Wild-type GISTs may occur as part o f a syndrom^e such as Neurofibromatosis type-1 

(NF-1), Carney triad (GIST, pulmonary chondromas and paragangliomas) or Camey- 

Stratakis Syndrome (paragangliomas and GIST). NF-1-associated GISTs are caused by
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mutations o f the NFl gene (Maertens et al., 2006, Miettinen et al., 2006a), whereas 

Carney-Stratakis syndrome is caused by germline mutations in the succinate 

dehydrogenase (SDH) B, C or D genes (Carney and Stratakis, 2002, McWhinney et al., 

2007). The molecular genetic basis o f Carney triad remains unknown (Carney et al., 

1977, Carney, 1999, Stratakis and Carney, 2009)

Prompted by the lack o f any genomic explanation for paediatric and wild-type GIST, 

we hypothesised that these tumours were being driven by epigenetic dysregulation.

While methylation has been a widely studied field in epigenetics, we chose to examine 

the role o f another epigenetic mechanism, the non-coding (nc) RNAs in GIST. Non

coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are functional RNA molecules that are not translated into 

proteins and have been identified to play crucial roles in normal cell function, including 

RNA editing, translational inhibition and mRNA destruction. There are many different 

types o f ncRNAs including small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), PIWI-associated RNAs 

(piRNAs) and microRNAs (miRNAs). piRNAs are involved in germline stem cell 

maintenance (Aravin et al., 2006, Girard et al., 2006, Brennecke et al., 2007, Zheng and 

Wang, 2012) while snoRNAs are involved in rRNA maturation (Kiss-Laszlo et al., 

1996, Nicoloso et al., 1996, Ganot et al., 1997a, Ni et al., 1997). Limited numbers o f 

studies published mostly after this work commenced, have implicated both snoRNAs 

and piRNAs in cancer development (Chang et al., 2002, Dong et al., 2008, Dong et al., 

2009, Liao et al., 2010, Cui et al., 2011, Cheng et al., 2012). We chose to investigate the 

role o f miRNAs, as miRNAs were at the time o f commencing this work, at the forefront 

o f ncRNA research and they had been implicated in nearly all forms of cancer (Calin et 

al., 2004a, Esquela-Kerscher and Slack, 2006) and given this growing evidence o f a role 

for miRNAs in cancer we hypothesised that miRNA dysregulation might be involved in 

the pathogenesis o f paediatric GIST.
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4.1.1) This Study: miRNA Profiling

Seventy-three cases o f GIST including thirty adult mutant gastric, twenty-five adult 

wild-type (including one retroperitoneal, four small bowel and twenty gastric cases) 

and eighteen paediatric (<20 years of age) wild-type gastric GISTs, were collected from 

European and US collaborators and miRNA profiling performed using TaqMan® Low 

Density Array Cards (TLDAs). Unsupervised hierarchical clustering o f the miRNAs 

split the cases into two large groups, cluster A and cluster B (Figure 3-5), with cluster B 

further subdivided into clusters B1 and B2 (Figure 3-5). Clustering o f miRNA 

expression showed a clear distinction between adult mutant and paediatric GISTs within 

our cohort, with adult mutant cases located within clusters A and B1 and all paediatric 

cases within cluster 32. From this heatmap though the defining and most obvious 

feature is the split between clusters A and B l, which splits the adult mutant cases 

regardless o f whether they harbour KIT or PDGFRA mutations and irrespective o f risk 

or 14q loss.

4.1.2) 14q32 Region

Analysis o f the split between clusters A and B revealed that this was caused by the 

differential expression of forty-seven miRNAs located on 14q32.2 and I4q32.31 

(henceforth referred to as 14q32); with the cases in cluster A showing much higher 

expression o f these miRNAs compared to those in cluster B (Figure 3-5). However from 

examining the annotations on the heatmap for clusters A and B there was very 

obviously no direct correlation between I4q genomic status and I4q32 miRNA 

expression, as 82% of the adult mutant cases tested showed I4q loss by fluorescence in- 

situ hybridisation analysis but the 14q32 miRNA profiles did not parallel this pattern. In 

fact in cluster B which consisting of adult mutant and paediatric wild-type GISTs (the
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latter in which 14q loss is not generally seen), the expression o f the forty-seven 14q32 

miRNAs is lower than in the cases from cluster A, where 14q loss is common. These 

results appeared counter intuitive and were not consistent with two previously published 

reports o f miRNA profiling in adult mutant GIST.

The first published report by Haller et al., found GIST cases were split into two clusters, 

in a tumour localisation and mutation- dependent manner, with cases having 14q loss 

clustering together and showing a corresponding downregulation of the 14q32 miRNAs 

(Haller et al., 2009). The second report by Choi et al., found miRNA profiles in GIST 

were distinguished by 14q loss and anatomic location, with cases split into two large 

clusters which could be further subdivided, based on 14q status and tumour location 

(Choi et al., 2010). While our cases similarly were split into two large clusters, this split 

was not based on 14q32 loss. The question then arises as to how our study differs from 

the previous studies and how 14q32 miRNA expression can remain higher in cluster A 

compared to cluster B, despite 14q loss in most cases in cluster A?

One difference between the Haller et al., and Choi et al., studies and this one is that the 

array platforms used and data analysis differs between the three studies. This could 

account for some difference in the reported levels o f miRNA expression, however as the 

Haller et al., and Choi et al., and this study all detected differences in 14q32 miRNA 

expression it is unlikely that this has much impact on expression data (Haller et al., 

2009, Choi et al., 2010). The other difference between the Haller et al., and Choi et al., 

and this study which may have had a bigger influence on results was cohort size and 

mutational status. Both the Haller et al., and Choi et al., studies were small, examining 

miRNA expression in only twelve and twenty adult GISTs respectively. The twelve 

GISTs in the Haller et al., study were all adult mutant cases and seventeen o f the GISTs 

in the Choi et al., study were mutant, with the remaining three adult wild-type. Our
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study was large, totalling seventy three cases, thirty o f which were adult mutant and the 

remainder were adult wild-type (twenty-five) and paediatric wild-type (eighteen) cases.

From unsupervised hierarchical clustering Haller et al., and Choi et al., concluded that 

loss of 14q32 miRNA expression was related to genomic 14q loss. This may have been 

due to the small cohort size in those two studies. If the cohorts had been larger, perhaps 

the lack o f association o f 14q genomic loss and low 14q32 miRNA expression would 

have become evident. Furthermore both those studies included only GISTs with 14q 

loss, unlike our study which included cases with and without 14q loss.

From our heatmap it is clear that miRNA expression is not correlated with 14q loss in 

either the adult mutant cases or in the paediatric wild-type cases. In fact in the paediatric 

wild-type GISTs, 14q32 miRNA expression was lower than in the adult mutant GISTs 

showing 14q loss such that 14q loss alone cannot be responsible for the differences in 

miRNA expression between these groups o f GIST and implying another mechanism is 

involved in altering miRNA expression from 14q32. We considered that this 

mechanism might relate to the genomic imprinting in this region.

4.1.3) Imprinting and Molecular Mechanisms Involved

Genomic imprinting occurs where a subset o f genes are expressed from only one o f the 

two parentally derived chromosomes (monoallelic expression) (Edwards and Ferguson- 

Smith, 2007) with imprinted genes being maternally or paternally expressed. Around 

seventy mammalian imprinted genes have been identified with the majority found 

within clusters in the genome (Edwards and Ferguson-Smith, 2007). Each cluster 

usually contains protein coding genes and at least one ncRNA gene, which are all under 

the control o f an imprinted control region (ICR).
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The exact molecular mechanism behind imprinting is not completely understood but 

methylation, a major feature associated with transcriptional repression (Bird, 1992), is 

thought to be one o f the key features o f imprinting (Li et al., 1993, Seitz et al., 2004), 

with imprinted control regions (ICRs) becoming methylated during oogenesis on the 

maternal chromosome or during spermatogenesis on the paternal chromosome (Edwards 

and Ferguson-Smith, 2007). The mechanisms maintaining methylation marks at these 

specific imprinted regions is also not fully understood, and recent studies have 

suggested that the ncRNAs, snoRNAs and piRNAs, may be involved in the imprinting 

process.

Two mammalian imprinted snoRNA gene clusters have been identified, one on 

chromosome 15 and one on chromosome 14 (Cavaille et al., 2000, Cavaille et al., 

2002). The snoRNA clusters on chromosome 15 are brain-specific box C/D snoRNAs, 

which are responsible for 2 -0 ’-ribose-methyaltion of pre-rRNAs, are located at 15ql 1- 

q l3 , the critical region in Prader-Willi Syndrome (PWS) (Cavaille et al., 2000, de los 

Santos et al., 2000, Meguro et al., 2001) a complex neurobehavioral disorder resulting 

from deficiency o f paternal gene expression. Angelman Syndrome, often referred to as 

the sister syndrome to PWS, is a distinct neurobehavioral disorder caused by deficiency 

in maternal gene expression at 15ql l-q l3  (Meguro et al., 2001). Angelman syndrome is 

due to the loss of function o f  the UBE3A/EA-AP gene whereas no single gene has been 

implicated in the development o f PWS to date (Kishino et al., 1997, Matsuura et al., 

1997, Cassidy et al., 2012).

The snoRNA genes on 1 5 q ll-q l3 , HBII52 and HBII85, are exclusively expressed in 

the brain and are encoded in tandemly repeated arrays of forty-seven or twenty-four 

units, respectively (Cavaille et al., 2000). They are all paternally expressed and have 

been classed as “orphan” as they are not predicted to target any rRNA, however one of
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these snoRNAs HBII-52 was subsequently found to target the mRNA of the serotonin 

(5-HT2C) receptor(Cavaille et al., 2000, Kishore and Stamm, 2006). .

The other snoRNA cluster identified at 15q ll-q l3  is HBII-85 and deficiency o f these 

snoRNAs is strongly implicated in the aetiology o f PWS (Cavaille et al., 2000, Sahoo et 

al., 2008). The HBII-52 snoRNA cluster is not believed to play a major role in the 

aetiology o f PWS and may play a role in conjunction with HBII-85 or other genes 

within the critical region (Runte et al., 2005). The imprinted snoRNAs identified on 

chromosome 14q32 are similar to those identified on 15ql2-ql3. They are arranged into 

two clusters (14q(I) and 14q(II)), with each containing nine or thirty-one copies of 

tandemly repeated snoRNAs (Cavaille et al., 2002). They are all “orphan” box C/D 

snoRNAs, with no rRNA target, with brain specific expression from the maternal allele 

only (Cavaille et al., 2002). The similarities between the box C/D snoRNA genes 

located on chromosome 15q ll-q l3  and 14q32 suggest that these snoRNAs may be 

involved in the mechanism involved in the imprinting process (Cavaille et al., 2002).

Recently, components o f the piRNA pathway have also been shown to be involved in 

the methylation o f imprinted regions in mice (Watanabe et al., 201 Ib). Watanabe et al., 

examined methylation in the four paternally methylated DMRs (H I9, Dlk-Gtl2, G prl- 

zbdf2 and Rasgrfl) in PIWI-piRNA mutant mice and found reduced methylation o f the 

Rasgrfl DMR only (Watanabe et al., 2011b). The Rasgrfl DMR is located on mouse 

chromosome 9 (Pearsall et al., 1999) and a direct repeat within this DMR is essential for 

methylation and imprinting of Rasgrfl (Yoon et al., 2002). Examining the link between 

piRNAs and Rasgrfl methylation, revealed a number o f piRNAs mapping to 

chromosome 9 and also to chromosome 7 and suggested that piRNAs from 

chromosome 7 were targeting RNA transcribed from the Rasgrfl DMR on chromosome 

9 (Watanabe et al., 201 lb). This novel RNA, targeted by the piRNAs from chromosome
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7 was specifically expressed in the testes during de novo methylation and was named 

piwi-targeting non-coding RNA (pit-RNA) (Watanabe et al., 201 lb). The direct repeat 

within the Rasgrfl DMR served as a promoter for the pit-RNAs and together the 

authors proposed that targeting o f pit-RNAs on chromosome 9 by piRNAs (from 

chromosome 7) is an important step in the sequence specific methylation of the 

imprinted Rasgrfl DMR in mice (Watanabe et al., 2011b) and that other piRNAs may 

also be involved in the imprinting process.

The 14q32 region is an imprinted region in both mice (where the corresponding 

homologous region is on distal chromosome 12) and humans (Seitz et al., 2004, 

Miyoshi et al., 2000, Kobayashi et al., 2000, Kagami et al., 2010) and is highly 

conserved between species (Williams et al., 2007). Neither o f the previous miRNA 

profiling studies has addressed the methylation status o f the retained 14q allele in their 

cases that showed 14q loss. In this study the methylation status of the 14q32 alleles was 

examined using the diagnostic test for UPD14, revealing a potential cause, at least in the 

adult mutant setting, for the changes in 14q32 miRNA expression, because as 

mentioned, no direct relationship between 14q genomic status and 14q32 miRNA 

expression could be observed in this cohort.

The majority o f imprinted clusters are controlled by a maternally inherited methylation 

mark, such as the Ig flr/A ir  or the PW S/AS  clusters, however a small number o f clusters 

are controlled by the paternal allele such as the D lkl/D io  cluster on 14q32 (Edwards 

and Ferguson-Smith, 2007). The Dlk/Dio cluster on 14q32 spans 1Mb and contains 

three protein coding genes; delta-like homolog 1 (D lkl), iodothyronine deiodinase 3 

(Dio3) and retrotransposon-Iike 1 (Rtf) as well as a number o f short and long ncRNA 

genes including maternally expressed gene 3 (MEG3), RNA imprinted and accumulated 

in nucleus {Rian) containing snoRNA genes and a miRNA containing gene (Mirg),
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containing miRNA genes (Hernandez et al., 2002, Seitz et al., 2003, Seitz et al., 2004, 

Tierling et al., 2006).

4.1.4) 14q32, Differential Allele Methylatlon and UPD14

The miRNAs within 14q32 all map to within a 40Kb interval and are thought to be 

transcribed as a large single poly-cistronic cluster (precursor transcript) rather than as 

individual primary transcripts (Seitz et al., 2004). The expression o f these miRNAs is 

under control o f a differentially methylated IG-DMR, which acts as the ICR for this 

region, which is located 200Kb away (Seitz et al., 2004, Williams et al., 2007) and is the 

control element for all imprinted genes on the maternal chromosome only (Lin et al., 

2003). Consequently these miRNAs (and the other ncRNAs) are expressed only from 

the maternal allele with the paternal allele silenced by methylation (Seitz et al., 2004, da 

Rocha et al., 2008), while the protein coding genes D lkl, Dio3 and Rtl are expressed 

only from the paternal allele.

Based on the maternal expression o f the miRNAs on 14q32, only deletion o f the 

maternal (active) allele could cause complete loss o f miRNA expression. In other 

words, loss o f 14q32 involving the paternal allele should not affect miRNA expression 

levels. Therefore in a situation where the 14q32 miRNAs are expressed despite 

evidence o f loss o f 14q32 by fluorescence in-situ hybridisation, one would surmise that 

the active maternal allele must be the one retained, allowing for miRNA expression 

from this region. For this reason we hypothesised that differential allelic losses in this 

imprinted region might explain the observed miRNA expression patterns. Therefore for 

the adult mutant samples with 14q32 loss that show higher 14q32 miRNA expression, 

we hypothesised that these cases had lost the silent paternal allele and vice versa for the 

adult mutant cases with lower 14q32 miRNA expression.
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To test this hypothesis the methylation status o f the 14q32 region was examined by 

applying the diagnostic assay for uniparental disomy (UPD) on chromosome 14 

(UPD14) (Murphy et al., 2003). Uniparental disomy (UPD) is the inheritance of both 

homologues o f a chromosome from one parent (Dietz et al., 2003). UPD14 causes 

multiple congenital anomalies depending on the parental chromosome involved, but 

paternal UPD 14 has a much more severe phenotype compared to maternal UPD 14 

(Murphy et al., 2003, Kagami et al., 2010). The assessment for UPD 14 exploits the 

imprinting properties of this region, using methylation-specific PCR to amplify 

methylated and unmethylated MEGS gene in this differentially methylated region 

(Murphy et al., 2003). The methylation-specific PCR can reveal a normal methylation 

pattern in which both genes are present or maternal or paternal UPD, where the paternal 

or maternal bands respectively have been lost (Murphy et al., 2003).

4.1.4.1) 14q32 Methylation Patterns in GIST Tumours

Applying this methylation-specific PCR to our adult mutant GIST samples showed a 

pattern that suggests that the adult mutant cases do in fact fit our hypothesis, with 75% 

(9/12) cases tested from cluster A, where miRNA expression is higher, showing 

convincing loss o f the paternal allele (Figure 3-8A) and 83% (5/6) cases tested from 

cluster B1 showing loss o f the active maternal allele (Figure 3-SB), with resulting low 

14q32 miRNA expression. The remainder o f the cases tested from cluster A (3/12 or 

25%) and cluster B1 (1/6 or 17%) showed a normal methylation pattern. This is 

possibly due to the admixture of normal DNA from tissues surrounding the tumour 

during macro-dissection. Importantly though, no cases tested showed the reverse pattern 

to that expected by this hypothesis i.e. loss o f maternal chromosome and retained 

miRNA expression or vice versa.
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Conversely, this hypothesis does not hold true for the paediatric wild-type GISTs with 

lower 14q32 miRNA expression as they do not typically have 14q loss and the majority 

o f cases tested showed a normal methylation pattern. Given the recent identification of 

aberrant methylation in paediatric GIST (Killian et al., 2013) it is possible that in the 

setting o f paediatric GIST, the maternal allele has become aberrantly methylated, in 

addition to the expected methylation of the silent paternal allele and the normal 

methylation pattern seen could be due to admixture o f normal DNA. However given the 

finding o f lower miRNA expression from this region in other types o f tumour also 

lacking evidence o f 14q32 loss (discussed below) and the failure o f 5-Aza-2’- 

deoxycytidine to induce miRNA expression it seems likely that other mechanisms, 

perhaps in addition to methylation are involved in the downregulation o f these miRNAs 

on 14q32.

4.1.4.2) 14q32 Methylation in GIST Cell Lines; Experimental Demethylation

In GIST882 cells 14q32 miRNA expression is low on individual RT-qPCR assay 

(Figure 3-12) This was also observed by Kim et al., (Kim et al., 2011b) and 

methylation-specific PCR confirms loss of the active maternal allele (Figure 3-8C). This 

cell line could therefore potentially act as a model for 14q32 miRNA re-expression. We 

hypothesised that the IG-DMR on the paternal allele was methylated and that treatment 

with 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine could de-methylate the IG-DMR on the paternal allele and 

re-activate 14q32 miRNA expression. If the IG-DMR could successfully be de- 

methylated and the miRNAs re-activated the effect o f re-expression could then be 

examined in these cells. For example, 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine treatment in lung cancer 

cells induces a dose dependent re-activation of the hypermethylated genes CDKN2A and 

CDKND (Zhu et al., 2001) and in colorectal cancer cells treatment with 5-Aza-2’- 

deoxycytidine restored expression and functionality o f MLHl (Herman et al., 1998).
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However in this study treatment o f GIST882 cells with 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine did not 

induce re-expression o f the 14q32 miRNAs tested (Figure 3-9).

While 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine is perhaps one o f the best known DNA de-methylating 

agents and the only de-methylating agent tested in this study, there are many other de- 

methylating agents available such as 5-azacytidine, zebularine, procaine, procainamide 

and hydralazine. 5-Azacytidine and zebularine, similar to 5-aza-2’-deoxycytidine, are 

analogues o f cytosine, and are classed as nucleoside methylation inhibitors (Christman, 

2002, Zhou et al., 2002). Unlike 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine which is only incorporated 

into DNA, 5-azacytidine is incorporated into DNA, RNA and protein and can inhibit 

tRNA methyltransferases, interfering with tRNA methylation and processing (Lu and 

Randerath, 1980, Christman, 2002). Both 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine and 5-azacytidine are 

highly unstable, insoluble reagents in neutral solutions that can be toxic to cells 

(Constantinides et al., 1977, Beisler, 1978), whereas zebularine is chemically stable and 

soluble in aqueous solution (Cheng et al., 2003). Ail three are highly potent inhibitors o f 

methylation and DNA damage induction and 5-azacytidine (Vidaza, Celgene 

Corporation, USA) and 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine (Dacogen, Astex Pharmaceuticals, 

USA) have been FDA approved for the treatment o f myelodysplastic syndrome 

(Silverman et al., 2002, Kantaijian et al., 2006b). However these treatments can induce 

side effects limiting the dosage and duration o f treatments, and less toxic methylation 

inhibitors are need for clinical use. Zebularine is less toxic than 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine 

and 5-azacytidine, and in vitro and in vivo bladder cancer models it reactivated p i 6 

expression through de-methylation o f its promoter regions and reduced tumour burden 

in mice (Cheng et al., 2003) demonstrating its potential as a more stable nucleoside 

demethyl ating agent.
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Procaine, procainamide and hydralazine, which are all approved treatments for other 

conditions have been found to act as de-methylating agents in cancer cells (Lin et al., 

2001b, Villar-Garea et al., 2003, Segura-Pacheco et al., 2003). These reagents are all 

classed as non-nucleoside methylation inhibitors and are considered less toxic than the 

nucleoside inhibitors (Villar-Garea et al., 2003, Segura-Pacheco et al., 2003). In breast 

cancer cells procaine, which is commonly used as a local anaesthetic, caused global 

DNA hypomethylation, binding directly to CpG rich DNA, instead o f being 

incorporated into the DNA, like the nucleoside inhibitors (Villar-Garea et al., 2003). 

Treatment o f breast cancer cells with procaine induced de-methylation o f and 

reactivation o f tumour suppressor gene RARp2 and subsequently induced mitotic 

growth arrest (Villar-Garea et al., 2003).

Procainamide and hydralazine are both commonly used as cardiovascular drugs but can 

also induce DNA hypomethylation and reactivation o f silenced tuinour suppressor 

genes (Segura-Pacheco et al., 2003). In breast, bladder and prostate cancer cells 

procainamide and hydralazine induced the global de-methylation and re-expression of 

the silenced tumour suppressor genes ER, RAR(3, pi 6 and GSTP1, demonstrating their 

effectiveness as de-methylating agents and their potential use as DNA methylation 

inhibitors clinically (Segura-Pacheco et al., 2003, Lin et al., 2001b). These alternative 

DNA methylation inhibitors: 5-azacytidine, zebularine, procaine, procainamide or 

hydralazine have all shown an ability to effectively inhibit DNA methylation and could 

potentially de-methylate and reactivate the silenced miRNAs retained on the paternal 

chromosome at 14q32 in the GIST882 cells. However a study comparing the effect of 

non-nucleoside DNA methylation inhibitors hydralazine and procainamide, versus the 

nucleoside inhibitor 5-aza-2’-deoxycytidine, the most potent methylation inhibitor in 

cancer cells, demonstrated that 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine was much more effective in
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inhibiting DNA methylation and reactivation of silenced genes compared to hydralazine 

and procainamide (Chuang et al., 2005).

4.1.4.3) 14q32 miRNA Expression and 14q Loss in Other Tumour Types

Loss o f miRNA expression from 14q32 has been identified in gliomas and 

osteosarcomas (OS) (Lavon et al., 2010, Thayanithy et al., 2012b) as well as in GISTs. 

In both gliomas and osteosarcomas (OS), similar to paediatric GIST, the majority of 

tumours tested showed little or no evidence o f chromosomal loss at 14q32 or copy 

number variations (Lavon et al., 2010, Thayanithy et al., 2012b). In OS, loss o f miRNA 

expression from 14q32 is frequent, however 14q32 loss is not detected despite the 

complex karyotypes typically seen in OS (Bridge et al., 1997, Thayanithy et al., 2012b). 

In order to examine the cause o f miRNA dysregulation from 14q32, Thayanithy et al., 

examined the methylation pattern at 14q32 in OS cell lines and found that the region 

was predominantly hypomethylated at CpG sites upstream o f the miRNA clusters 

(Thayanithy et al., 2012a). Similarly, the methylation patterns in OS tumour samples 

showed predominant hypomethylation o f the CpG sites upstream of the miRNA clusters 

and together these results suggested that DNA methylation was not the primary cause of 

downregulation o f 14q32 miRNA expression in OS (Thayanithy et al., 2012a). 

Similarly in GISTs, where 14q loss was absent and a normal UPD methylation pattern 

was observed, it is likely that DNA methylation alone may not be responsible for loss of 

expression o f miRNAs in these cases either.

Another epigenetic control mechanism involved in imprinting is histone modification, 

namely through acetylation (Seitz et al., 2004) and in OS cells histone H3 proteins were 

found to be largely deacetylated (Thayanithy et al., 2012a). Treatment of OS cells with 

5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine and sodium-4-phenyl-butyrate (4-PBA), a histone deacetylase
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inhibitor, showed a significant increase in six o f the seven miRNAs tested, with neither 

inhibitor alone able to consistently increase miRNA expression (Thayanithy et al., 

2012a). This is similar to the result seen in bladder, breast, colon and embryonic 

carcinoma cancer cells, with 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine and 4-PBA inducing the re

expression o f miR-127 (Saito et al., 2006) and together these results would suggest the 

importance of both histone de-acetylation and DNA methylation in silencing of the 

miRNAs located on 14q32 (Saito et al., 2006, Thayanithy et al., 2012a).

In OS, re-expression o f the 14q32 miRNAs from the combination o f 5-Aza-2’- 

deoxycytidine and 4-PBA, significantly reduced the expression o f cMYC, greater than 

either drug alone and induced dose-dependent apoptosis of the cells (Thayanithy et al., 

2012a). In OS loss o f 14q32 miRNAs expression is associated with increased 

expression of cell cycle genes and decreased expression pro-apoptotic genes by gene 

expression profiling (Thayanithy et al., 2012a). Treatment of OS cells with the 

combination o f 5-Aza-2’-deoxycytidine and 4-PBA, revealed the differential expression 

o f genes compared to untreated cells with significant downregulation o f genes involved 

in cell cycle and increase in pro-apoptotic genes. Examples included AURKA, MCM2 

and CCNB2 significantly reduced and the tumour suppressor gene LSAMP induced in 

treated cells demonstrating that re-expression o f the 14q32 miRNAs has a functional 

effect on OS cells (Thayanithy et al., 2012a).

The findings on the effect of 14q32 miRNA re-expression in OS cells lacking 14q loss 

might be extrapolated to paediatric GIST, which also shows low 14q32 miRNA 

expression without 14q loss. As we observed a normal methylation pattern in paediatric 

GIST cases tested for UPD14, it appears that altered methylation is not solely 

responsible for miRNA down-regulation in this context and perhaps similarly to OS, 

histone de-acetylation is involved in the dysregulation.
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Another possible mechanism for silencing o f the miRNAs could be due to a mutation in 

the IG-DMR. In the 14q32 region if  the active, unmethylated (maternal) IG-DMR is 

deleted or mutated an epigenotype switch occurs. The active maternal allele becomes 

patemalised (i.e. silent), resulting in reduced miRNA expression from this region and 

the protein coding genes (Dlkl, Dio3 and RtU) become reactivated (Lin et al., 2003). 

Such a deletion in the paternal allele causes no difference in gene expression (Lin et al., 

2003). Thus, patemalisation o f the maternal allele due to IG-DMR mutation could be an 

alternative mechanism resulting in the loss of 14q32 miRNA expression in paediatric 

GIST.

Due to the lack o f a paediatric GIST cell line it is difficult to examine the histone 

acetylation status at 14q32. The histone acetylation and methylation status from fresh 

frozen material from paediatric cases could potentially be examined, however due to the 

rarity of paediatric GIST it is difficult to obtain much material and the re-expression of 

the miRNAs could not be examined in this setting. The IG-DMR could also be screened 

for mutations which could be done using FFPE, but any functional effect o f miRNA re

expression could be determined. The GIST882 cells, which are characterised by KIT 

mutations, may perhaps serve as the best model for studying the effect o f 14q32 miRNA 

re-expression. Accepting that this is not the perfect model, the effects of 14q32 miRNA 

re-expression in these GIST cells could provide some understanding o f the 14q32 

miRNAs in paediatric GIST.

Many miRNAs are categorised into major families (e.g. let-7, miR-29 family, miR-34 

family) or clusters (miR-17-92 cluster, miR-15a/miR-16 cluster, miR-22I/miR-222 

cluster) based on sequence homology or location, and these miRNAs are often located 

on fragile sites (Calin et al., 2004b). The miRNAs located on 14q32 represent one o f the 

largest clusters identified to date (Seitz et al., 2004, Lavon et al., 2010). As mentioned
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this miRNA cluster has been found down-regulated or silenced in a number o f cancers 

including gliomas (Lavon et al., 2010) and OS (Thayanithy et al., 2012b) but also in 

epithelial ovarian cancer (Zhang et al., 2008) and melanoma (Zehavi et al., 2012), 

suggesting a possible tumour suppressive role for the miRNAs in this cluster and given 

their dominant effect in the heatmap, one could surmise that these miRNAs likely play a 

role in GIST pathogenesis.

4.1.4.4) Targets of 14q32 miRNAs

Few of the miRNAs located within the 14q32 cluster have been studied and targets 

validated in vitro. Examples o f miRNAs with validated targets include miR-127 

(located within a CpG island), one of the first miRNAs examined and this was found to 

target BCL-6 (Saito et al., 2006), while miR-154, miR-433 and miR-539 target CCND2, 

PTEN and HLCS respectively (Wang et al., 201 lb, Simon et al., 2010, Bao et al., 2010). 

Many o f these miRNAs are also predicted to target genes o f interest in GIST biology 

such as KIT, PDGFRA and IGFIR using target prediction algorithms, but these 

predictions remain speculative and will require biological validation Recently miR-376a 

and miR-376b where both found to target IGFIR in melanoma and loss o f expression 

was believed to contribute to IGFIR over-expression (Zehavi et al., 2012).

One miRNA from the 14q32 cluster was also recently shown to target KIT in GIST882 

cells (Kim et al., 2011b). Kim et al., demonstrated that ectopic expression o f miR-494 

reduced KIT expression, causing a reduction in KIT downstream signalling (Kim et al., 

2011b). This in turn increased apoptosis and inhibited cell growth similar to the effect 

o f imatinib on KIT signalling. Ectopic miR-494 expression also altered the normal 

spindle cell morphology o f the cells (Kim et al., 2011b). Luciferase reporter assays 

confirmed the direct targeting o f miR-494 to KIT, with binding at two sites in the
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3’UTR (Kim et al., 2011b). These results potentially lend support to the possible 

importance o f miR-494 loss (and perhaps all 14q32 miRNAs) in GIST (Kim et al., 

2011b), indeed this could be o f interest particularly in paediatric and wild-type GISTs 

with low 14q32 miRNA expression, yet high KIT expression signalling in the absence 

o f oncogenic mutations.

Kim et al., found endogenous miR-494 expression levels to be low in GIST882 cells, as 

did we in this work (Figure 3-12). miR-494 was used as a control given that Kim et al. 

had shown low expression by RT-qPCR. We similarly found that three other 14q32 

miRNAs, miR-154, miR-382 and miR-410, selected randomly from the forty-seven 

miRNAs significantly differentially expressed between clusters A and B, on the 

heatmap, also had low levels o f expression by RT-qPCR in GIST882 cells, compared to 

GIST T1 cells (Figure 3-12). In accordance with low 14q32 miRNA expression, 

methylation-specific PCR of GIST882 cells confirmed loss o f the active maternal allele 

(Figure 3-8C), while GIST T1 cells showed a normal methylation specific PCR profile, 

retaining a faintly active maternal allele (Figure 3-8C).

4.1.4.5) Functional Effects of miRNA Transfection

Transfection o f the four selected I4q32 miRNAs into GIST882 cells was confirmed by 

RT-qPCR at 48hours (Figure 3-15) with miR-154 and miR-494 expression also detected 

at 96hours (Figures 3-16 and 3-17), however upregulation was also seen in GIST T1 

cells (Figure 3-27). In GIST T1 cells, cell proliferation assays following transfection of 

miR-154 or miR-494 showed no effect on cell growth after 96 hours (Figure 3-36), 

suggesting that in these cells at least, where 14q32 miRNA expression is preserved, 

these miRNAs are unlikely to have biological importance. Inhibition o f the 14q32 

miRNAs in GIST T1 cells may have a more pronounced affect, this however was not
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examined in the current study, but would perhaps be an option for future studies to 

investigate the effect of loss o f 14q32 miRNAs on cell biology (Section 4.3.3, Future 

directions).

Taken together, the loss o f the active maternal allele in GIST882 cells, their low 

endogenous levels of 14q32 miRNAs, the upregulation after transfection and the 

previous work by Kim et al., all suggest that these provide a good model to examine re

expression o f the 14q32 miRNAs. GIST882 cells are extremely slow-growing cells 

however and cell growth assays after transfection with miR-494 (known to target KIT 

and inhibit growth) or miR-302b showed no change in growth over a 96 hour period, 

with even the positive control (siKinesin) failing to inhibit cell growth (Figures 3-20 

and 3-21) apparently due to poor transfection o f the cells. Also, while initial 

transfections with siPORT NeoFX were successful, over the course of this study the 

cells became difficult to transfect consistently and an alternative transfection reagent, 

Lipofectamine 2000 was used.

To compare the efficiency o f the two transfection reagents GIST882 cells were 

transfected, using either reagent (Lipofectamine 2000 or siPORT NeoFx) with miR-494 

(which is known to target KIT and inhibit growth) and miR-34a, used as a positive 

control, as it is known to inhibit cell growth in other cell lines. Cell growth assays were 

performed over a 216 hour (9 days-Lipofectamine 2000 transfection) period or a 264 

hour ( I I  days-siPORT NeoFx transfection), as Kim et al., found reduced cell numbers 

after six days (144 hours) and a more severe inhibition after twelve days (288 hours) 

(Kim et al., 201 Ib). However, after 216 or 264 hours, ectopic expression o f miR-494 

showed no discernible effect on cell growth in our experience, and while the positive 

controls for decreased cell proliferation showed an initial reduction over time as the
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cells continued replicating, the growth inhibitory effects o f miRNAs miR-494 and miR- 

34a became diminished (Figure 3-22) and the cells began growing again.

In order to measure cell proliferation, we had used an MTS assay, which may not be 

suitable for all cell types and might account for the discrepancy between our results and 

those o f Kim et al., who had used manual cell counts to measure cell proliferation in 

their work (Kim et al., 2011b). Therefore in order to further examine whether the 

transfection was successful and confirm KIT inhibition by miR-494, RT-qPCR was 

performed to assess KIT levels 96 and 264 hours post-transfection. Increased levels of 

miR-494 were detected at 96 and 264 hours with either transfection reagent (Figure 3- 

23A and B) but no decrease in KIT mRNA expression was detected at either time point 

with either transfection reagent (Figure 3-24A and B). Based on these results, the 

difficulty in consistent transfection, the unsuitability for scratch assay and the very 

slow-growing nature o f the GIST882 cells, the decision was taken to focus on miRNA 

functional studies in GIST TI.

4.1.5) Transfection Technique and Reagents

In this study, transient transfection techniques were used to transfer pre-miRNA nucleic 

acids into GIST cells and the biological effect o f up-regulation was measured using 

growth, scratch, motility or invasion assays, where appropriate. In transient 

transfections, the introduced pre-miRNA (or in other circumstances siRNA) is not 

incorporated into the genome o f the cells and is eventually lost during mitosis. 

Therefore transient transfections only produce short term impacts o f ectopic miRNA 

expression with, cells typically assessed for an investigated functional effect up to 96 

hours, before the miRNA expression is lost (indeed for the GIST882 cells, this 

evaluation was continued up to 264 hours). This allows for incorporation o f the pre-
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miRNA into the cell and sufficient time for a functional effect o f the miRNA on the cell 

to be observed, as it can take time before loss o f protein expression can produce a 

measurable functional effect on the cells and in GIST882 cells Kim et al., saw 

noticeably reduced cell growth at 144hours, with growth inhibition becoming more 

severe 288hours after transient transfection (Kim et al., 201 lb).

While not used in this study, an alternative transfection method to examine long term 

effects o f ectopic miRNA expression, involves stably transfecting a plasmid with a 

miRNA sequence into cells. In stable transfections, the transfected nucleic acid is 

incorporated into the genome and passed onto daughter cells during mitosis. Stable 

transfections are commonly performed using viral techniques and require cell selection 

after transfection. Selection is typically achieved by including an antibiotic resistance 

gene in the plasmid and afterwards, successfully transfected cells are selected using 

antibiotics. Once the transfected cells are successfully selected, the effect o f continuous 

expression o f the transfected miRNA (or gene) can be examined long term.

For many years, in transient transfections, plasmids and DNA were successfully 

introduced using the chemicals calcium phosphate or DEAE-dextran (Graham and van 

der Eb, 1973, Maes et al., 1967). The calcium phosphate technique involves combining 

calcium ions, phosphate ions and DNA. A precipitate is formed with the DNA 

incorporated into the calcium phosphate, which can then be added to the culture 

medium and absorbed by the cells (Graham and van der Eb, 1973), whilst with DEAE- 

dextran technique, the positively charged DEAE-dextran binds to the negatively 

charged DNA and is taken up into the cells by endocytosis. Both these techniques have 

been used for many years but can be toxic in a dose- and time-dependent manner to the 

cells and compared to newer techniques do not efficiently or consistently incorporate 

DNA into cells.
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An alternative technique, more commonly used today to transfer RNA (miRNAs and 

siRNAs) and DNA into cells involves lipofection (Feigner et al., 1987, Malone et al., 

1989). The method is much more efficient than calcium phosphate and DEAE-dextran 

and involves complexing lipids with nucleic acids, which are then incorporated into the 

cell by fusing with the cell membrane or absorbed into the cells by endocytosis (Feigner 

et al., 1987, Malone et al., 1989).

Transient lipofection was used in this study to transfect pre-miRNAs into GIST cells 

predominantly using the lipid-based reagent siPORT NeoFX, designed to efficiently 

transfect pre-miRNAs and minimise cytotoxicity. The transfection method with siPORT 

NeoFX involves a reverse transfection technique that allows the cells to be transfected 

as they are sub-cultured. GIST T1 and GIST882 cells are adherent and the reverse 

transfection protocol enabled transfection while cells were in suspension, allowing more 

surface area o f the cell membrane to be exposed to the siPORT NeoFX/pre-miRNA 

complex thereby enabling increased cellular uptake o f the complexes and increased 

transfection efficiency. SiPORT NeoFX is also stable and active in the presence of 

serum and antibiotics and therefore these do not have to be removed from the media, 

minimising further stress on the cells through serum starvation and possible infection. 

As siPORT NeoFx is also less toxic to cells the siPORT NeoFx/pre-miRNA complexes 

can be left for up to 24 hours prior to a media change further maximising the uptake of 

pre-miRNAs in the cells. This method worked well for the GIST T1 cells with efficient 

and consistent transfecfions, however the GIST882 cells became difficult to transfect 

efficiently and consistently using this reagent and an alternative transfection reagent 

Lipofectamine 2000 was used.

Lipofectamine is one o f the most widely used and efficient transfection reagents and 

works in a wide variety o f cells, including slow-growing difficult-to-transfect cells.
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While siPORT NeoFx uses a reverse transfection protocol Lipofectamine 2000 uses a 

traditional forward plating transfection protocol. Twenty-four hours prior to 

transfection, cells are trypsinised, plated at the required cell density and allowed to re

attach overnight. Lipofectamine 2000 is not typically inhibited by serum and can remain 

in the media during transfection, but it can be inhibited by the presence of antibiotics. 

Prior to transfection, after the cells have re-attached, cell culture medium is replaced 

with antibiotic free medium and the cells are transfected by adding the Lipofectamine 

2000/pre-miRNA complex to the pre-plated cells. However as the cells have been pre

plated and are adherent, less surface area of the cell membrane is available to the 

Lipofectamine 2000/pre-miRNA complex and this could lower efficiency compared to a 

reverse transfection protocol. As Lipofectamine can be toxic to cells and was therefore 

removed from the cells after six hours it is possible that this adversely affected 

efficiency also. However while Lipofectamine 2000 is widely used and a very efficient 

transfection reagent and indeed previously shown to transfect GIST882 cells (Kim et 

al., 201 lb), in this study it failed to show consistent transfection o f the GIST882 cells.

While not tested in this study, a number o f methods such as removal o f serum and/or 

antibiotics could be used to improve transfection of GIST882 cells. However GIST882 

cells are easily stressed and removal o f serum may further increase the stress on cells, 

inducing more cell death and reducing transfection efficiency. Antibiotics do interfere 

with transfection reagents and removal o f these may improve cell transfection 

efficiency, however in the GIST882 cells, transfection was performed in the absence of 

antibiotics, with antibiotic-containing medium added back to cells after Lipofectamine 

2000 had been removed even then, transfection efficiency was poor. Maintaining the 

cells in antibiotic-free medium after Lipofectamine 2000 transfection, may improve 

transfection efficiency without further stressing o f the cells and inducing cytotoxicity.
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While siPORT NeoFX is stable in the presence o f antibiotics, removal o f antibiotics 

from the transfection medium possibly could improve transfection efficiency in 

GIST882 cells using this reagent.

4.1.6) miRNA Profiles of Clinical Subclasses of GIST

From both heatmaps (Figures 3-5 and 3-6) the paediatric GIST cases could be seen to 

cluster separately from the adult mutant cases. In the first heatmap (Figure 3 -5) with the 

dominant 14q32 signal, the adult mutant cases were located within clusters A and B l, 

while the paediatric wild-type cases were clustered together in B2 (Figure 3-5). The 

adult wild-type cases were found dispersed amongst both adult mutant and paediatric 

wild-type cases (Figure 3-5). The retroperitoneal case and three o f the four small bowel 

wild-type cases clustered tightly together in cluster A with the adult mutant cases and 

all o f these showed high expression o f the 14q32 miRNAs. The fourth small bowel case 

was located in cluster Bl together with the remainder o f the adult mutant cases which 

all show lower expression o f the 14q32 miRNAs (Figure 3-5).

Cluster B2 consists of all paediatric GISTs and sixteen adult wild-type GISTs, and can 

be further subdivided into B2a and B2b. All cases that were, at the time o f writing 

known Carney triad cases (n=4), cluster together in B2b. This cluster may also contain 

cases not yet confirmed as Carney triad, as the triad can take many years to declare 

itself, with a potentially long interval before the second neoplasm presents (Carney et 

al., 1977, Camey, 1999). Thirty-four miRNAs were found differentially expressed 

between cluster B2a and B2b (Table 3-4), and these may represent a miRNA signature 

for Camey triad. If such a signature can be established in other confirmed Camey triad 

cases it could allow for closer monitoring o f selected wild-type GIST patients for the 

development o f additional features o f the triad, allowing for earlier detection and
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treatment o f such second and additional neoplasms. A large cohort with retrospective 

clinical data would be required to confirm such a theory and will be the subject of 

collaborations with Dr. J. Aidan Camey and Dr. Constantine Stratakis in the future. O f 

the thirty-four miRNAs differentially expressed between clusters B2a and B2b, only a 

small number have had targets validated in vitro and in vivo. Some o f these include let- 

7g, miR-212 and miR-132 targeting cMYC  (Lan et al., 2011), R b l (Park et al., 2011) 

and RASA! (Anand et al., 2010) respectively, in various cancers. Most however do not 

yet have any in vitro validated targets.

Following the removal o f the dominant 14q32 signal from the heatmap, the adult mutant 

cases remained clustered tightly together in cluster C and the paediatric cases are 

clustered in D (Figure 3-6). These clusters were further subdivided into clusters C l, C2, 

D1 and D2 and on this modified heatmap following the removal o f the 14q32 miRNAs, 

the adult wild-type retroperitoneal and four small bowel GISTs clustered tightly 

together in cluster C2 with the adult mutant GISTs (Figure 3-6). The adult gastric wild- 

type cases remained dispersed amongst adult mutant and paediatric GISTs (Figure 3-6). 

In both heatmaps (Figure 3-5 and 3-6) the adult wild-type GISTs were dispersed 

amongst both adult mutant and paediatric GISTs, in a pattern that parallels the SDHB 

immunoreactivity (See annotations in heatmaps. Figure 3-5 and 3-6). From Figures 3-5 

and 3-6, adult wild-type cases positive for SDHB by IHC (which includes the 

retroperitoneal and four small bowel cases) clustered with the adult mutant cases and 

showed clinical features similar to KIT, PDGFRA and BRAF mutant GISTs, while 

adult wild-type cases negative for SDHB by immunohistochemistry (IHC) clustered 

with the paediatric wild-type cases.



4.1.7) SDH and GIST

A recent finding which parallels the split in GIST cases based on SDH 

immunoreactivity has also recently been identified by Killian et al, showing that wild- 

type GISTs demonstrating a “methyl centrist” profile (a methylation pattern which 

resembles that of normal tissues) were all positive for SDHB by immunohistochemistry 

(IHC) and had clinical characteristics similar to those o f mutant GISTs, with higher 

tyrosine kinase inhibitor response. Wild-type GISTs with a “methyl divergenf’ profile 

(cases showing a different methylation pattern relative to normal tissues or mutant 

GIST) were all negative for SDHB by IHC and behaved similarly to paediatric GISTs, 

with a more indolent course and little response to tyrosine kinase inhibitors (Killian et 

al., 2013). Both o f these studies -  our miRNA profiles and Killian’s methylation 

profiles separated adult wild-type GISTs based on their SDHB status, with SDHB- 

negative adult wild-type GISTs clustering together with paediatric wild-type GISTs and 

SDHB-positive adult wild-type GISTs clustering with adult mutant GISTs. This 

clustering o f SDHB positive adult wild-type cases with the adult mutant cases raises the 

tantalising possibility that these wild-type SDH functional cases contain yet-to-be 

identified oncogenic kinase mutations. Such a pattern is observed not only for gastric 

adult wild-type GISTs, but also for those cases arising in the retroperitoneum and small 

bowel.

On commencing this study, the SDH status o f GIST cases was unknown, however 

during the course o f this work studies emerged showing that SDHB immunoreactivity 

was tightly correlated with mutational status in GIST, such that adult mutant GISTs are 

consistently SDHB positive by IHC (Janeway et al., 2010a, Wang et al., 201 la), while 

paediatric wild-type GISTs and Camey triad-associated GISTs are consistently SDHB 

negative by IHC (Janeway et al., 2010a), with SDHB immuno-reactivity acting as a
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surrogate marker for SDH function. While SDHB, C or D germline mutations were only 

detected in 12% of SDH deficient paediatric wild-type GIST cases, recent reports have 

detected germline SDHA mutations in SDHB deficient adult wild-type cases (Pantaleo 

et al., 201 la, Oudijk et al., 2013, Italiano et al., 2012, Miettinen et al., 2013). Up to 50% 

of adult wild-type GISTs are now estimated to contain SDH mutations, with around 

85% o f these occurring as germline mutations and it is estimated that around 70% of 

these will be germline SDHA mutations (Pantaleo et al., 2011a, Oudijk et al., 2013, 

Italiano et al., 2012, Miettinen et al., 2013).

4.1.7.1) miRNA Expression in relation to SDH Expression in GIST

From Table 3-4 sixteen miRNAs were found differentially expressed between SDHB 

positive and SDHB negative GISTs, eight o f these were higher in SDHB positive and 

eight higher in SDHB negative GISTs. miRNAs higher in SDHB positive cases include: 

miR-132 which targets Rbl in pancreatic cancer cells (Park et al., 2011) and Ache, 

involved in inflammation (Shaked et al., 2009), miR-193b targeting CCNDl and KIT in 

pancreatic cells (Ikeda et al., 2012) and miR-455-3p targeting SMAD2 in hepatic cells 

(Swingler et al., 2012) and miR-146a which targets SMAD4 in acute promyelocytic 

leukaemia cells (Zhong et al., 2010) and gastric cancer (Xiao et al., 2012). miR-146a 

expression is induced during ATRA treatment in acute promyelocytic leukaemia, where 

it inhibits cell proliferation (Zhong et al., 2010), however in gastric cancer ectopic 

expression increases cell proliferation and inhibits apoptosis (Xiao et al., 2012), 

demonstrating the previously recognised ability o f miRNAs to act as tumour 

suppressors or oncogenes depending on tissue type. m iR-I46a has also been shown to 

target ROCKl in prostate cancer (Lin et al., 2008b) and BRCAl/2 and NFkB in breast 

and ovarian cancer (Shen et al., 2008, Bhaumik et al., 2008). miR-146a is believed to be 

involved in the immune response, targeting CXCR4 in T lymphocyte cells (Labbaye et
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al., 2008), STATl in systemic lupus erythematosus (Tang et al., 2009) and MCP2 in 

HIV infected microglia cells (Rom et al., 2010). Polymorphisms with miR-146a have 

also been linked to early onset familial breast and ovarian cancer (Pastrello et al., 2010) 

and an increased risk o f squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (Liu et al., 

2010).

miRNAs higher in SDHB negative GISTs include; miR-488* targeting the androgen 

receptor (AR) in prostate cancer (Sikand et al., 2011) and miR-542-5p targeting ILKl 

and survivin in colon cancer (Oneyama et al., 2012).

4.1.7.2) Clinical Application o f m iRNA Signatures

These differentially expressed miRNAs represent a unique subset of miRNAs and might 

be as useful as a signature for the identification o f SDH deficient GISTs as is SDHB 

IHC. However given the reliability of immunohistological techniques in detecting SDH 

deficient GISTs, it would seem unnecessary to routinely screen for this miRNA 

signature to identify SDH deficient GISTs.

An alternative use o f these miRNA signatures particularily in the adult setting could 

perhaps be as circulating biomarkers. If miRNA biomarkers could be detected in the 

plasma or serum o f patients prior to tumour resection they could potentially be used to 

identify the SDH fiinctional GISTs i.e. mutant GISTs which are more likely to respond 

to neo-adjuvant treatment prior to surgical resection and prevent unnecessary drug 

treatment prior to resection in SDH deficient GIST. Large scale studies would be 

required to establish whether circulating miRNA biomarkers are reliably identifiable in 

GIST patients.

An SDH miRNA signature could be useful in providing insights into the oncogenesis o f 

these SDH-deficient, wild-type GIST tumours. While up to 50% of SDH deficient adult
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wild-type GISTs are now believed to contain SDH mutations, with a large proportion 

likely in SDHA (Janeway et al., 2010a, Miettinen et al., 2011, Pantaleo et al., 2011a, 

Italiano et al., 2012, Oudijk et al., 2013, Miettinen et al., 2013), the cause o f SDH 

dysfunction in the remainder of adult wild-type GISTs and in paediatric wild-type 

GISTs remains to be identified These miRNAs could be involved in the loss o f SDH 

function and defective cellular respiration. However research into the role o f these 

miRNAs in wild-type GISTs is impossible without an appropriate cell line. Mutant 

GIST cell lines, which retain SDH function, could be used to examine the effect of loss 

o f SDH function. While not the best model for studying the effect o f these miRNAs, it 

would at least provide some insights into their role in GIST pathogenesis.

4.1.8) Bioinform atic Analysis for Identification o f likely m iRNA Targets

To identify miRNAs that may be functionally significant in GIST miRNA:mRNA gene 

interaction analysis was performed on the differentially expressed miRNAs identified in 

this study (Table 3-4) and a combination o f published and unpublished gene expression 

data (Allander et al., 2001, Antonescu et al., 2004, Subramanian et al., 2004, Kang et 

al., 2005, Janeway et al., 2007, Agaram et al., 2008a, Yamaguchi et al., 2008, Ostrowski 

et al., 2009, Janeway et al., 2010b). From the published mRNA array data these 

comparisons included genes higher with miRNAs lower in paediatric versus adult 

mutant, genes lower with miRNAs higher in all paediatric versus all adult, genes higher 

with miRNAs lower in all mutant versus all wild-type, genes higher with miRNAs 

lower in wild-type versus mutant, genes higher with miRNAs lower in paediatric versus 

adult wild-type and genes higher with miRNAs lower in paediatric versus adult mutant. 

Also from the unpublished full mRNA expression data, to which we had access, we 

examined the comparison miRNAs lower, mRNA higher for mutant versus wild-type 

GISTs.
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Only two of these comparisons: miRNAs lower with mRNA higher in paediatric versus 

adult mutant (Table 3-5) and miRNAs lower with mRNA higher in mutant versus wild- 

type, using the full raw mRNA expression dataset (Table 3-6) showed significant 

interactions. The results suggest that these miRNAs may be functionally relevant and 

potentially target genes o f interest in GIST.

Using these diametric studies (Tables 3-5 and 3-6) and the list o f differentially 

expressed miRNAs (Table 3-4) certain miRNAs were selected, based on their predicted 

targets, for transfection into GIST T1 and GIST882 cells. None o f these miRNAs (miR- 

455-5p, let-7b, miR-185, miR-34c-5p and miR-302b) produced altered expression in the 

predicted target niRNAs, IGFIR, SDHC  or VEGFA in GIST T1 cells (Figures 3-28, 3- 

29 and 3-30) or IGFIR and VEGFA in GIST882 ceils (Figures 3-18 and 3-19). 

Corresponding protein levels in GIST T1 cells also remained unaffected. (Figure 3-33). 

miRNA target recognition is a complex process that is not fully understood, and while a 

miRNA may be highly predicted to target a gene bioinfomatically through seed matches 

and conservation, biologically the miRNA may have no effect whatsoever on the 

predicted target. Furthermore, while these miRNAs produced no decrease in the protein 

levels tested, the effects o f miRNA inhibition on phosphorylated variants was not tested 

and particularily miR-455-5p and let-7b, which both are predicted to target IGFIR, may 

affect the levels o f the phosphorylated protein variants o f IG FIR  without affecting 

mRNA levels. Though these miRNAs apparently have no effect on these particular 

genes of interest, other miRNAs in the same category may still target these genes o f 

interest and indeed the miRNAs selected for study may target other genes which could 

be of biological interest in GIST -  a completely exhaustive study o f these interactions 

was not feasible.
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4.1.9) Functional Effects of miRNA Transfection into GIST T1 Cell Line

While the selected miRNAs showed no effect on the expression levels of predicted 

genes o f interest, some were studied further to examine if  they would have a functional 

effect in GIST T1 cells. Selected miRNAs miR-34c-5p, miR-185 and miR-190 were all 

found to have lower expression in mutant GISTs compared to wild-type GISTs, whereas 

miR-302b and miR-152 were found to have higher expression in adult mutant GISTs 

compared to all wild-type GIST (Table 3-4). RT-qPCR for endogenous levels o f two of 

the miRNAs miR-302b and miR-34c-5p in GIST T1 cells showed low expression of 

these miRNA in the cells compared to GIST882, tonsil and spleen (Figures 3-10 and 3- 

11) and RT-qPCR assays after transfection confirmed successful transfection and 

upregulation o f miRNAs miR-34c-5p and miR-302b in GIST T1 cells (Figures 3-25 and 

3-26).

4.1.9.1) miR-302b

Ectopic expression o f miR-302b, one o f the miRNAs showing higher expression in all 

mutant versus all wild-type GIST, showed no effect on cell growth over a 96 hour 

period (Figure 3-34), and scratch assays showed no discernible difference in wound 

healing (Figure 3-40) however induced expression, by doxycycline treatment, o f miR- 

302b in stably transfected breast and hepatocellular carcinoma cells has been reported to 

cause apoptosis, reduce cell growth and inhibit tumour invasion and metastasis, 

indicating that miR-302b can act as a tumour suppressor (in these cellular contexts) (Lin 

et al., 2010). miR-302b has been shown furthermore to target cyclin D2 (CCND2) in 

embryonal carcinoma cells and neuroblastoma cells (Lee et a l , 2008, Yadav et al., 

2011), CDK2 and BMI-1 (Lin et al., 2010). miR-302b belongs to the miR-302 family of 

miRNAs which also includes miR-302a, miR-302c, miR-302d and miR-367 (Suh et al.,
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2004). These miRNAs are all abundantly expressed in human embryonic stem cells, 

with binding sites in their promoters for the embryonic stem cell transcription factors 

Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog, and expression is reduced after cell differentiation (Suh et al., 

2004, Barroso-delJesus et al., 2008, Card et al., 2008). The miR-302 cluster/family is 

essential in maintaining embryonic stem cells and ectopic expression o f the miR-302 

family can reprogram human skin cancer cells to become embryonic stem cell-like 

pluripotent cells, with cell growth rates and morphology similar to embryonic stem cells 

(Lin et al., 2008a). The reprogrammed cancer cells showed expression of embryonic 

stem cell markers, Oct3/4, SSEA-3, SSEA-4, S0X 2 and Nanog, which are normally 

dormant in canccr cells, and a highly de-methylated genome similar to embryonic stem 

cells (Lin et al., 2008a). Similarly, miR-302 family expression in normal human hair 

follicle cells could also reprogram these to embryonic stem cell-like pluripotent stem 

cells with Oct3/4, Sox2 and Nanog activation (Lin et al., 2010). Together these indicate 

that the miR-302 family is necessary for maintenance o f “sternness” and stem cell 

renewal in embryonic stem cells, but can also function to reprogram cancer cells into an 

embryonic stem cell-like pluripotent state and maintain cancer cell “stemness” (Lin et 

al., 2008a, Lee et al., 2008, Lin et al., 2010). While overexpression o f miR-302b had no 

effect on cell growth or scratch assay, it is possible that it induced changes in 

methylation status o f the genome or altered/reprogrammed the cells in another way not 

discernible by the methods we used to evaluate biological effect.

4.1.9.2) miR-152

Ectopic expression o f miR-152 (higher in adult mutant versus paediatric wild-type and 

higher in all mutant versus all wild-type) in GIST T1 cells showed a decrease in cell 

proliferation approaching significance (p=0.06) (Figure 3-35) and scratch assays 

showed obvious reduction in wound healing after 48 hours compared to the SCR control
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(Figure 3-40). miR-152 was reportedly found expressed at lower levels in ovarian, 

gastric and colorectal cancer cells (Zhou et al., 2012, Chen et al., 2010) and ectopic 

expression o f miR-152 in ovarian cancer cells inhibited cell proliferation but not cell 

invasion and is believed to be involved in ovarian cancer carcinogenesis through 

deregulation of cell proliferation (Zhou et al., 2012). In endometrial cancer miR-152 

was found to target E2F3 and MET, with ectopic expression inhibiting tumour cell 

growth in vitro and in vivo, confirming that miR-152 acts as a tumour suppressor in this 

context (Tsuruta et al., 2011). However, in neuroblastoma cells miR-152 expression was 

higher compared to controls and inhibition o f miR-152 reduced cell invasiveness and 

motility without affecting cell proliferation and viability, suggesting an oncogenic role 

for miR-152 in neuroblastoma (Ragusa et al., 2010). miR-152 targets DNMTl in 

hepatitis B virus-related hepatocellular carcinoma (Huang et al., 2010). Increased 

expression of miR-152 in liver cells leads to a decrease in DNA methylation patterns, 

whereas inhibition caused DNA hypermethylation (Huang et al., 2010).

4.1.9.3) miR-34c-5p

The ectopic expression of miR-34c-5p (which showed lower expression in adult mutant 

versus paediatric wild-type GIST, adult mutant versus adult wild-type and all mutant 

versus all wild-type GIST), produced a highly significant (P<0.0001) reduction in cell 

growth over a 96 hour period (Figure 3-37), with the most pronounced effect on cell 

growth seen at 96 hours. miR-34c is a member o f the miR-34 family, which also 

includes miR-34a and miR-34b. miR-34c has two mature forms 5p and 3p, but miR- 

34c-5p appears to be the dominant form (Landgraf et al., 2007). The miR-34 family is 

regulated by p53 (He et al., 2007), and contributes to p53-mediated apoptosis (Raver- 

Shapira et al., 2007, Comey et al., 2007). Ectopic expression o f miR-34 family 

members, including miR-34c, induces cell cycle arrest and inhibits cell proliferation
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(Tarasov et al., 2007, Comey et al., 2007). In HPV-containing cervical cancer cells 

ectopic expression o f miR-34c-5p (or 3p) inhibited cell proliferation and anchorage 

independent growth (Lopez and Alvarez-Salas, 2011) and similarly in GIST T1 cells, 

miR-34c-5p caused a 23.3% reduction in cell growth (Figure 3-37) and showed a 

reduced wound healing response in scratch assays (Figure 3-41). miR-34c-5p targets 

include E2F3, MYCN, Bcl-2 and c-Met, all important in cell proliferation (Cannell et 

al., 2010) and although targets may vary depending on cell type, miR-34c-5p could be 

targeting these genes in GIST cells. All o f the effects reported above, combining our 

results and those reported in the literature support the notion that miR-34c-5p acts as a 

tumour suppressor.

Members of the miR-34 family have been implicated in inhibiting cell invasion and/or 

motility in a variety o f cancers (Hermeking, 2010). In the study by Lopez et al., using 

HPV-containing cervical cancer cells, miR-34-3p was shown to significantly decrease 

cell invasion, but surprisingly miR-34c-5p showed no effect on cell invasion and 

migration (Lopez and Alvarez-Salas, 2011). In this study miR-34c-5p appeared to show 

a slight increase in cell invasion and motility (Figure 3-42A and B). This was found to 

be significant for cell invasion only at 48 hours after transfection (Figure 3-42A), 

suggesting miR-34c-5p might promote cell invasion, only in a time-dependent manner, 

as over time, ectopic expression o f miR-34c-5p inhibited cell growth and induced 

apoptosis (Lopez and Alvarez-Salas, 2011). miR-34c-5p expression was lower in 

mutant GIST, and ectopic expression in the mutant cell line GIST T l, resulted in 

decreased cell proliferation and wound healing response and similarly to its apparent 

function in multiple other cancer settings could suggest a tumour suppressor role for this 

miRNA in mutant GIST, where loss o f expression is apparently associated with the 

increased cell proliferation.
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miR-34c-5p has been linked to hypoxia, with overexpression in bronchial epithelial 

cells reducing signalling o f the receptor tyrosine kinase/ligand pair AXL/GAS6, 

proximal to AKT (Clapp et al., 2012) and directly targeting soluble guanylyl cyclase pi 

subunit (sG Cpl) under hypoxic conditions in primary mouse pulmonary smooth muscle 

cells (Xu et al., 2012). In addition, a binding site for the hypoxia sensitive transcription 

factor Spl was identified in the promoter region o f miR-34c-5p, inducing miR-34c-5p 

expression during hypoxia in a H IF -la  independent manner (Xu et al., 2012).

4.1.9.4) miR-185

Ectopic expression o f miR-185 (which is expressed at lower levels in adult mutant 

versus adult wild-type and all mutant versus all wild-type GIST), produced a decrease 

in cell proliferation in GIST T1 cells over a 96 hour period, with a highly significant 

(P<0.0001) decrease (18.9%) in proliferation seen at 96 hours when compared to the 

scrambled oligonucleotide control (SCR) (Figure 3-38). Similarly a decrease in wound 

healing response was also observed after transfection with miR-185 when compared to 

the scrambled oligonucleotide control (Figure 3-41). miR-185 targets Sixl (a 

homeoprotein important in the expansion o f progenitor cell types during 

embryogenesis) (Imam et al., 2010), RhoA, Cdc42 (Liu et al., 2011) and DM NTl, 

where it is involved in regulating global DNA methylation (Zhang et al., 2011). Similar 

to these results, ectopic expression o f miR-185 in HEK293, ovarian (Imam et al., 2010) 

and colorectal cancer cells (Liu et al., 2011) inhibited cell proliferation and in HEK293, 

ovarian and colorectal cancer cells it reduced colony formation and cell cycle 

progression (Imam et al., 2010, Liu et al., 2011).

Increased expression o f miR-185 in HEK293, ovarian and colorectal cancer cells also 

caused a decrease in cell invasiveness and migration (Imam et al., 2010, Liu et al.,
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2011), however in GIST T1 cells a significant reduction in cell motility was observed 

only after 48 hours after transfection. This was no longer significant at 72 hours post

transfection (Figure 3-43B). Ectopic expression o f miR-185 showed no significant 

differences in cell invasiveness at 48 or 72 hours post-transfection in GIST T1 cells 

(Figure 3-43A). In glioma cells, miR-185 was found to target DNMTl and ectopic 

expression o f miR-185 reduced global DNA methylation and induced the expression of 

genes with hypermethylated promoters (Zhang et al., 2011). In this study miR-185 

expression was lower in adult mutant GIST tumours and induced expression in GIST T1 

cells resulted in decreased cell proliferation, wound healing and cell motility at 48 

hours. Similarly to the findings for miR-34c-5p these results are suggestive o f a possible 

tumour suppressive role for this miRNA in GIST.

4.1.9.5) miR-190

The final miRNA tested and showing an effect on GIST T1 cell proliferation was miR- 

190, which produced a significant (P<0.0001), 9.1% reduction in cell growth at 96 

hours (Figure 3-39) and a reduced wound healing response in the scratch assay when 

compared to the scrambled oligonucleotide control (Figure 3-41). Ecotpoic expression 

o f miR-190 showed no effect on ceil invasion or motility (Figure 3-44A and B). No 

other studies have been published examining the effect o f ectopic miR-190 expression 

on cell growth or invasion in cancer cell lines but our findings are in support o f a 

tumour suppressor role for miR-190 in mutant GIST cells.

Only one target for miR-190 has been validated in vitro using non-cancerous ceil lines. 

In bronchial epithelial cells, stimulated with arsenic, miR-190 targeted PHLPP, a 

negative regulator o f Akt signalling (Beezhold et al., 2011). The down-regulation of 

PHLPP enhanced Akt activation, which in turn activated expression o f VEGF, leading
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to enhanced proliferation and malignant transformation of the cells (Beezhold et al., 

2011). In this instance, miR-190 may have been acting in an oncogenic manner to 

transform non-neoplastic cells. From our results miR-190 expression is higher in 

paediatric wild-type GISTs only, perhaps acting in an oncogenic manner specifically in 

the paediatric cases and this may represent an oncogenic miRNA signature in paediatric 

wild-type GISTs. On the other hand, miR-190 expression is lower in adult mutant GIST 

and ectopic expression in mutant GIST T1 cells decreased cell proliferation, suggesting 

that in mutant GIST cells, miR-190 could possibly act as a tumour suppressor. As with 

the other miRNAs examined, any oncogenic role o f miR-190 in paediatric wild-type 

GIST or possible tumour suppressive role in mutant GIST remains speculative until 

they can be fully validated in vitro and in vivo. However, due to the lack o f paediatric or 

wild-type cell lines or suitable mouse models, validation is impracticable.

While the precise roles o f the miR-34c-5p (higher in paediatric and wild-type GIST), 

miR-185 (higher in wild-type GIST) and indeed miR-190 (higher in paediatric GIST) in 

paediatric and wild-type GIST remain to be determined in vitro the in vivo, for mutant 

GIST cell lines, our evidence is highly suggestive of a tumour suppressor role for all 

three as reported for various other cancers (Lopez and Alvarez-Salas, 2011, Liu et al., 

2011, Imam et al., 2010)..

4.1.10) Further Comparisons of Differentially Expressed miRNAs Between 

Clinical Subgroups of GIST

Apart from the comparison o f miRNA expression in adult wild-type vs. paediatric wild- 

type GIST, many additional miRNAs were found to be differentially expressed in 

pairwise comparisons between the various subgroups o f GIST examined including adult 

mutant versus paediatric, adult [all] versus paediatric, adult wild-type versus adult 

mutant, all wild-type versus all mutant, cases in cluster B2a versus B2b, and where
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relevant data were available, SDHB positive versus SDHB negative, 14q loss versus 

none, and for adult samples alone: high- versus low-risk, outcome: died of disease/alive 

with disease versus no evidence o f disease. Some o f the differentially expressed 

miRNAs were found in multiple comparisons.

The comparison of miRNA expression between GISTs with 14q loss versus no loss 

(Comparison 8, Table 3-4) revealed only one miRNA significantly differentially 

expressed. That was miR-20b which was found expressed at a higher level in GISTs 

with no 14q loss versus those with fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH)-proven 14q 

loss but also found at higher levels in all wild-type versus mutant GISTs (Comparison 5, 

Table 3-4) and again in cluster B2b (Comparison 6, Table 3-4) compared with B2a 

(Table 3-4). miR-20b targets HIPK3, MYLIP and ARID4b in T cell leukaemia (Landais 

et al., 2007) and PFARG in cervical and colon cancer cell lines (He et al., 2010). miR- 

20b also plays an important role in enabling tumour cells to adapt to oxygen 

concentration by directly targeting VEGFA, H IF -la  and STAT3 (Hua et al., 2006, Lei 

et al., 2009, Cascio et al., 2010). miR-20b can accumulate in tumour cells in normoxic 

conditions and it has been speculated that miR-20b has an oncogenic role (Landais et 

al., 2007, Sun et al., 2009). In liver cancer cells, under normoxic conditions, inhibition 

o f miR-20b significantly decreased cell growth (Lei et al., 2009), but this inhibition was 

rescued by co-transfection o f H IF-la  siRNA, suggesting miR-20b can maintain cell 

growth through its regulation o f H IF -la  (Lei et al., 2009). In hypoxic tumours miR-20b 

expression is downregulated enhancing resistance to apoptosis and in liver cancer cells 

it can also enhance resistance to chemo- and radiotherapy through increasing H IF -la  

(Lei et al., 2009). miR-20b also directly targets VEGF (Hua et al., 2006, Cascio et al., 

2010), modulating VEGF expression through targeting o f its effector proteins H IF -la  

and STAT3 in breast cancer cells (Cascio et al., 2010). Intriguingly H IF-la  can also
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inhibit miR-20b expression, suggesting an auto-regulatory loop between miR-20b and 

HIF-1 (Lei et al., 2009). This auto-regulatory loop between miR-20b and H IF-la 

enables precise detection of any alterations in oxygen concentration (Lei et al., 2009) 

and the relationships between miR-20b, H IF -la  and VEGF allow tumour cells to adapt 

to varying oxygen levels for survival, promoting cell proliferation and inhibiting 

apoptosis (Lei et al., 2009). These data might suggest that miR-20b is involved in the 

pathogenesis o f wild-type GISTs where altered cell metabolism and defective cellular 

respiration, through SDH inactivation in the absence of SDH mutations, has been 

proposed as alternative major oncogenic mechanism.

The comparison o f high versus low risk adult mutant GIST (Comparison 9, Table 3-4) 

revealed only one miRNA that was significantly differentially expressed, miR-150, 

which was expressed at a higher level in low risk GISTs (Table 3-4). miR-150 can 

function as a negative regulator o f targets DLKI and AKTI and a positive regulator of 

targets BIM  and p53  in lymphoma(Watanabe et al., 2011a), both mechanisms having 

tumour suppressive effects. Similarly to our findings, the study by Choi et al., found 

miR-150 down-regulated in high risk GISTs. Interestingly, down-regulation of miR-150 

in lymphoma cells induced continuous activation o f PI3K-AKT and telomerase 

activation, immortalising the cells (Watanabe et al., 2011a). Down-regulation o f miR- 

150 could contribute to the pathogenesis or progression o f high risk GISTs, promoting 

higher levels o f PI3K-AKT signalling and telomerase activation. Thus down-regulation 

o f miR-150 could provide a signature o f high risk GISTs, however further research and 

profiling of this miRNA in a large cohort o f mutant GISTs would be required to confirm 

this. Surprisingly neither m iR-221 or miR-222, which are both known to target KIT in 

other neoplasms including erythoblastic leukaemia and melanoma (Felli et al., 2005, 

Felicetti et al., 2008), were not found differentially expressed between any of the
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comparisons o f GIST, suggesting these miRNAs may not play an important role in KIT 

signalling in GIST.

In summary then, this study has revealed distinct miRNA expression profiles with 

discrete clustering between adult mutant, adult wild-type and paediatric wild-type 

GIST, which is largely under-pinned by the expression o f forty-seven miRNAs on 

14q32 and SDHB expression status. The differentially expressed miRNAs between the 

various classes o f GIST and the functional data strongly suggest a role for miRNA 

dysregulation in both mutant and likely also wild-type GIST. Determining the exact 

roles o f miRNAs in mutant, paediatric and wild-type GIST, will allow further insight 

into the pathogenesis o f paediatric and wild-type GIST, which currently still remain 

incompletely understood and should also allow for the identification and confirmation 

o f any miRNA signatures capable o f predicting more aggressive, high-risk tumours and 

potentially also syndromic cases (Camey triad). While not studied here, miRNAs may 

play an important role tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance or chemotherapy resistance, 

and miRNA signatures potentially might be used to predict kinase inhibitor response. 

miRNAs themselves could also potentially be used as therapeutic agents; re-expressing 

tumour suppressive miRNAs that have been lost or inhibiting oncogenic miRNAs are 

both options that warrant exploration. Extensive studies will be required to confirm the 

possible roles o f miRNAs in these various approaches in GIST, but currently as no 

paediatric or wild-type GIST cell lines are available, this may prove difficult.

Since their discovery in 1993 and their first implication in cancer in 2002, miRNAs 

have provided huge insights into our understanding of cancer, and while miRNA 

research is only in its infancy in GIST, these miRNA profiles have provided tantalising 

revelations with respect to clinical subsets o f GIST and have added another piece to the 

puzzle o f uncovering the oncogenic mechanism behind these tumours in children. It is
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possible that other epigenetic mechanisms including for example alternative recently 

identified ncRNAs such as the piRNAs and snoRNAs could also be involved in GIST 

pathogenesis.

4.2) Conclusions

Given the distinct genomic differences between mutant and paediatric GISTs, such as 

oncogenic KIT, PDGFRA or BRAF mutations, distinct mRNA expression profiles and 

large scale chromosomal losses in the adult mutant GISTs, which are not seen in the 

paediatric setting (Janeway et al., 2007), we had hypothesised that paediatric GISTs 

could be driven by alternative means namely through epigenetics. Methylation is a 

widely studied field in epigenetics and limited studies in mutant GIST have shown 

global DNA hypomethylation similar to other tumour types (Igarashi et al., 2010) and 

aberrant hypermethylation of tumour suppressor genes (House et al., 2003, Saito et al., 

2008, Okamoto et al., 2012). An epigenetic role for the regulatory ncRNAs has also 

emerged, with ncRNAs shown to be major regulators o f gene expression through 

translational control and particularly post-transcriptional gene regulation. They are key 

regulators in normal cellular function and alterations in their function can have 

deleterious effects on the genome. Many o f the ncRNAs are encoded within the genome 

and can be regulated by methylation, indicating a possible convergence of the two 

pathways and as such we chose to investigate the role o f one family o f ncRNAs, namely 

the microRNAs (miRNA).

There are many different types o f ncRNAs, grouped together based on their strand 

length, with long ncRNAs (IncRNAs) ranging in size from >300bp to 100Kb and small 

ncRNAs <300bp, and for the majority o f ncRNAs their exact roles in gene regulation is 

just beginning to be elucidated. Two small families o f ncRNAs with important cellular
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functions include small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) and PlWI-interacting RNAs 

(piRNAs). The main function o f snoRNAs is in post-transcriptional modification of 

rRNAs through 2 ’-0-methylation or pseudouridylation to form mature rRNA (Kiss- 

Laszlo et al., 1996, Nicoloso et al., 1996, Ganot et al., 1997a, Ni et al., 1997), whereas 

piRNAs are involved in germline stem cell maintenance and meiosis (Aravin et al., 

2006, Girard et al., 2006, Grivna et al., 2006, Lau et al., 2006, Watanabe et al., 2006, 

Cox et al., 1998). Since this work commenced snoRNAs and piRNAs have been linked 

cancer development, but at the time of beginning this work only two studies had shown 

snoRNAs to be involved in cancer development (Chang et al., 2002, Dong et al., 2008). 

miRNAs on the other hand, which target mRNA and function primarily as negative 

regulators o f gene expression had been implicated in nearly all forms o f cancer 

(Esquela-Kerscher and Slack, 2006, Garzon et al., 2009) and their tumour suppressive 

or oncogenic roles firmly established in many different cancer types (Cimmino et al., 

2005, He et a l ,  2005b, Costinean et al., 2006, Kumar et al., 2008). miRNA profiling in 

other cancer types has shown miRNAs can distinguish between normal and neoplastic 

cell types and can accurately classify human cancers (Lu et al., 2005). They also can 

provide information regarding the developmental lineage and differentiation state of 

tumours, classifying even poorly differentiated tumours and can also identify tumours 

o f unknown origin (Lu et al., 2005). Given the large amounts o f evidence o f miRNAs in 

cancer we hypothesised that miRNAs might be involved in the pathogenesis of 

paediatric GIST through the silencing o f tumour suppressors and/or activation o f 

oncogenes. We also hypothesised that as paediatric GISTs show distinct mRNA 

expression profiles compared to mutant GIST they would also show distinct miRNA 

expression profiles and would be capable o f discriminating between the clinico- 

pathological subgroups GIST. While the focus o f this study was mainly on paediatric
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wild-type GIST, adult mutant and adult wild-type GISTs were included for comparison, 

given that the three subtypes are very much intertwined and yet their different biologies 

would be best appreciated by comparing and contrasting these closely related tumours. 

miRNA profiling o f GIST did indeed confirm our hypothesis, with distinct miRNA 

expression profiles obtained for paediatric wild-type GIST and for mutant GISTs.

However while distinct profiles were obtained for both paediatric wild-type and adult 

mutant GIST, the profiles split the cases in an unexpected way, with the expression of 

forty-seven miRNAs located on 14q32 found to dominate miRNA clustering. The 

paediatric wild-type cases all showed loss o f expression o f these forty-seven miRNAs 

whereas adult mutant cases were split, with one cluster showing higher expression and 

the other showing loss of expression similar to the paediatric wild-type cases. The 

down-regulation o f miRNA expression from this region in paediatric wild-type GISTs 

and a subset o f adult mutant GISTs is not simply explained by 14q loss. Paediatric cases 

do not typically show 14q loss (Janeway et al., 2007) and 14q loss, although an early 

feature in adult mutant GIST (el-Rifai et al., 1996) and seen in 83% of our adult mutant 

cases simply did not correlate with loss o f I4q32 miRNA expression. Two previous 

studies o f miRNAs in GIST had also shown differences in I4q32 miRNA expression 

and this was attributed in those studies to 14q loss (Haller et al., 2009, Choi et al., 

2010), however in our much larger study, 14q loss alone does not account for loss of 

miRNA expression from 14q32. This strongly indicated that another non-genomic 

mechanism had to be responsible for the differences in 14q32 miRNA expression.

Given the imprinted nature o f the 14q32 region and with all forty-seven miRNAs 

located within a 40kb inter^^al, controlled by the same promoter 200kb away and 

expressed only from the maternal allele (Seitz et al., 2003, Seitz et al., 2004) we 

hypothesised that in the adult mutant GIST tumours with 14q loss had either lost the
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active maternal allele producing low 14q32 miRNA expression or the silent paternal 

allele such that 14q32 miRNA expression was higher. Using the diagnostic assay for 

UPD14 the methylation status of the retained allele in the adult mutant cases with 14q 

loss was examined, and the results support our hypothesis, such that cases with 14q loss 

and retained miRNA expression showed loss of the silent paternal allele, whereas cases 

with loss o f miRNA expression had lost the active maternal allele.

This hypothesis did not hold true for the paediatric wild-type GISTs cases, as they do 

not show 14q loss and yet have low 14q32 miRNA expression. Indeed UPD14 results 

showed a normal methylation pattern for this region in the paediatric cases tested, 

demonstrating that another mechanism is responsible for loss of 14q32 miRNA 

expression in this setting. The loss o f 14q32 miRNA expression has also been identified 

in glioma and OS (Lavon et al., 2010, Thayanithy et al., 2012a) where similarly to the 

paediatric GIST cases, loss o f expression o f the 14q32 miRNAs was not associated with 

14q loss in either tumour type (Lavon et al., 2010, Thayanithy et al., 2012a). 

Methylation is a key feature o f the imprinting process and given the recent report of 

aberrant methylation in wild-type GISTs (Killian et al., 2013), additional aberrant 

methylation o f the maternal allele, in conjunction with the methylation of the paternal 

allele could be responsible for the silencing in this region, but with the normal UPD14 

result for the paediatric wild-type GISTs and the identification o f only limited 

methylation in this region compared to others in OS cases (Thayanithy et al., 2012a), 

perhaps an additional mechanism in conjunction with methylation is responsible for the 

silencing o f the miRNAs located at 14q32. Histone acetylation is also involved in the 

imprinting process and the importance o f both methylation and histone acetylation is 

further substantiated by the evidence that neither a demethylating agent (5-aza-2’- 

deoxycytidine) nor a histone deacetylase inhibitor (sodium-4-phenyl-butyrate (4-PBA))
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alone could induce re-expression of any o f the 14q32 miRNAs in OS cell lines, whereas 

in combination these drugs could induce re-expression (Saito et al., 2006, Thayanithy et 

al., 2012a).

While the paediatric wild-type and adult mutant cases showed tight clustering, the adult 

gastric, retroperitoneal and small bowel wild-type cases were found dispersed amongst 

both paediatric wild-type and adult mutant cases. The four small bowel and one 

retroperitoneal adult wild-type cases clustered with the mutant GISTs, whilst the gastric 

wild type cases were dispersed between the paediatric wild-type and adult mutant 

GISTs and this clustering pattern was found to be on the basis of SDHB 

immunoreactivity.

When this work began, there was no evidence o f SDH dysfunction in paediatric wild- 

type GISTs. Gemiline SDH mutations, previously known to predispose to familial 

paraganglioma syndromes (Favier et al., 2005), had now also been associated with 

Carney-Stratakis syndrome (McWhinney et al., 2007) but not with any other GIST 

subgroups including Carney triad. During the course o f this work, loss o f SDHB 

expression detected by immunohistochemistry (IHC), and SDH loss o f function were 

identified in paediatric and adult wild-type GISTs and also in GISTs associated with 

Carney triad (Janeway et al., 2010a, Gaal et al., 2011), indicating that defective cellular 

respiration was involved in the pathogenesis o f these wild-type (SDH-deficient GISTs) 

(Janeway et al., 2010a). However in the paediatric cases only 12% showed evidence of 

SDH B, C or D mutations, resulting in loss o f SDH function with the remainder wild- 

type for SDH B, C and D (Janeway et al., 2010a). The identification o f a unique SDHB 

miRNA signature in our work suggests that miRNAs might play an important role in 

SDH dysfunction especially where this is not attributable to SDH mutation. The work of 

Killian et al., separated the methylation profiles o f wild-type GISTs on the basis of
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SDHB immunoreactivity, implying the importance o f methylation changes in SDH 

dysfunction (Killian et al., 2013). As methylation can affect miRNA expression, and 

miRNAs can target the DNA methyltransferase enzymes, the two processes may be 

intrinsically linked in SDH loss o f function.

The identification of a class o f SDHB-positive GISTs, currently classed as wild-type, 

which by miRNA profiling cluster with adult mutant cases is intriguing. These cases 

behave in a manner more similar to their mutant GIST counterparts than other wild-type 

GISTs, suggesting that these cases contain yet-to-be-identified oncogenic mutations. 

Indeed the single BRAF mutant case in our cohort, initially characterised as adult wild- 

type and SDHB positive, clustered with the adult mutant cases, and sequencing revealed 

the presence o f the BRAF V600E mutation. Killian et al., found similarly that putative 

adult wild-type cases, clustering with mutant cases on the basis o f methylation profiles, 

shared SDHB immunoreactivity patterns (Killian et al., 2013). Currently any alternative 

causative oncogenic mutations in these SDHB positive wild-type GISTs remains to be 

identified.

Recent studies within the SDHB deficient adult wild-type GISTs have found a further 

distinction within this cohort. A number o f cases were found to be both SDHB and 

SDHA negative by IHC, with sequencing revealing germline mutations in SDHA, 

whereas as SDHA mutations were not found in SDHB negative/SDHA positive cases 

(Pantaleo et al., 2011a, Oudijk et al., 2013, Italiano et al., 2012, Miettinen et al., 2013). 

It has now been estimated that SDH deficiency in adult wild-type GISTs is due to SDH 

mutations in around 50% of cases, with approximately 70% o f these due to SDHA 

mutations alone (Pantaleo et al., 2011a, Oudijk et al., 2013, Italiano et al., 2012, 

Miettinen et al., 2013). These SDHA negafive/SDHB negative GISTs also appear to 

share a distinct histological and cytogenetic features compared to the SDHA
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positive/SDHB negative GISTs, with a lesser female predominance, a slightly higher 

frequency o f metastasis and are rare occurrence in childhood (Miettinen et al., 2013). 

The emerging evidence o f SDH dysfunction in paediatric and a subset o f the adult wild- 

type GISTs suggests that they are better classed as SDH-deficient GISTs.

In summary then having hypothesised that miRNAs would be involved in the 

pathogenesis of paediatric wild-type GISTs and that distinct miRNA expression profiles 

would be capable o f discriminating between the clinico-pathological sub-groups of 

GIST, we were able to show through miRNA profiling o f seventy-three GIST cases, 

that paediatric GISTs do indeed have miRNA expression profiles distinct from mutant 

GISTs. Interestingly, adult wild-type GISTs were dispersed between paediatric wild- 

type and adult mutant cases and this split in adult wild-type cases correlated with SDHB 

expression. Surprisingly, we observed that as a major feature, the cases were split on the 

basis o f miRNA expression from the imprinted 14q32 region and that this did not 

correlate with 14q genomic loss but could at least in part be explained by methylation 

changes. Through pairwise comparisons o f the clinico-pathological subgroups o f GIST, 

significantly differentially expressed miRNAs were identified. Bioinformatic analysis 

o f diametrically expressed miRNAs:mRNAs showed significantly greater than expected 

interactions suggesting that these miRNAs might be functionally relevant in GIST 

biology. While the lack o f any available wild-type GIST cell line precluded functional 

testing o f selected miRNAs in the ideal model, the use o f mutant cell lines did show 

functional effects for several o f the miRNAs tested, including miR-34c-5p, miR-185 

and miR-190, all o f which appear to have tumour suppressor roles in this context. 

Serendipitously, this study may have identified a potential Carney triad signature, which 

if  validated, could be extremely valuable in the early diagnosis o f this syndrome.
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This study has therefore shown that paediatric GISTs are a biologically cohesive group 

with distinct miRNA signatures. While the oncogenic basis o f the majority o f paediatric 

GIST remains elusive, the miRNA profiles obtained have indicated a role for these 

ncRNAs in the pathogenesis o f paediatric GIST.
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4.3) Future Directions

This work has provided many insights into both paediatric and wild-type GISTs with 

unique miRNA profiles for each subset o f GIST and many interesting opportunities 

arise for future work into the roles o f miRNAs in paediatric wild-type GIST but also 

adult wild-type GIST and adult mutant GIST.

4.3.1) Carney Signature

One o f the interesting insights from this work was the clustering o f known Camey triad 

cases within cluster B2b on the heatmap, which may represent a possible signature for 

the development o f the triad. As the cause o f Camey triad remains elusive and Camey 

triad patients cannot be distinguished from paediatric GIST patients until the 

development o f the second neoplasm, which can taken many years, or even decades to 

occur, a miRNA signature for Camey triad could be very useful in determining the 

cases which are more likely to develop Camey triad before the occurrence o f the second 

neoplasm. A miRNA signature for Camey triad could therefore assist in earlier 

diagnosis and confimiation o f a Camey triad miRNA signature would allow for closer 

monitoring o f these selected wild-type GIST patients, and thereby allow for even earlier 

detection o f additional neoplasms.

In order to confirm such a signature, a larger cohort with retrospective clinical data is 

required. To achieve this, a collaboration has been established with Dr. J. A. Camey and 

Dr. Constantine Stratakis, and additional confirmed Camey triad gastric GISTs have 

been received. These additional cases will be profiled use the TaqMan Low Density 

Arrays (TLDA) miRNA arrays and miRNA expression data for these cases will be 

included with the original expression data. Unsupervised hierarchal clustering will then 

be performed to determine if  indeed all the Camey triad cases cluster tightly together. If
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they do in fact cluster together, significantly differentially expressed miRNAs between 

the clusters can be examined and it will be established at that time what the optimal 

miRNA signature for Carney triad is. A second aim o f this work is to consider the 

biological significance of such a signature in Camey triad.

4.3.2) SDH and miRNAs

This study has provided a unique set o f miRNAs differentiating SDH deficient and SDH 

functional GIST. In the paediatric wild-type GISTs, which have emerged as SDH 

deficient on the basis o f SDHB immunohistochemistry (IHC), the majority o f cases, 

including Camey triad-associated GISTs do not contain SDH mutations (Janeway et al., 

2010a) suggesting miRNAs may be involved in SDH loss o f ftinction and the unique 

miRNA signature identified in this study could provide insights into the pathogenesis of 

these tumours. These miRNA could have vital roles in SDH function and the study into 

their biological role in GIST cells could provide useful insights into altered cell 

metabolism. The lack o f availability o f a paediatric or adult wild-type GIST cell line 

makes such studies cuirently impossible. The only current alternative would be to use 

mutant GIST cell lines as a model and examine the effects o f up- and/or down- 

regulation o f these miRNAs. Cells would be transfected with pre-miRNAs or miRNA 

inhibitors, under normoxic and hypoxic conditions, for each miRNA of interest, and 

transfections confirmed using RT-qPCR assays for each miRNA. SDH A, B, C and D 

mRNA and protein expression would be measured using RT-qPCR and western blotting 

for each subunit and complex II activity would be measured using a citric acid synthase 

assay. This would allow us to determine if  any o f these miRNAs are targeting any o f the 

SDH subunits and examine if they can affect SDH function in cells where SDH is still 

functional.
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Given the recent data surrounding SDHA mutations in around 50% of adult wild-type 

GISTs (Pantaleo et al., 201 la, Oudijk et al., 2013, Italiano et al., 2012, Miettinen et al., 

2013), SDHA IHC could be performed on the SDHB negative cases to identify if  they 

contain SDHA mutations. While adult and paediatric cases should be tested, prior data 

suggests this is rare in childhood (Miettinen et al., 2013). These SDHB negative/SDHA 

negative wild-type GISTs form distinct subgroup within the adult wild-type GIST 

population (Miettinen et al., 2013) and it would be o f interest to establish if they cluster 

together within the our heatmaps. SDHA IHC data on these cases would then allow for 

a comparison between SDHB negative/SDHA positive and SDHB negative/SDHA 

negative adult wild-type GIST and determine if there is a miRNA signature for these 

SDHB negative/SDHA negative adult wild-type GISTs.

4.3.3) 14q32 miRNAs

The split of the GIST cases, due to 14q32 miRNA expression, is a major feature o f the 

heatmap and loss o f 14q32 miRNA expression was seen in all paediatric wild-type 

GISTs, despite no evidence o f 14q32 loss. Loss o f 14q32 miRNA expression, also seen 

in ghoma and OS is not simply explained by 14q loss (Bridge et al., 1997, Lavon et al., 

2010) and currently the method o f silencing is unknown but may be due to a 

combination o f methylation and histone acetylation (Thayanithy et al., 2012a). 

Methylation profiling and analysis o f histone acetylation of this specific region in the 

paediatric wild-type cases compared to the adult mutant cases that have retained the 

active maternal allele could confirm if this is the cause of loss o f expression in the 

paediatric cases. Mutations in the IG-DMR of the maternal allele cause an epigenotype 

switch, patemalising (silencing) the maternal allele and reducing miRNA expression 

(Lin et al., 2003). Screening for mutations in the IG-DMR would therefore also enable
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us to determine if mutations in this promoter could be responsible for loss of miRNA 

expression.

As two adult mutant cell lines have been shown to retain (GIST T l) and lose (GIST882) 

the active maternal allele respectively these could then be used to examine the effect of 

loss expression of or test the effect o f re-expression of these 14q32 miRNAs on cell 

function. Ectopic expression o f one 14q32 miRNA miR-494 in GIST882 cells resulted 

in reduced cell proliferation and increased cell death suggesting that this miRNA may 

be acting as a tumour suppressor in cases with 14q32 loss and that perhaps all 14q32 

miRNAs similarly affect cell growth (Kim et al., 201 lb).

14q32 miRNA re-expression could be achieved through a combination of DNA 

methylation inhibitors (5-aza-2’deoxycytidine) and histone deacetylase inhibitors 

((sodium-4-phenyl-butyrate (4-PBA)) as neither treatment alone can induce re

expression (Saito et al., 2006, Thayanithy et al., 2012a). These treatments in GIST882 

would be used to confirm if they indeed can produce re-expression o f miRNAs from 

14q32 similar to that seen in OS cells and confirm if  both methylation and histone 

deacetylation are responsible for silencing o f the paternal allele. Over the short term the 

effect o f re-expression on cell growth could also be established. However as these 

treatments are toxic to the cells, they may influence cell behaviour and as they are 

global methylation and histone deacetylase inhibitors they may also have off-target 

effects, inducing the re-expression o f other silenced genes and miRNAs that may also 

have an effect on cell behaviour that could influence results.

One option would be to examine re-expression after transient transfection o f each 

individual miRNA. Firstly however GIST882 cells that are not overly stressed would be 

required and then transfection reagents that can consistently transfect cells and minimise
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cytotoxicity and avoid stressing cells too much would be needed. This method would 

allow examination o f each miRNA from 14q32 similar to the Kim et al., study and 

determine individual targets for each miRNA. However this would ultimately only 

examine the short term effect o f re-expression o f each individual miRNA on the cells 

and would be very time consuming and tedious. Also while this method would allow for 

determination o f individual targets, the effect o f simultaneous re-expression o f multiple 

14q32 miRNAs together could not be examined and these miRNAs may ultimately 

work in combination, to affect cellular function.

The alternative option for long-term expression would be to stably transfect a vector 

containing each miRNA into the GIST882 cells and study long-term effect on cell 

growth, however again this would only be for each individual miRNA. In order to 

achieve simultaneous re-expression o f multiple 14q32 miRNAs a vector containing 

multiple miRNAs from 14q32 would need to be constructed and stably transfected into 

the cells. Simultaneous re-expression o f multiple miRNAs has been previously achieved 

for the miR-302 family (Lin et al., 2008a, Lin et al., 2010) and could be potentially done 

for the 14q32 miRNAs also.

Once successful transfection and cell selection was achieved and miRNA expression 

established through northern blots and RT-qPCR, the effect of simultaneous re

expression o f multiple 14q32 miRNAs could then be examined on the cells, testing cell 

growth, viability, cell cycle, apoptosis, colony formation and anchorage independent 

growth compared to untransfected cells and confirm if  the 14q32 miRNAs together are 

acting as a tumour suppressor. To determine the targets o f the combined 14q32 

miRNAs, mRNA expression profiling could be done on cells transfected with the vector 

containing 14q32 miRNAs, cells containing empty vector and untransfected cells. As
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miRNAs can have many targets and many miRNAs can target one mRNA it is possible 

that these 14q32 miRNAs may all target similar mRNAs.

The effect of re-expression o f these miRNAs could then also be examined in 

conjunction with imatinib, sunitinib or other tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI), to 

determine if the combination o f imatinib or any o f these treatments and 14q32 miRNA 

re-expression could further reduce cell growth compared with Imatinib treatment alone. 

If the vector was successful in vitro it could then be used in transgenic GIST mice (once 

it is confirmed they have lost 14q32 miRNA expression, which corresponds to distal 

chromosome 12 in mice (Seitz et al., 2004) to examine the effect on GIST tumours in 

vivo and ultimately confirm a tumour suppressor role for this miRNA cluster. Similarly 

to the cell line studies the combinational effect o f imatinib, sunitinib or other TKIs and 

14q32 miRNA re-expression could also be examined in vivo to determine if they can 

induce increased cell death and tumour shrinkage. If re-expression of multiple 14q32 

miRNAs can be achieved in vivo and do indeed reduce tumour formation, these 

miRNAs could potentially be used as a GIST treatment in a specific set o f mutant GIST 

patients which have lost 14q32 miRNA expression.

Conversely in a GIST cell line with retained 14q32 miRNA expression, such as GIST 

T1 cells, the effect o f silencing these miRNAs could be examined on cellular function. 

Individual miRNA inhibitors could be used to inhibit each miRNA and the functional 

effect measured on the cells but similar to inducing miRNA expression the combined 

effect of inhibition of multiple 14q32 miRNAs simultaneously may have a bigger 

impact on cellular function. Akin to inducing miRNA expression, stable transfection of 

a vector containing antisense inhibitors for multiple 14q32 miRNAs could be the best 

way to achieve simultaneous knockdown o f the miRNAs and the effect on growth, 

viability, cell cycle, apoptosis, colony formation and anchorage independent growth
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then measured compared to cells transfected with empty vector and untransfected cells. 

If successful, these inhibitors could also be used to test the affect in GIST mouse 

models with 14q32 miRNA expression and the effect on tumour growth measured. 

Similarly to re-expression studies, the inhibition o f the 14q32 miRNAs could be tested 

in combination with imatinib, sunitinib or other TKIs to examine if loss of function 

induces greater cell death than either treatment alone.

4.3.4) miR-34c-5p/miR-185/miR-190

These three miRNAs have all demonstrated a functional effect on the growth and 

wound healing o f GIST T1 cells, and while some targets have been identified for these 

miRNAs, none have been identified in this cell line. Future studies for these miRNAs 

would therefore include the identification o f targets for miR-34c-5p, niiR-185 and miR- 

190 in GIST T1 cells using mRNA profiling to compare gene expression before and 

after transfection with each miRNA. Possible target interactions can then be established 

using luciferase assays in cells transfected with a vector containing the 3 ’UTR of the 

target mRNA of interest and the miRNAs and luciferase activity measured. For miR- 

185 studies methylation profiles could also be used to determine if ectopic expression of 

miR-185 affects global DNA methylation and can induce or repress genes in GIST 

cells.

Further characterisation o f the mechanism o f reduced cell proliferation could also be 

performed to determine if ectopic expression of these miRNAs induces apoptosis or 

affects cell cycle transition and this would be achieved using apoptosis assays and cell 

cycle analysis by flow cytometry. Stable expression o f each o f these miRNAs would 

also enable the effect o f long-term expression be examined in the cells and subsequently 

the effect o f re-expression of these miRNAs in mouse models to determine if  these too
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are tumour suppressors in GIST. If re-expression of these tumours in vivo can induce 

tumour shrinkage they too could potentially become a treatment for GIST either alone 

or in combination with a TKI.

Overall miRNA profiles could be also be used to determine the role o f miRNAs in 

imatinib resistance. If further clinical information was available such as imatinib and 

sunitinib treatment response (and any other TKI response) these could be used to 

establish miRNA treatment response signatures. If a treatment response signature could 

be identified and validated it would enable rapid identification of tumours that will 

respond to treatment, and allow the avoidance o f unnecessary treatments, but may also 

help identify tumours that will ultimately develop resistance. Treatment data on 

paediatric patients would also be useful. While most paediatric GISTs do not respond to 

imatinib or sunitinib, a small minority will show some response (.Taneway et al., 2009) 

and a miRNA signature could also be identified for paediatric cases that are likely to 

show some response to TKIs thereby minimise unnecessary TKI treatments.

Altogether there are many options for future work on miRNAs in both paediatric wild- 

type and adult mutant GISTs. While validation of many o f the miRNA signatures in 

paediatric wild-type GIST will be impossible until cell lines can be established, 

miRNAs signatures in these cases still provide insights into the pathogenesis o f these 

tumours. For the present time mutant cell line models must suffice as models for 

studying miRNA dysregulation in vitro and indeed understanding miRNA dysfimction 

in mutant models particularily with the knowledge o f miRNA expression similarities 

and differences between wild-type and mutant cases will ultimately lead to a greater 

understanding o f paediatric and wild-type GISTs which are now perhaps better 

considered SDH deficient GISTs.
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5.1) Publications

Janeway, K. A., Kim, S. Y., Lx)dish, M., Nose, V., Rustin, P., Gaal, J., Dahia, P. L., 

Liegl, B., Ball, E. R., Raygada, M., Lai, A. H., Kelly, L., Homick, J. L., O ’Sullivan, H., 

de Krijger, R. R., Dinjens, W. N., Demetri, G. D., Antonescu, C. R., Fletcher, J. A., 

Helman, L. & Stratakis, C. S. 2010. Defects in succinate dehydrogenase in 

gastrointestinal stromal tumors lacking KIT and PDGFRA mutations. Proceedings of 

the National Academy o f Sciences USA, 108, 314-8.

Oudijk, L., Gaal, J., Korpershoek, E., Van Nederveen, P. H., Kelly, L., Schivon, G., 

Verweij, J., Mathijssen, R. H., den Bakker, M. A., Oldenburg, R. A., van Loon, R. L., 

O ’Sullivan, M. J., de Krijger, R. R. & Dinjens, W. N. 2013. SDHA mutations in adult 

and pediatric wild-type gastrointestinal stromal tumors. Modem Pathology, 26, 456-63

Kelly, L., Bryan, K., Kim, S. Y., Janeway, J. A., Killian, K , Schildhaus, H. U., 

Miettinen, M., Helman, L., Meltzer, P. S., van de Rijn, M., Debiec-Rychter, M. & 

O ’Sullivan, M. 2013 Post-transcriptional dysregulation by miRNAs is implicated in the 

pathogenesis o f Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor [GIST]. Accepted PLoS One.
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5.2) Poster Presentations

102"'̂  Annual meeting of the American Association of Cancer Research, April

2011, Orlando, Florida, USA

Poster Title: An Investigation into the Role of miRNAs in the Pathogenesis of 

Paediatric Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumors.

Kelly, L., Bryan, K., Kim, S. Y., Debiec-Rychter, M. & O’Sullivan, M. J.

International Cancer Conference, September 2011, Trinity College Dublin,

Ireland.

Poster Title: An Investigation of miRNAs in the Pathogenesis of PaediatricAVild-Type 

Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumours.

Kelly, L., Bryan, K., Kim, S. Y., Debiec-Rychter, M. & O’Sullivan, M. J.

Postgraduate Research Day, 19‘̂  September 2011, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland.

Poster Title; An Investigation of miRNAs in the Pathogenesis o f PaediatricAVild-Type 
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